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The thesis researches heavy truck safety in Canada's Prairie region during the 1990s. Its

purpose is to reveal issues that should be considered by decision-makers in choosing

among alternative courses of action to improve heavy truck safety. Improving heavy

truck safety is a principal focus of transportation agencies throughout North America.

Canada's Road Safety Vision 2010 envisions decreases in the number of fatalities and

serious injuries occurring in commercial vehicle accidents over the next decade, implying

large decreases in accident rates. This or any improvement cannot be made when there is

limited knowledge about the safety of heavy truck operations, and little is known about

the effectiveness of manv safetv initiatives.

ABSTRACT

The thesis provides a systems analysis of heavy truck safety and methods used to

improve heavy truck safety in the Prairie region between 1993 and 1998. It develops new

insights into the region's weight and dimension regulations and their effects on truck

operations. It creates a detailed understanding of the entire population of 14,838 heavy

truck accidents reported in the region during the study period, as well as the population of

commercial vehicle on-road inspections conducted in Saskatchewan and Manitoba

between L995 and 1997. The research applies exposure-based analysis to consider

differences in truck accident rates between jurisdictions, volumes of truck traffic, road

types, load limits, seasons, times of day, and truck configurations. Gathering and

slmthesizing expert knowledge from industry officials, regulators, and the engineering

community provides critical input to the research. Finally, the thesis formulates and
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applies the heavy truck system safety review concept, a formal procedure to serve as a

practical tool in heavy truck safety investigations.

The thesis reveals a significant increase in heavy truck accidents, including fatal and

injury accidents, over the research period, throughout the region on both provincial

highways and urban streets. The frequency, severity and exposure-based rate of heavy

truck accidents in urban areas offer a new, large target for future initiatives to improve

heavy truck safety. The region experiences strong geographical concentrations of heavy

truck accidents, particularly at intersections. On Manitoba provincial highways, the

winter period experiences significantly higher numbers and accident rates than

summertime trucking. Adverse road surface conditions account for nearly one-half of all

heavy truck accidents. Also, nighttime trucking experiences significantly higher rates

than daytime trucking. Single trailer combinations have higher accident rates than double

traller combinations. When all heavy truck accidents are considered, the heavy truck

accident rate is lower on divided highways than on undivided highways. However, when

intersection heavy truck accidents are excluded, the rate is about the same for divided and

undivided highways. Existing heavy truck safety programs do not address these

imbalances.
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1.1 TtrIE RESEARCI{

The thesis is a systems analysis of heavy truck safety and methods used to improve heavy

truck safety in the Prairie region between 1993 and 1998. The analysis reveals issues that

should be considered in defining, evaluating, and choosing among alternative courses of

action to improve heavy truck safety in the region.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The thesis applies traffic-based exposure analysis to investigate heavy truck accident rates

in the region. Factors considered are jurisdiction, truck volume, road type, load limit, season,

time of day, and configuration category. It formulates and demonstrates an application of the

heavy truck system safety review concept. This is a formal procedure designed to serve as

a practical tool for helping to understand heavy truck safety in a given situation, and

evaluating potential initiatives intended to improve heavy truck safety.

I.2 BACKGROUND AND NEED FOR THE RESEARCH

The safety performance of heavy trucks has become a focus of most transportation agencies

in North America. Coupled with the effective demise of economic regulation of trucking in

the 1980s, initiatives have been developed and implemented to improve heavy truck safety

in Canada and the rest of North America Q.{ix, 2001a; Montufar,1999). These efforts are

intensiffing as safety becomes the primary concern of those transportation agencies.



In Canada, the efforts to improve road safety are addressed by continuing expansion of

National Safety Code (NSC) programs, and the comprehensive initiative "Road Safety

Vision 201 0" undertaken by the Ministers responsible for transportation and highway safety.

This initiative identifies a target of a20 percent reduction in fatalities or serious injuries in

accidents involving commercial vehicles by the year 2010, compared to the period

I996-200I(CCMTA, 2000). This new initiative also identifies the need for "broad-based

benchmark data of key road safety indicators, against which intervention efforts can be

measured" (CCMTA, 2000). Applyrng this initiative to heavy truck safety on provincial

highways in the Prairie region, assuming this outcome is directly linked to the frequency of

heavy truck accidents (HTAs), the target means that:

The number of heavy truck accidents on provincial highways will have to decrease
by 20 percent, or about 250 HTAs per year by 2010.

The HTA rate per million truck-kilometers traveled (TKT) on provincial highways
will have to decrease by about 50 percent assuming continuing growth in truck traffic
of four percent per year over the next 10 years, and the 20 percent reduction in HTAs
in the region (as intended by this initiative).

In the U.S., truck safety concerns are illustratedbythe goal of the U.S. Federal Motor Carrier

Safety Administration (FMCSA) to reduce truck-related fatalities on U.S. highways by 50

percent by 2070, and truck-related injuries by 20 percent by 2008 (FMCSA, 2001; Transport

Topics, 1999), compared to i998.

During the period considered in this research, two methods were specifically applied in the

Prairie region (and the rest of Canada) intended to improve the safety of heavy truck
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operationsr (1) regulating truck size and weight limits to improve the safety-related

performance of individual truck types and the heavy truck fleet; and (2) conducting on-road

vehicle inspections of heavy trucks (National Safety Code Standard No. 12). Also during

this period, the safety of heavy truck operations has been affected by the operating

environment comprised of highways, traffic signs, traffic signals, and other highway

engineering elements. This becomes, in essence, a third method, where highway engineering

(road design, road maintenance, and traffic control) plays a role in heavy truck safety. Each

of these methods are the principal responsibilities of provincial and municipal highway and

transportation agencies, who build and maintain roads, and regulate their use.

There are three fundamental problems with the safety programs that have been adopted in

the Prairies. The first is that not much is known about the safety of heavy truck operations

in the Prairie region. This has also been stated by Nix (2001a) (although not specifically

referring to the Prairie region but to Canada in general). Without this knowledge it is

difficult to appreciate how or when (even if) one or another of the programs might impact

the safety of heavy truck operations. The second problem is that little is known about the

actual impact of some of those programs on safety. Hauer (1987) indicates that "(the)

difference between public relations and management is knowledge. The question is why so

little is known about the safety effect of so many costly programs?". Similarly, commenting

on the NSC, Nix (1999) states thaf "a decade ago, federal, provincial and territorial

governments agreed to new commercial vehicle safety standards-the NSC. As yet, there has

been no real attempt to measure the impact". The third problem is that much of the highway
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mileage in the Prairie region involves low truck traffic volumes and covers large areas of

sparsely populated land. Yet, many truck safety programs are designed for high-volume

highways in densely-populated areas (Montufar et al., 1998a).

There is need to obtain better knowledse and understandine about heavy truck safety in the

Prairie region, and the methods used or available to influence heavy truck safety. This will

allow decision-makers

heavy truck operations

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

to better allocate the resources available to improve the safety of

The specific objectives ofthe research are:

in the Prairies, and intelligently pursue the safety targets identified.

i. To understand the three methods used for improving heavy truck safety in the Prairie
region in the 1990s, their origins, their intentions, their application, and their
limitations. This requires an extensive literature review and intelligence gathering

based on personal interviews with industry officials, truck drivers, truck regulators,
compliance officers, and highway engineers and planners.

To understand the road network upon which the heavy truck accidents considered in
the research occurred, the basic and seasonal weight regulations governing trucking
on this network, and to deduce key implications for heavy truck operations and

potential safety considerations. This objective utilizes geographical information
system platforms of regional road networks.

To obtain comprehensive knowledge and understanding of heavy truck safety in the

region through the following:

2.

a
J.

Analysis, including geo-coding, of the heavy truck accidents that were
reported to have occurred on provincial highways in Manitoba,
Saskatchewan, and Alberta, and on urban truck routes in Winnipeg, Regina,
Saskatoon, Calgary, and Edmonton during the period 1993 to 1998.



Analysis of Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA) inspections in
Manitoba and Saskatchewan for the period 1995 to 1997.

Analysis of heavy truck accident rates based on exposure as measured by
truck traffic, considering differences between jurisdictions, truck volume,
road type, load limits, seasons, time of day, and truck configuration.

Obtaining and applyrng industrial intelligence to help interpret and

understand the findings of these analyses.

A To reveal issues that should be considered in defining, evaluating and choosing
among alternative courses of action to improve heavy truck safety in the region.

To develop and apply a methodology for conducting system safetyreviews of heavy
truck operations, building on experiences gained in this and other trucking research,
and the principles formalized in the road safety audit concept. The methodology is
aimed at providing a practical tool for understanding heavy truck safety in various
situations, and evaluating and reaching decisions about actions directed at improving
heavv truck safetv.

5.

The scooe of this research is constrained as follows:

1. It relies on a mixture of raw, semi-processed and fully processed databases about
HTAs, truck traffic, and CVSA inspections. Discussions with data providers are

necessary to clarify issues/problems in the databases, to understand the databases,

and to normalize differences between them.

2. Heavy truck accident data is for the period between 1993 and 1998. CVSA
inspection data is for the period between 1995 and 1991. Truck traffic flow data is
for the period between 1995 and 2000.

aJ. Two tlpes of exposure data are available for the research.
creation and analysis of new truck traffic data providing
configuration details on Manitoba provincial highways.
exposure data obtained from readily-available sources.

4. The research does not deal with economic considerations or social implications of
heavy truck safety.

The first involves the
spatial, temporal and
The second involves



1.4

The research approach is designed with the specific purpose of fully understanding and

analyzing heavy truck safety in the Prairie region. Industry and engineering insights and

opinions, practical experience, and participation in relevant professional workshops,

RESEARCH APPROACH

symposia and conferences are fundamental aspects of this approach. The research involves:

1. Creation and systematic analysis of three primary data sources: (1) raw heavy truck
accident data; (2) raw, semi-processed and fully processed truck volume and

classification data; and (3) semi-processed CVSA inspection data. This requires
discussions with many officials throughout the region.

Field inspections of road conditions and truck haffic on most of the region's primary
highways, and many of its major urban truck routes.

Designing, conducting and synthesizing personal surveys of major regional trucking
firms, shippers and intermodal (rail) operators (33 in total), directed at discovering
industry intelligence concerning trucking and truck safety in the region.

Designing, conducting and synthesizing personal surveys of truck regulators and

transportation engineers throughout the region, to develop the first comprehensive
understanding of seasonal weight regulations governing regional trucking.

Participation in on-road truck inspections at the Emerson weigh scale in Manitoba.

Designing and conducting a system safety review application involving the 90-km
Perimeter highway around Winnipeg. This was done with input by a commissioned
expert truck driver of long experience in Prairie region trucking.

Organizing and conducting personal interviews of road design and highway safety
engineers, and or ganizing/chairing workshop s/symp o si a directed at di s c overing the

sensitivity of highway engineering endeavors to heavy truck safety.

Conducting research assignments concerning the application of intelligent
transportation systems to commercial vehicle operations (at the Texas Transportation
Institute) and exposure-based analysis needs and methods (at the University of
Michi gan Transportation Research lnstitute).

Site visits of heavy truck accident locations.
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1.5 THESIS ORGANIZATION

This thesis is comprised of eight chapters. Chapter 2 discusses regulatory methods used to

improve the safety of heavy truck operations in the Prairie region. The chapter begins by

providing a historical review of truck regulation in Canada, including a discussion on

government involvement in the economic and safety regulation of trucking, and the shift of

emphasis from economic regulation to safety regulation. Two of the methods of specif,rc

interest to this research are then discussed: (1) basic truck size and weight regulations; and

(2) on-road vehicle inspections.

Chapter 3 defines the regional road network upon which the heavy truck accidents considered

in the research occurred. It analyzes the basic and seasonal weight regulations governing

truck operations on these roads. Based on an extensive field survey, carrier intelligence

about these roads and their safety-oriented regulation are presented. Implications for regional

trucking and related safety considerations are then deduced and summarized.

Chapter 4 presents the results of a comprehensive analysis of heavy truck accidents in the

Prairies. The chapter begins by providing information about the accident databases used in

the analysis. It then provides separate analyses for accidents reported to have occurred on

provincial highways, and accidents reported to have occurred in urban areas.

Chapter 5 presents the development and analysis of CVSA inspections conducted in

Manitoba and Saskatchewan in the period between 1995 to 1997.
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Chapter 6 develops and analyzes relationships between heavy truck accidents occurring on

provincial highways in the region and exposure as measured by estimates of truck traffic and

truck traffic characteristics. The chapter presents an analysis of heavy truck accident rates

based on exposure as measured by truck traffic, considering differences between

jurisdictions, truck volume, road type, load limits, seasons, time of day, and truck

configuration.

Chapter 7 discusses the development of the system safety review concept for heavy truck

operations, and illustrates its application. The chapter begins with a discussion of the need

for system safety reviews for heavy truck operations, followed by the development of the

procedure to use when conducting these reviews. The chapter concludes with an example

of how this concept can be applied to improve heavy truck safety.

Chapter 8 provides conclusions.

1.6 TERMINOLOGY USED IN THE THESIS

For the purposes of this research the following definitions are used:

Ileavy Truck (HT): Defined as any articulated combination using a truck-tractor for
propulsion. Such combinations include two and three-axle tractors with a single, tandem or
tridem-axle semitrailer; a double-trailer combination; or a triple-trailer combination. This
also includes truck-tractors with no units attached (bobtails).

Ileavy Truck Safety: Defined as: (1) heavy truck accidents reported to have occurred on
provincial highways and in the region's five major urban centers during the studyperiod; and

(2)heavy truck accident rates based on estimates of tmck traffic exposure. This definition
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of safety is consistent with that discussed in Hauer (1997). The phrase "heavy truck safety"
is used interchangeably with "the safety of heavy truck operations".

Accident: This is an accident identified in a traffic accident report completed by the police
and recorded in the accident database of the corresponding jurisdiction. The databases are

maintained by Manitoba Transportation and Government Services for provincial highway
accidents in Manitoba; Saskatchewan Government Insurance (SGI) for provincial highway
accidents in Saskatchewan and for accidents in Regina and Saskatoon; Alberla
Transportation for provincial highway accidents in Alberta and for accidents in Edmonton
and Calgary; and City of Winnipeg Public Works Department for accidents on Winnipeg
streets. Accidents arerecordediftheyinvolve a fatality,injury, orproperlydamage generally
specified by each jurisdiction at $ 1,000 or more (this reporting level is the same for all
jurisdictions and remained constant over the research period). However, some of the
accidents included in the V/innipeg database involve property damage of less than $1,000.
In this research, an accident is taken to be the same as a collision or a crash.

Heavy Truck Accident (HTA): This is any accident which has occurred on the road
sections under consideration and, which-as best as could be determined from the accident
report-involved a heavy truck (HT). Because some HTAs involve two or more HTs, some
of the results distinguish between the number of HTAs and the number of HTs involved in
HTAs. For example, in 1998 there were 2i3 HTAs on Manitoba provincial highways
involving 226heavy trucks. The specific definition according to the police report form for
each province is discussed in Section B.1 in Appendix B.

Provincial Highways: These are highways under the authority of the Province as of
December 1998, which is the last year for which heavy truck accident data was obtained for
this analysis. In Manitoba, provincial highways include all Provincial Trunk Highways
(PTHs) and Provincial Roads (PRs). In Saskatchewan, they are all primary and secondary

highways, and in Alberta, provincial highways are all primary highways. ln the case of
Alberta, the secondary highway network returned to being under the authority of Alberta
Transportation on April 1, 2000 . This network had been under the control of local
authorities (Cities, Counties, and Municipal Districts) during the research period.

Prairie Region: Is the region that encompasses the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan,
and Alberta.

Truck Configurations: Figure G- 1 in Appendix G shows the common truck configurations
discussed in this thesis.

Traffic-based Exposure: This refers to using truck traffic volume as the measure of
exposure to calculate accident rates.



REGULATORY METIIODS USED TO IMPRO\rE

TIEAVY TRUCK SAFETY IN THE PRAIRIE REGTON

This chapter provides a historical review of truck regulation in Canada. It also discusses the

three methods used in the Prairie region to improve heavy truck safety: (1) truck size and

weight regulations; (2) on-road vehicle inspections; and (3) road-related initiatives for safe

truckins.

CTIAPTER 2

2.1 HISTORICAL REVIE\ry OF TRUCK REGULATION IN CANADA

In discussing truck policy and regulation, there is a need to distinguish between policy and

regulation at the federal ievel and atthe provincial level. This discussion focuses on policy

issues that took place at the federal level over the last 50 years and hence affected

international and interprovincial trucking throughout Canada.

2.1.1 Transportation Policy and Trucking

ln the past, Canadian transportation policy was largely concemed with railway problerns. At

the federal level, railway issues were nearly always the driving force for new transportation

policies (Darling, 1972). It was in the midst of these problems that trucking began to grow

and became an industry. The expansion of trucking and its increasing competition with the

railways on certain links, resulted in the introduction of economic regulation (Darling, l9l2),

which lasted for about 50 years.
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In the economically-regulated environment of truck operations in Canada, there were five

key transportation policy elements that affected trucking (Montufar, 1999):

The Motor Vehicle Transport Act of 1954, which delegated to the provinces the
authority to regulate extra-provincial or out-of-province trucking operations.

The McPherson Royal Commissioru-appointed in 1959, which recognized that
competition was critical in transportation and recommended: (1) complete fleedom
of rate-making for railways; (2) abolition of concepts of unjust discrimination and
undue preference; (3) unification of transport regulation in a single board; and (4) a
series of measures for compensating the railways for burdens created by demands of
public policy (Darling, 1972).

The National Transportation Act Q{TA) of 1967, which came as a result of the
recommendations provided by the McPherson Royal Commission. The NTA
established the Canadian Transport Commission as the single body to regulate all
modes under federal jurisdiction. kr addition, the NTA recognized trucking as a

legitimate mode of transport, which had to be seen as a competitive element in the
system Q'{ix, 1986; Haritos and Elliot, 1983).

The U.S. Motor Caruier Act of 1980, which was a major turning point for trucking
in North America. The initiation of economic deregulation in the U.S. introduced by
this Act had a significant effect on Canadian policy. The potential for competition
with U.S. carriers emerged, and with it, concems regarding truck safety in the two
countries (Boisjoly and Corsi 1982). The Act was the first step towards economic
deregulation of the Canadian trucking industry.

The Motor Vehicle Transport Act of 1987, which introduced deregulation of the

Canadian trucking industry. This came as a result of the U.S. Motor Carrier Act of
1980, and after the release of the discussion paper by the Minister of Transport
entitled "Freedom to Move." This paper stated the government's principles for the
economic regulatory reform of transportation: (1) the safety of the transportation
system is the first priority; (2) the hansportation system is there to serve the shippers
and travelers; (3) competition is an important part of transportation; and (4) the

regulatory process needs to be open, accessible, and not time-consuming. The
document recommended the introduction of "reverss onss"-shifting the burden of
proof from the applicant to the respondent in license applications, and moved
towards a"frt, willing and able" requirement (Transport Canada, 1992).

Even though the list of policy developments that affected trucking is longer than that
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presented above, those are the five key elements that shaped the Canadian trucking industry.

There were many parallel issues that also had a great impact on trucking operations.

Principal examples are: (1) growth of the industry; (2) truck size and weight regulations; (3)

technological developments; (4) road construction; and (5) the economy itself (Montufar,

1999). In addition, the most recent event that has begun to have an impact on trucking, and

is expected to have a greater impact in the future, is the September 11th attack of the World

Trade Center in New York. After this event, more security measures are expected to take

place with the trucking industry both in the U.S. and Canada.

2.1.2 Government Involvement in the Economic and Safety Regulation of Trucking

Economic regulation of the trucking industry in Canada was primarily introduced by the

provinces. Provincial governments introduced licensing systems to regulate for-hire trucking

operations in the late 1920s and early 1930s (MTA, 1997; Nix and Clayton 1980).

ln the "Winner Case" of 1954, extra-provincial regulation was challenged, revised, and

turned over to the federal goverrìment, which in turn chose to delegate to the provinces the

authority to regulate extra-provincial trucking operations with the introduction of the Motor

Vehicle Transport Act (MVTA) of 1954 Q.{ix and Clayton, 1980).

Regarding safety regulation, most of the activity was of a general natute applied to all

vehicles and motorists and took place at the federal level. The provinces (and states) had

their own Safety Acts and safety programs since the early days of trucking. However, the
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majority of laws and regulations came from the federal govemment. The U.S. led the way

with the introduction of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations in 1935, and several

other Acts in the 1960s, 7970s, and 1980s. As a result of the U.S. Highway Safety Act of

1970, Canada introduced its first safety-related federal Act-the Canada Motor Vehicle

Safety Act of l97l (Transport Canada,1999). This Act was introduced to allow the Road

Safety Directorate of Transport Canada to establish national safety standards for the design

and construction of motor vehicles.

The 1950s were a decade of road construction and development, and not much attention was

paid to safety (Montufar, 1999). However, in the 1960s and 1970s, road design standards,

as well as vehicle standards improved with the idea of designing and building "safer roads

and vehicles" (Ogden, 1996). This prompted governments to introduce legislation that

would address these issues. As a result came the U.S. Highway Safety Act of 1970 (which

introduced the National Highway Transportation Safety Administration-NHTSA), and the

Canada Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1971 (which introduced motor vehicle safety standards).

The largest federal government involvement in safety regulation probably took place in the

1980s and i990s, as a follow up to deregulation of the trucking industry in the United States.

The idea that with deregulation, safety was going to decrease and the public would be placed

at greater risk, obliged federal and provincial (and state) govemments to introduce a myriad

of safety programs, some of which have yet to be evaluated. However, as indicated by Hauer

(1987) "regulation can force a trucking company to spend more money on safety-related
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inspections or to control the working hours of its drivers. However, the number of accidents

in which its truck fleet is involved will still be heavily influenced by the grade of the roads,

by the snow-clearing practices of the state, by what stability designers and manufacturers

have built into trucks or by the noÍns of behaviour of all drivers. Over these, the trucking

company has little control".

Almost immediately following the begirming of economic deregulation in the U.S., a

complex set of economic, operational and regulatory forces culminated in the passage of the

Surface Transportation Assistance Act (STAA) in1982. In addition to changing federal size,

weight and configuration regulations, this Act initiated the Motor Carrier Safety Assistance

Program (MCSAP) (MCSAP, 1999). The objective of MCSAP is to reduce the number and

severity of accidents and hazardous material incidents involving commercial motor vehicles.

Its aim is to substantially increase the level and effectiveness of enforcement activity and the

likelihood that safety defects, driver deficiencies, and unsafe carrier practices will be detected

and corrected. The concept of this progfam expanded to Canada in the form of commercial

vehicle roadside inspections under the umbrella of the National Safety Code. But as

indicated by Nix (200Ia), "Canadian jurisdictions have spent more than a decade

implementing the National Safety Code. They still have some way to go to finish the

process". The provinces have implemented most of the standards, but they have failed to

apply each standard uniformly and consistently, province to province.
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2.1.3 The Shift of Emphasis from Economic Regulation to Safety Regulation

Based on the literature and intewiews with government officials and safety experts, there has

been a clear shift of emphasis from economic regulation to safety regulation of trucking in

the past two decades. As time progressed and the trucking industry was economically

deregulated, goverTrments saw a need to regulate the industry with something that could

replace economic regulation. Safety regulation had always been there, and was seen as an

attractive way of portraying a good image. With the introduction of new safety legislation,

and a myriad of programs to address truck safety, govefirments are still able to "control"

operations of carriers based on their f,ttness and safety rating.

Over the last two decades, there have been many truck safety-related programs introduced-

mainly as a result of the concerns raised with economic deregulation. While the intention is

good, there is still a need to objectively evaluate those programs. As indicated by Nix

(200Ia), ". . Little effort, parlicularly in Canada, is put into trying to understand the

effectiveness of these regulations". Are these programs legitimately being introduced to

improve road safety or just as an excllse to keep control of the industry-or to portray a good

image?

There is also the issue of CVSA inspections under the NSC. Research indicates that the role

of vehicle defects in truck accidents in provinces like Manitoba and Saskatchewan is not

extensive (Montufar and Clayton, 1998). As revealed from the accident analysis discussed

in Chapter 4,there is little evidence in Manitobathat vehicle defects play an important role
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in truck accidents. This is consistent with research by Massie and Campbell (1996) using

national truck accident databases from the U.S. It is also consistent with research by Bell et

al. (1996) for some vehicle defects (e.g., frames, windshield wipers, coupling devices,

suspension). Given this, is the current level of emphasis on vehicle defect identification and

correction encompassed in the NSC and its enforcement a cost-effective enhancement of

truck safety in places like Manitoba and Saskatchewan? Baldwin (1917) stated, that "safety

is a changing concept and standards move higher to meet social expectations but with no

exact measurement of national demand. Manv times. the reaction to an accident is the

establishment of a new rule or technical requirement, until requirements become so complex

that the rules become selÊdefeating because of the limitations of human understanding and

enforcement". This very notion reflects what many believe happened in economic

regulation-the creation of a system so complex that it was beyond understanding, teason,

and enforcement. Could this also be happening with truck safety regulation in Canada?

2.2 BASIC TRUCK SIZE AND WEIGIIT REGULATIONS

Basic truck size and weight (TS&W) regulations refer to regulations which apply in a manner

where tmcks can operate without obtaining special overweight andlor over-dimension

permits, and seasonal exemptions. Truck size and weight regulations greatly influence the

types of trucks that move on a highway, their characteristics, their performance, and the

impact of those vehicles on the infrastructure, the economy, the environment, and safety

(Clarke, 1998).
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Because of these regulations, there are situations in which there are more trucks than

necessary handling the available freight; in other situations, there are trucks handling freight

where logic would say that rail would be much more efficient, and could relieve truck traffic

from the highways; and in other situations, the industry is obliged to utilize vehicles which

unnecessarily raise the center of mass of the unit, or limit the vehicle's stability because of

restrictive width limitations. The critical point is that TS&V/ regulations have the potential

of impacting the safety of heavy truck operations. This effect might over-ride the impacts of

other truck safety initiatives which may be considered to be more imporlant.

2.2.1 The RTAC MoU on Vehicle Weights and Dimensions

In 1988, the Council of Ministers Responsible for Transportation and Highway Safety signed

a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on truck weights and dimensions. With the

development of the Roads and Transportation Association of Canada (RTAC) MoU, the

provinces of Canada explicitly incorporated provisions into their TS&W regulations

specifically aimed at enhancing truck safety (Pearson, 1996). This was done by encouraging

the design and use of inherently more stable vehicles. This was the f,irst time that

performance-based characteristics of trucks were explicitly considered in Canada for basic

TS&V/ regulation. The RTAC study analyzed approximately 20 performance measures that

take place under 7 different operating conditions: (1) acceleration from a stop condition; (2)

driving on a straight level road; (3) driving on a grade; (4) low-speed turn; (5) high-speed

turn; (6) braking; and (7) high-speed obstacle avoidance (Billing, 1991).
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2.2.2 PerformanceMeasures

The main performance measures analyzed in the RTAC study are @illing, 1 99 1 ; TAC, i 986) :

Rollover Threshold: This measure refers to the magnitude of lateral acceleration required
to produce vehicle rollover. Lateral acceleration on a culve is affected by speed, and the
speed required to produce rollover increases as curve radius increases (TAC, 1986 and
'Woodrooffe 

et al., 1998). The most important factor affecting the roll stability of heavy
trucks is the height of the center of mass (Pearson, 1996). Roll stability improves with
increased trailer wheelbase and width, and fewer connection points. Static rollover refers to
steady tuming, for example a truck traveling on a cuwe. Dlrnamic rollover refers to dynamic
steering maneuvers such as avoiding an obstacle on the highway.

Friction Demand: This refers to the resistance of multiple, non-steering axles to traveling
around a tight-radius tum, such as at an intersection. Friction demand is a measure of the
lateral shear force between the tires and the road resulting from the vehicle negotiating a

curve (TAC, 1986).

Braking Efficiency: This is defined as the percentage of availabl e tire/road friction limit
that can be utilized in achieving an emergency stop without incurring wheel lockup (TAC,
1986). This measure was intended to characterizethe quality of the vehicle's brakin.q system
as the primary mechanism to avoid accidents.

Offtracking: Three types of offtracking were evaluated in the RTAC study: low-speed,
high-speed, and transient high-speed. Low-speed offtracking is defined as the measure of
the swept path of the vehicle and its lateral road space requirement when turning at

intersections or when turning into loading areas (Woodrooffe et al.,1997). It is "the extent
of inboard offtracking observed in a 90-degree, 11-meter radius intersection turn" (TAC,
1986). In low-speed offtracking, the rearmost hailer follows apath that falls "inward" with
the tractor. High-speed offtracking is defined as the "extent of outboard offtracking of the
last axle of the truck combination in a moderate steady tum of 0.2 g's lateral acceleration"
(TAC, 1986). Because there is the potential for a trailer to follow an "oufward" path with
the tractor, high-speed offtracking is said to pose a safety hazard (TAC, 1986). Similar to
dynamic rollover stability, transient-speed offtracking is also related to obstacle-avoidance.
It is defined as "the peak overshoot in the lateral position of the rearmost trailer axle,
following the sever lane change-type maneuver" (TAC, 1986).

2.2.3 Froductivity Issues Associated with the RTAC MoU

The most signihcant safety-related aspect of the 1988 RTAC MoU on vehicle wei.qhts and
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dimensions of relevance to the Prairie region was allowing 8-axle B-train and 8-axle C{rain

double trailer combinations to operate at significantly higher gross vehicle weights than

previously allowed. By doing that, both units had large payload advantages relative to

competing 7 and 8-axle A-train vehicles. These advantages were intended to encourage the

trucking industry to replace less safe, less-productive vehicles with safer, more-productive

vehicles. The productivity advantage was large-up to about 25 percent more tormes for B-

trains versus A-trains (on primary highways, and for new vehicles), and about half this

amount on C-trains versus A-trains. ln addition to this advantage, this development also

allowed the first effective use of tridem-axle groups on semitrailers.

These RTAC regulations have had an important impact on the truck fleet and truck

characteristics in the Prairie region of Canada and its low volume highways. In Manitoba,

for example, along the Trans-Canada Highway as measured at the Headingley weigh scale,

8-axle B-trains increased from about zero percent of the fleet in 1988 to about 13 percent by

1998 (DS-Lea and IIMTIG, I99g).Over the same perio d,,/ìi-axleA-trains ¿..r*r.¿ torrr

a high of about 16 percent to about two percent today, as detailed in Chapter 6. Similar

effects have been observed throughout the Prairie region on major east-west routes. The

same, albeit less intense, incentive applied to C-trains had little effect. These units were

utilized in only limited circumstances (most significantly in Saskatchewan). Most Prairie

region surveys fail to detect many C-trains.

The effect of this productivity incentive on fleet characteristics used on major north-south
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routes in the Prairie region was very different than that observed on east-west routes. For

example, in the only substantial survey of cross-border trucking at the Emerson weigh scale

on Manitoba Provincial Trunk Highway (PTH) J5,B-trains accounted for only about two

percent of the loaded truck fleet in 1996 (Montufar, 1996). A similarly low adoption of B-

trains on Saskatchewan-North Dakota movements is reoorted in other research (Montufar

et al.. 1998b).

The reason for the lack of use of B-trains on these two major north-south routes is that the

TS&W laws of North Dakota prohibit their effective use (Montufar and Clayton, 1998b).

Since according to Bridge Formula B, gross vehicle weight is a function of interaxle spacing

and number of axles. it is more feasible to use A-train double trailer combinations than B-

trains. On the contrary, B-trains operate frequently between Alberta and Montana, as far

south as Shelby (Montufar et al., 1998b and Clayton and Blow, 1996). This is because of a

special provision in the U.S. lntermodal Surface Transporlation Efficiency Act (ISTEA)

legislation which permitted the use of 8-axle B-trains on a short section of I-15 between the

Alberta-Montana border and Shelbv. Montana.

2.2.4 Dimensional Issues Associated with the RTAC MoU

Regulatory details concerning wheelbases and overhangs were also introduced in the RTAC

MoU. Rear overhang was limited to reduce swingout of the rear of the trailer into the

adjacent lane of traffic. The length of wheelbases of tractors and trailers was limited to allow

for adequate turning movements (Pearson, 1996).
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2.3 ON-ROAD VEHICLE INSPECTION PROGRAM

A second method used by highway agencies in the Prairie region to improve heavy truck

safety is on-road vehicle inspections. These inspections are one of the elements of the

National Safety Code. The Code, which was introduced in 1987 with the new Motor Vehicle

Transport Act as a precautionary measure after deregulation of the trucking industry, was

designed to establish a set of minimum performance standards for the safe operation of

commercial vehicles. The 16 standards included in the NSC are: (1) single driver's license;

(2) knowledge and performance tests; (3) driver examiner training; (4) classified driver's

license program; (5) self-certification; (6) medical requirements; (7) carrier and driver

profiles; (8) short{enn suspensions; (9) hours ofservice; (10) security ofloads; (11)

commercial vehicle maintenance; (12) commercial vehicle on-road inspections; (13) daily

trip inspection report; (I4) carrier ratings; (15) facility audits; and (16) first aid training

(Transport Canada, 1998 and CCMTA, 1998).

2.3.1 CVSA trnspections

CVSA inspections are one of the standards of the NSC. They consist of a uniform ìnspection

process developed by the Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance. CVSA is an association of

Federal, State, Provincial, and industry representatives that promotes the maintenance and

safe operation of commercial motor vehicles in a way that protects the safety of the general

public (CVSA, 1996). There are five different levels of CVSA inspections (CVSA, 2001):

Level I: This is a complete inspection of the vehicle and driver, including an inspection of
the items underneath the vehicle. This type of inspection may take anlwhere from 30 to 45

minutes. A level I inspection includes examination of the driver's license, medical
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examiner's cefüfrcate, alcohol and drugs, driver's record of duty status relating to hours of
service (through the log book), pre-trip vehicle inspection report, and the mechanical
conditions of the vehicle.

Level II: This is a complete inspection of the vehicle and driver that does not include
inspecting the items undemeath the vehicle. This type of inspection may take anywhere from
10 to 20 minutes. Level II inspections are called pafüal inspections or "walk arounds".
During a Level II inspection, officers must check driver's license, medical examiner's
certificate, alcohol and drugs, driver's record of duty status, hours of service (log book),
vehicle inspection report, and those mechanical components that can be inspected without
needing to physically get under the vehicle.

Level III: This is the inspection of the driver only. The same driver-related elements as for
level I and II inspections are considered.

Level IV: This is an inspection of specific item(s) on the vehicle or driver. This typically
includes a one-time examination of a particular item.

Level V: This is an inspection of the vehicle at the motor carrier's terminal. It includes all
the elements of a Type I inspection except the driver.

There are three possible outcomes from a CVSA inspection. The vehicle (or driver-

depending on the inspection level) may pass the inspection, fail the inspection, or be placed

out of service (OOS). When a vehicle fails an inspection, it can continue to operate but the

mechanical defects found have to be fixed immediately. The enforcement agency

discovering the deficiencies must be notified once the repairs have been completed, (up to

a maximum of two weeks from date of inspection). V/hen a vehicle is placed OOS, it can

no longer operate and is either towed to a place where it can be fixed, or it is fixed at the

location where the inspection was conducted (Manitoba and Saskatchewan interviews, 2000).

Chapter 5 presents a detailed analysis of CVSA inspections in Manitoba and Saskatchewan,

conducted as oaft ofthe research.
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2.3.2 Out-of-Service Criteria

The basis for CVSA inspections are 14 critical mechanical items (one of which is for buses

only) developed by CVSA using the North American out-oÊservice (OOS) criteria. An OOS

defect is a mechanical condition or loading so imminently hazardous as to likely cause an

accident or breakdown. The 13 truck-related items included in the OOS criteria. as well as

what needs to be checked under each item are shown in Table 2-1 (CVSA. 2001):

TTEM

Brakes

Coupling devices

Table 2-1: CVSA Out-of-Service Criteria

Exhaust System

DESCRIPTION

Frames

Compressor, brake hose or tubing and fittings, reservoir, brake
drums, brake lining or pads, brake chambers, push rods, slack
adjustors, front axle brakes, pins, mounting brackets, emergency
brake, low air pressure waming device, hydraulic brakes, vacuum
brakes, electric brakes.

Lighting equipment

Load securement

Fifth wheels, lower coupler, upper coupler, pintle hooks, drawbar,
safetv devices. saddlemounts.

Steerins Mechanism

Suspension

Leaks, broken parts, unsecured mounting, corrosion, location.

Tires

Cracks, broken or loose bolts, sagging, holes into rail flange.

Van and open-top trailer
bodies

Headlamps, tail lamps, lamps on projecting loads, stop lamps, and
tum sisnals.

Wheels and rims

Safe loading and tiedowns, sideboards, stakes, end boards, tarp.

Steering wheel, steering lash, steering column, front axle beam,
steering gear box, pitman arm.

Windshield wioers

U-bolts, spring hangers, radius or torque arms, leaf springs, coil
springs, air bags, torsion bars, equalizer beam.

Fuel system

Sow'ce: Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (2001)

Bulges, leaks, sidewall separation, cuts, exposed fabric, repairs,
tread, valve, spare tire, inflation pressure.

Upper rail, lower rail, floor cross members, and side panels.

Elongated stud holes, cracks, additional welds, sprung rim, missing
nuts or studs. adeouate nut or stud size.

Fuel tank, fuel lines, fiIl pipe, safety venting system, air vent.
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2.3.3 Current Issues Regarding CVSA Inspections in Canada

There are two important observations regarding CVSA inspections and the OOS criteria:

1. Contrary to the case in the U.S., the OOS criteria are not law in Canada. This creates

a problem for Canadian enforcement officials when certain types of OOS defects are

found on trucks. Even though the vehicle cannot continue to operate, the company
cannot be charged with a violation, since there is no law under which to charge the
company----or the driver. This is something that Canada has been discussing at

CVSA meetings continuously but no change occurs. The Canadian Trucking
Alliance and the Ontario Trucking Association have indicated at CVSA meetings to
"either make CVSA law, or remove it altogether. Do not have this gray area in which
you are making us operate" (Vanderzwaag, 1998). When Canadian jurisdictions
conduct CVSA inspections they follow the OOS criteria as closely as possible but
charge companies based on their respective safety legislation, (Highway Traffic Acts,
where applicable). This has resulted in a lack of consistency across the country
because even though all provinces try to follow the OOS criteria, some apply the
criteria differently, so as to align with their own rules and regulations.

Because the results from CVSA inspections are used to determine the rating of a
carier, there is much controversy within the motor carrier community about the lack
of consistency in inspection practices across Canada. For example, a huck that passes

an inspection in Manitoba may fail the inspection in Alberta, even though both
iurisdictions use the same OOS criteria.

2.

The problem of inconsistent application of the OOS criteria is particularly evident with

inspections of brake systems. Different jurisdictions enforce or apply the OOS criteria

regarding brakes differently. The OOS criteria states that a truck will be placed out of

service if "the number of defective brakes is equal to or greater than 20 percent of brakes on

the vehicle or combination . . . steering axle brakes are to be included in the 20 percent

criterion". Usually two brakes are required for each axle in a vehicle. For example, a 5-axle

tractor semitrailer combination would have a total of 10 brakes. If two of the brakes are

defective (20 percent), the combination is placed out of service. Similarly, an 8-axle B-train
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would have a total of 16 brakes. If three of those brakes are defective. the combination is

placed out ofservice.

Some jurisdictions apply the 20 percent criterion differently. For example, in Manitoba,

Saskatchewan and Alberta, a vehicle is placed out of service if 20 percent of the brakes in

the combination are defective. In Ontario, a vehicle is placed out of service if 20 percent of

the brakes on any individual unit of a combination are defective. British Columbia also

applies the CVSA 20 percent criterion differently. In British Columbia, a vehicle is placed

out of service if 20 oercent or more of the total number of brakes on the combination are

defective. However, B.C.'s regulations indicate that "up to 50 percent or half of any one

vehicle in a combination must be functioning even if the entire combination is within the20

percent rule" (British Columbia, 1998). This 50 percent requirement does not seem to

effectively apply in combination with the 20 percent criterion.

2.4 ROAD.RELATED INITIATIVES FOR SAFE TRUCKING

This section is based on information gathered from discussions with transportation safety

officials from the three provinces. as well as from technical conferences on the subiect.

Road-related initiative, *. rtror" initiatives that address the civil engineering aspect of road

safety. This includes road design, maintenance, traffic signs and trafftc signals.

Most of the road safety initiatives that are currently in place in the Prairie provinces do not

address heavy trucks, nor the civil engineering aspects of road safety. These initiatives are
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mainly designed to educate passenger vehicle drivers respecting things such as speeding,

drinking and driving, seat belt use, and general driving behaviour (Kwan, Ell, and Montufar,

2000). However, there are some initiatives that deal either directly or indirectly with heavy

trucks and highway operations. These are discussed in the following sections for each

province.

2.4.1 Manitoba

The road-related initiatives which mav affect heaw truck operations in Manitoba are:

Road safety audits: Effective as of August 2000, the City of V/innipeg is conducting road

safety audits on all major public works projects (Rosin and Escobar, 2000). This may

eventually have an impact on urban heavy truck operations, especially in areas with

restrictive geometry.

The provincial goverrrment, however, is not intending to formally implement road safety

audits in the province. Manitoba Highways is in the process of developing road safety audit

guidelines (when to conduct audits and the methodologies to use) for informal use in house

(Christiansen, 2000).

tslack spot analysis: The Province of Manitoba recently implemented a program of black

spot analysis to improve safety at certain intersections throughout the province. This

initiative involves 1,500 intersections. One particular location that athacted much attention
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is the intersection of PTH 16 and Highway 1. In the last two years there have been 4 fatal

accidents at this location, involving commercial vehicles (Rogers and Larsen).

At-grade crossings: One of the initiatives undertalcen by Manitoba Highways is the

inspection of 30 at-grade railway crossings with passive controls . The purpose of this is to

analyze sight lines and other relevant safety elements and determine what could be done to

improve safety at these locations. The analysis of the information is currently underway

(Rogers and Larsen, 2000).

Delineation at isolated rural intersections: This is a new program undertaken by the

Traffic Engineering Branch of Manitoba Highways. Under this program isolated rural

intersections will be illuminated to improve delineation. The program, which is expected to

take some years, will start with intersections of Primary with Primary highways, and will

follow with intersections of Primary with Secondary highways (Rogers and Larsen, 2000).

trmproved signs on divided highways: Manitoba is cunently installing over-sized "wrong

way''signs on all divided highways at intersections with undivided highways. There have

been cases in which left turning vehicles from the undivided highway enter the opposing lane

of the divided highway, resulting in head-on collisions. At least two fatal heavy truck

accidents of this type occurred over the last 2 years in the province (Rogers and Larsen,

2000).
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2.4.2 Saskatchewan

Saskatchewan developed and implemented the Safety Improvement Program (SP). This is

a comprehensive road improvement program which provides a system to identify, evaluate

and rank road locations that seemhazardous from a collision perspective. This program is

intended to identify and recommend the most cost-effective measures to reduce the number

and severity of collisions at these locations (Hunt,2001). The program is directed at all

roads and traffic on Saskatchewan hiehwavs.

The potential locations to investi gate are reviewed each fall based on either stakeholder

complaints, fatal accident analysis, road safety reviews, or new or revised policy/standards.

The order of priority is determined based on warrants, traffic volumes, or benefit-cost

analysis. The types of projects that Saskatchewan highways has worked on over the years

involve illumination concerns, intersections, traffic control, the roadway, and railway

crossings. These projects are then evaluated by means of an audit (Hunt, 2001).

2.4.3 Alberta

Alberta has an on-going highway improvement program in which roads being rehabilitated

for non-safety specific reasons are also considered for potential safety improvements at the

plaruring and design stages. ln addition, the province conducts, on an as-required basis, black

spot analyses to improve operations and safety at intersections, curves and bridges

throughout the province. Alberta Transportation has also started to use safety audits on

major projects as performed by independent consultants, to detect any safety deficiencies
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through the design stage as well as prior to opening up the new road sections (Lo,2001).

Pertaining to trucks, the province has done extensive work on the implementation of truck

escape ramps, passing lanes, climbing lanes, and other operational aspects of long

combination and 1og trucks (e.g., turning radius). The work on the latter aspect has led to the

development of different turning templates for intersection and interchange designs.

Alberta Transportation is currently developing best-practice guidelines for locating and

designing new roadside rest areas throughout the province. Other important road safety

developments include an intemal review of the department's policy on the use of guardrails,

and research into wildlife-vehicie counterrneasures.

Alberta is also including Intelligent Transportation Systems (iTS) in its current planning. The

province currently has some Road Weather lnformation System (RV/IS) stations along the

Deerfoot Trail in Calgary, and changeable message signs on Highway 2 (Lo,2001).
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TTIE ROAD NETWORK AI\D TRUCK WEIGIIT REGULATIOI\S

This chapter def,rnes the regional road network upon which the heavy truck accidents

considered in the research occurred. It analyzes the basic and seasonal weight regulations

governing truck operations on these roads. Based on an extensive field survey, carrier

intelligence about trucking on these roads is presented. Implications for regional trucking

and related safety considerations are then deduced and summarized.

CHAPTER.3

The road network is considered in three parts: (1) provincial highways within the Prairie

region (in Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba); (2) major roads in major urban centers

(V/innipeg, Saskatoon, Regina, Calgary and Edmonton); and (3) major connecting routes in

the northern tier states (Minnesota, North Dakota, and Montana).

3.1 PROVINCIAL HIGH\ryAYS

In 1998, there were 54,452 kilometers of provincial highways in the Prairie region. The

provincial highway network considered in this research is shown in Figure 3-1. Details

concerning the number of kilometers in each province, in terms of road category (divided

versus undivided), by basic load class, are provided in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3-1: Provincial Highway Network Under Consideration
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Manitoba's provincial highways are divided into Provincial Trunk Highways (PTHs) and

Provincial Roads (PRs). However, from a truck loading perspective, provincial highways are

divided into RTAC, 41, and B t highways. RTAC highways are the primary highways in the

province. The maximum truck weight allowed on these highways is 62,500 kg. A1

highways allow a maximum gross vehicle weight of 56,500 kg, and B1 highways allow a

maximum gross vehicle weight of 47,630 kg.

In Saskatchewan, provincial highways are divided into Primary and Secondary highways.

Primary highways are those which allow primary truck weights year round (some exceptions

apply). The maximum weight allowed on these highways is 62,500 kg. Secondary highways

are those which allow truck weights that are not as high as those allowed on primary

highways. The maximum weight allowed on these highways is 54,500 kg.

Alberta's provincial highway network includes only primary highways. Those are highways

under the control of the Minister. From a truck loading perspective, these are highways that

allow a maximum gross vehicle weight of 62,500 kg.

3.2 URBAN TRUCK ROUTES

Much of westem Canada's trucking originates in, is destined for, or passes through the

region's major urban centers of Edmonton, Calgary, Saskatoon, Regina and Winnipeg. All

these cities have truck-related by-laws that signif,rcantly influence the routing and sometimes

the scheduling of the operations of the heavy trucks of concern to the research.
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All cities designate truck route systems or networks in their by-laws. These by-laws typically

require heavy trucks to stay on the designated network to the extent possible, only leaving

it for pick-up or delivery purposes via the shortest distance ffom the designated truck route.

Most by-laws generally exempt designated industrial land use areas from detailed routing and

scheduling regulations. Some routes are open 24 hours per day; others are open only during

restricted hours. In some cities, the transport of dangerous goods is specially subjected to

more restrictive routes and/or times than other types of freight-both by route, and by time.

The urban truck route networks are in turn connected at specific locations to primary

provincial highway routes.

While urban truck route networks can be quite sparse in some areas, heavy truck accidents

in these same areas can occur over relatively large networks, since the truck route by-laws

permit truck operation ofÊroute for pick-up and delivery purposes.

3.3 MAJOR HIGH\ryAYS IN ADJOINING JURISDICTIONS

Heavy truck operations in the Prairie region are often associated with movements beyond the

Prairie region itself. Understanding the connectivity of Prairie region roads to this total

system is important to understand many aspects of trucking operations within the region

(e.g., configuration and body type characteristics, origin-destination patterns, commodity

handlings, and temporal patterns).
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The major connecting routes in surrounding Canadian jurisdictions are governed by RTAC

TS&W regulations, and as such provide no significant effect, influence, or limitation on

Prairie region truck characteristics. The major connecting routes in neighboring states,

however, can directly impact truck characteristics in the region.

Manitoba and Alberta have direct connections to the U. S. lnterstate System (thel-29 in North

Dakota and the I-15 in Montana). This makes major trucking activity between these

provinces and the U.S. immediately subject to the dominant Federal U.S. TS&V/ law-the

least-common denominator law governing most truck characteristics operating

internationally between the Prairie region and the U.S. Saskatchewan, however, does not

have a direct connection to the lnterstate System (IS), but in so doing, can deal more directly

with an individual state (North Dakota) in TS&V/ matters.

In the three tier states weight regulations are a function of the type of road. Minnesota's

truck route network is comprised oftwo types ofroads: ( 1) 10-Ton routes; and 9-Ton Routes.

10-Ton routes include IS highways, U.S. highways, state highways, and cerlain designated

local highways. On 10-ton routes, the basic GVW limit is capped at 80,000 pounds (36,287

kg) by Bridge Formula B (BFB). Basic axle weights are: single axle (including the steering

axle)-20,000 pounds (9,072 kg); and tandem axle-34,000 pounds (I5,422 kg) (Minnesota

Department of Public Safety, 2000).
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9-Ton routes are generally city, county and township roads. On 9-ton routes, there are two

basic GVV/ limits prescribed in terms ofnumber of axles: for 5-axle trucks-73,280 pounds

(33,239 kg); and for trucks with more than 5 axles-80,000 pounds (36,287 kg). Basic axle

weights are: single axle (including the steering axle)-l8,000 pounds (8,165 kg); tandem

axle-3 4,000 pounds (1 5,422 kg).

North Dakota's route network is divided into lnterstate and non-Interstate highways. On

Interstate highways, the basic GVV/ limit, as dictated by BFB, is 105,500 pounds (47,853

kg). Basic axle weights are: single axle (including the steering axle)-20,000 pounds (9,072

kg); and tandem axle-34,000 pounds.

Montana has three classes of highways: ( 1 ) Interstate highways; (2) State primary highways

(mostdesignatedasU.S.highways);and(3)Statesecondaryhighways(Montanaroads). The

basic GVW limit, as dictated by BFB, is 13 1,060 pounds (59,448 kg) on IS highways (9-axle

vehicles). Basic axle weights are the same as in Minnesota and North Dakota. The state's

primary and secondary highway networks also allows the same truck weight limits as on

Interstate highways.

3.4 WEIGHT REGULATIONS GOVERNING TRUCK OPERATIONS

There is a myriad of details in the basic truck weight regulations, the winter premiums, and

spring restriction policies of each jurisdiction. These regulations are defined, specified,

determined, and interpreted in different ways among jurisdictions, using different
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independent variables and different definitions of the same variable. For the purposes ofthis

research, certain simplifications are made:

The discussion addresses five vehicle classes: (1) 3-axle straight trucks-SUT-3; (2)

5-axle tractor-semitrailers-3-S2; (3) 6-axle tractor-semitrailers-3-S3; Ø) 7-axle
A-train doubles-3-52-2; and (5) 8-axle B-train doubles-3-S3-S2.

The discussion assumes that the units considered meet all tire, axle spread, inter-axle
spacing, king-pin setting, load distribution, and over-hang requirements of each
jurisdiction. This covers the majority of real situations in the field.

This discussion compares the effects of the different regulatory regimes of the

different jurisdictions in terms of maximum attainable gross vehicle weights for the

five specified vehicle classes. How this weight must be or can be distributed among

axles or units is not presented.

The jurisdictions considered in this research are Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and

Alberta , and the five major urban areas in the three provinces.

For each jurisdiction, the research discusses the following:
laws, regulations and policies governing basic truck limits
laws, regulations and policies governing winter weight premiums
laws, regulations and policies governing spring weight restrictions

3.4.1 Basic Weight Limits in the Prairie Region

Basic weight regulations (BWRs) are weight regulations that govern truck operations without

the requirement for a special permit, winter premium allowances, or spring restrictions.

Table 3-1 shows basic weight regulations governing regular operations in each of the three

Prairie provinces for the five truck configurations of interest.

Manitoba's basic weight regulations are defined in terms of three highway classes and two

generic vehicle classes. The highway classes are: (1) RTAC routes; (2) A1 highways; and
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Table 3-1: Basic Weieht Regulations Governing Operations in the Prairie Region by Hiehway Class

Tire Weights

Weighlunit width (kg/mm)

Max load per tire (kg)

Axle Weight (kg)

Steering

RTAC

Single **

MANITOBA

Tandem (1.00 m - i.85 m)

Straight tmck

l0

Tridem #

3000

A1

Tractor

10

Gross Weight (kg)

3000

2.40 - 3.00 m

5500

B1

3-axle straight truck 24300 23300 21800 24250 20000 24300

3.05 - 3.06 m

9100

5-axle tractor semitrailer 39500 37500 34500 39500 34500 39500

3.60 - 3.70 m

r7000

SASKATCHEWAN

6-axle tractor semitrailer 46500 44500 40000 46500 40000 46500

1300

Primarv Secondarv

3000

7-ax1e A-train double 53500 53500 47630 53500 49000 53500

5500

21000

9100

Note: All limits are subject to proper axle spacing and adequate tire and axle capacity, and required weight disttibution between vehicle componensts
* These are secondary highways under the authority of the Minister
^ The top figure applies to steering axles of straight trucks. The bottom figure applies to other axles (other vehicles) Source: MTGS, SHT, AT
** In Saskatchewan this applies to single axles with dual tires
# In Manitoba, these weights apply only to RTAC vehicles.
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23000

I 6000

362513000 "

24000

7300

5500

21000

8200

23000

14500

3000/3000 "

23000

1250

Primarv Secondarv*

ALBERTA

5500

9100

r7000

20000

5500

3650

5500

21000

8200

23000

14500

10

24000

7300

3650

5500

20000

9100

20000

17000

20000

7300

5500

21000

9100

23000

17000

24000

21000

23000

24000

24300

39500

46s00

53500
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(3) B1 highways. The generic vehicle classes are: (1) RTAC vehicles-vehicles that meet

all requirements defined in the RTAC Memorandum of Understanding (MoU); and (2)

non-RTAC vehicles. Table 3-1 shows values only for RTAC vehicles.

Saskatchewan's basic weight regulations are defined in terms of three highway classes: (1)

primary highways; (2) secondary highways; and (3) municipal highways. There are two

sub-sets of primary highways: (1) those which are primary highways year-round; and (2)

those which are primary highways for the period from July 1 to April 30. Any other

provincial highway or provincial road is a secondary highway.

ln Saskatchewan, the regulations prescribe three types of access situations which are also

classified as primary highways for the purposes of determining applicable weight limits:

Connecting roads to specific locations (potash mines).

15 kilometers on any secondary highway or series of secondary highways from the

intersection with a primary road.

15 kilometers on secondaryhighways from substantial urban centers (i.e., population
greater than 1,000).

The 15 kilometer rule for hauling primary weights on a secondary highway does not apply

to highways which are under spring road restriction limits.

Alberta's basic weight limits are prescribed in AR 121lg8-Public Vehicle Dimension and

Weight Regulation under the Motor Transport Act. ln the Alberta Public Highway
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DevelopmentAct, five classes ofroads are listed: (1) primaryhighways; (2) secondaryroads;

(3) rural roads; (4) streets; and (5) forestry roads. This discussion of weight limits focuses

on weight limits applicable on highways "under the Minister's direction, control and

management." as discussed in Section 3.1 (i.e., mainly primary highways).

Regarding basic weight regulations in urban areas, the cities generally follow the leads given

by their respective provincial highway departments.

3.4.2 Seasonal Weight Limits in the Prairie Region

Seasonal weight limits aÍe aî important aspect of truck transportation regulation in the

region. Premium weight allowances in winter provide opportunities to increase truck

productivity and lower shipping costs for dense (weight-out) commodities. ln doing so, they

can attract certain freight movements to periods of higher strength frozen pavement

conditions from lower strength (thawing or normal) periods. This can be beneficial to

reducing the rate at which infrastructure deteriorates in serving its function of handling

required freight movements. By the same token, reduced loading on certain roads during

spring thaw helps reduce inordinate deterioration often associated with weak pavement

and/or subgrade conditions.

Taking the region as a whole, seasonal weight limits are in effect at one place or another for

a 7-month period, with winter weight premiums (WWPs) starting as early as December 1 and

spring weight restrictions (SWRs) terminating as late as June 30. Hence, for a significant
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period oftime eachyear, SWRs and W'WPs play apartin determining Prairie region trucking

characteristics, volumes, and routing.

As with basic weight limits, seasonal weight limits in urban areas generally follow the lead

given by the corresponding provincial highway agency. The effects of these limits on heavy

trucks operating in urban areas can be complex. This is discussed in Section3.6.

3.4.2.1 Winter Weight Premiums

Winter weight premiums are weight limits which are applied during (ostensibly) frozen

periods in some systematic manner allowing truck operations at higher than basic weight

limits without the use of oermits.

A variety of WWP systems are used, varying both among and within jurisdictions. They

include: (1) a constant percent increase system (e.g. 10 percent increase in Manitoba),

sometimes capped by the basic GVW limit and sometimes uncapped; (2) aflat axle weight

increase system (e.g., 1,000 kg per axle group in Alberta); and (3) the up-class system used

in Manitoba, where a low basic weight class road (e.g., B1) is increased to a higher basic

weight class road in winter (e.g., seasonal RTAC).

Manitoba and Saskatchewan use a fixed time system for starling and ending WWPs. Alberta

applies WWPs onazonalbasis (i.e., part of the jurisdiction at one time and anotherpart at
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another time). Special aspects of WWPs in each jurisdiction follow. More details can be

found in Montufar et al. (2000).

Manitoba

Manitoba provides premium weight allowances during the winter period (defined in the

Highway Traffic Act as the period from December I to the last day of February of the

following year) using two methods: (1) the "10 percent premium" method; and (2) the

"designated seasonal route" method.

Method l: Application of a 10 percent premium weight allowance

In the Method 1 approach, Manitoba provides a'WWP of 10 percent on Provincial highways

(PTHs and PRs) from December 1 in ayear to the last day of February of the following year.

The 10 percent WWP applies to non-steering single axles and tandem axles having dual

tires-subject to a cap on tandem axles of 17,600 kg. For single axles (other than ffont

steering axles), the winter premium load limits by road class are:

o

I

o

RTAC routes-l0,010 kg (9,100 + 10 percent)
A1 routes-l0,010 kg (9,100 + 10 percent)
B1 routes-9,020 kg (8,200 k + 10 percent).

For tandem axles, the winter premium load limits by road class are as follows:

o

o

o

RTAC routes-l7,600 kg (four percent greater that the base limit of 17,000 kg)
A-1 routes-L7,600 kg (10 percent greater than the base limit of 16,000 kg)
B-1 routes-15,950 kg (10 percent greater than the base limit of 14,500 kg).
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The V/V/P does not apply to the following:

, Front steering axle loads
. Tridem axle loads
. The 62,500 kg maximum GVW limit on RTAC highways
. The 56,500 kg maximum GVW limit on Al highways
u The 47,630 kg maximum GVW limit on 81 highways
. The tire limits of 10 kg/mm and 3,000 kg/tire

There is no documented rationale for capping the RTAC tandem load limit at l7 ,600 kg (four

percent more than the basic, rather than 10 percent).

This method provides relatively small increases (one to three percent) in the allowable

GVV/s of single unit trucks and tractor-semitrailers on Manitoba's RTAC highways. It

provides medium increases (seven to nine percent) in allowable GVWs for the same truck

types on the lower grade, A1 and B1 highways. This method also provides no increase in

allowable GVWs on either a7-axle A-train or 8-axle B-train on any roads in the network.

Method 2: Designation of selected routes as "Seasonal RTAC" or "Seasonal Class Al"

In the Method 2 approach, Manitoba reclassifies certain toutes from a lower class (i.e., B1

or A1) to a higher class (i.e., A1 or RTAC) for the winter period. ln so doing, the allowable

limits on these routes increase from their basic limits (81 or A1), to the limits applicable on

A1 or RTAC highways in the winter (this includes winter premiums applicable to those

routes). Table 3-2 shows maximum GVWs attainable during the winter period on Manitoba

provincial highways for the f,rve major truck classes considered (assuming vehicles meet

RTAC truck specifications). The winter GVWs are compared with equivalent basic GVWs.
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There is also no documented technical rationale behind this method (neither the timins nor

the size of the premium). What is known from discussions with Manitoba Transportation

officials is that the method was introduced sometime after the RTAC MoU in 1988. Use of

the method was driven by industry needs for greater trucking efficiency. Most of the roads

on which Method 2 has been applied serve the in-bound movement of raw forest products

to pulp and paper plants, and mining sites (Montufar et al., 2000).

Table 3-2: Maximum Allowable GVW in Manitoba (Basic versus Win

3-axle straisht
5-axle tractor-semitrailer
6-axle tractor-semitrailer
7-axle A-hain double
R-rvle R-trnin dorhle

Notes: (1) The figures in this table are effective as of January 12000(2) the table refers to RTAC vehicles

Basic

This method provides large increases in the allowable GVWs for all truck classes operating

on seasonal routes-with the amount of the premium increasing as vehicle size increases.

For example, the increases in GVW limits applicable on Bl roads designated as RTAC

seasonal routes aÍe'. for 3-axle single unit trucks-eight percent; for 5-axle

tractor-semitrailers-nine percent; for 6-axle tractor-semitrailers-14 percent; for 7-axle

A-train doubles-12 percent; and for 8-axle B-train doubles-31 percent. The percentages

were obtained by calculating the differences between the allowable RTAC winter weight

GVW including a 10 percent V/WP (the Method2 approach) and the allowable B1 winter

weight GVV/ using the 10 percent WWP only (the Method 1 approach) (e.g., for a 5-axle

24300
39500
46500
s3500

Winter

6?500

24900
40700
41 100
53s00

Basic

6?,500

23300
31 500
44s00
53500

Winter

56s00

24900
40100 34500
46100
53500

Basic

56500

21800

40000
47630

Winter

47630

23250
31400
4t450
41 630
47630
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tractor-semitrailer, 40,700 kg versus 37 ,400 kg).

Saskatchewan

Saskatchewan provides premium weight allowances during the winter period (defined as

December 1 to the first dav of March) in the followine manner:

Tire load limits are not increased in the winter. They remain constant at 10 kg/mm,
subj ect to a maximtm of 3 ,625 kg per tire on the steering axle of straight trucks, and

3,000 kg per tire on all other axles.

Single axle load limits are increased in winter to 10,000 kg. This is from 9,100 kg
on primary highways (+10 percent) and from 8,200 kg on secondary highways (+22
percent).

Tandem axle load limits are increased in winter to 18,000 kg. This is from 17,000

kg on primary highways (+ six percent) and from 14,500 kg on secondary highways
(+24 percent).

Tridem axle load limits are not increased in winter on primary highways, but are

increased on secondary highways from 20,000 kg to 24,000 kg on 3-S3s (+20
percent), and from 20,000 kg to 23,000 kg on 8-axle B-trains (+15 percent).

Irrespective of allowable axle weight increases, the maximum GVW limits on both
primaryhighways (62,500 kg) and secondaryhighways (54,500 kg) are not increased
in the winter period. The GVW limit on a 3-S3 is also held to its primary highway
basic limit of 46,500 kg. Table 3-3 shows maximum GVV/s attainable during the

winter on Saskatchewan provincial highways for the f,rve major truck classes

considered (assuming vehicles meet RTAC and other provincial truck specification
requirements).

Table 3-3: Maximum Allowable GVW in Saskatchewan

3-axle straisht
5-ax1e tractor-semitrailer 39500 41500 34500 41500

6-axle tractor-semitrailer
7-axle A-train double
8-axle B-train double

Basic (kg)

24250

46500
53500
62500

Winter (kg)

25250

46500
s3500
62500

Basic (kg)
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20000

40000 46500
49000

Winter (kg)

54500 54500

25250

53500



Alberta

Winter weight premiums are applied in Alberta on a regional basis after aminimum of one

meter of frost has entered the pavement structure and subgrade. The WWPs are generally

removed when the subsurface thaw for a given area is greater than 30 cm-or will exceed 30

cm within a few davs.

Contrary to the practice in Manitoba and Saskatchewan, Alberta does not apply WWPs as

a percentage increase on the basic weight limits. Alberta provides fixed increases on the

axles and the GVW for each vehicle type. The V/V/P levels in Alberta are:

Axle Weight Allowance
500 kg on dual tired single axles

1,000 kg on dual tired tandem axles

no allowance on steering axles

no allowance on tridem axles

GVW
1,000 kg for trucks with basic GVWs lower than 53,500 kg, limited by a cap

of 53,500 kg

Table 3-4 shows maximum GVWs attainable where/when the WWP is in effect in Alberta's

primary and secondary highways under the authority of the Minister for the five major truck

classes considered. The winter GVWs are compared with equivalent basic GVWs.

3.4. 2. 2 Spring Weight Restrictions

Spring weight restrictions (SWRs) are weight limits applied during spring thaw periods

some systematic manner restricting truck operations to lower than basic weight limits.

4ì
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Table 3-4: Maximum Allowable GVW in Alberta (Basic yersus Winter)
Tnrck Tvne
3-axle straisht truck
5 -axle tractor-semitrailer
6 - axle tractor- s emitrai ler
7 - axle tractor- s emitrailer
8-axle tractor-semitrailer 62500 62500

Applicable to primary and secondary highways

As with WWPs, a variety of SWR systems are used in the Prairie region: (1) percentage of

the basic axle load; (2) specified axle load; (3) reduced tire loading per unit width

(Saskatchewan); (4) a down-class system in Saskatchewan (the reverse ofthe WWP up-class

method); and (5) commodity and time of day effects (Manitoba).

Rasic lkp) Winter lkp)
24300
39500

The intensity of SWR levels varies widely from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, and from road

to road. However, there are three basic categories: c 90 percent of basic, c 75 percent of

basic, and c 65 percent of the basic weight regulations. Special aspects of SWRs in each

jurisdiction follow. More details can be found in Montufar et al. (2000).

46s00
53500

25300
40500
47500
53500

Manitoba

Spring weight restrictions start on March 23 and extend to May 31 of each year. Manitoba

regulations prescribe spring weight restrictions in terms of two variables: level of load

restrictions (Level i and Level2); and climatic zones (south-zone 1, and north-zone2).

The def,rnition of the two-zone system boundaries is experience-based. Typically, most

RTAC highways are not affected by spring weight restrictions.
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Level 1 restrictions allow normal loading of 10 kg/mm of tire width on the steering axle up

to a maximum of 5,500 kg on all highways (this applies both to truck tractors and straight

trucks). Level 1 restrictions restrict all other axle groups as follows: (1) 90 percent ofnormal

loading on Class A1 highways; and (2)95 percent ofnormal loading on Class B1 highways.

Level 2 restrictions limit all axle groups to 65 percent of normal loading on Class Al and B1

highways. Under Level 2 road restrictions, Manitoba regulations allow normal loading of

10 kglmm of tire width on the steering axle, up to a maximum of 5,500 kg, as well as Level

I weights on all other axles when transporting essential commodities between midnight and

noon. A list of essential commodities is included in the regulations. The list is extensive,

covering most heavy commodities moved in Manitoba. All Level 2 restricted roads are

restricted to Level I commencing March 23. Based on local conditions, a Level 1 route may

be downgraded to a Level 2 route.

Saskatchewan

Typically, spring weight restrictions start in the first week of March-generally in the

southwest region of the province-and are applied in the remainder of the province over a two

to three week period. The application and termination of these restrictions is weather

dependent. Primary highways are not subject to any restriction except under extenuating

circumstances.

Saskatchewan uses two methods for applyng spring weight restrictions: (1) reduction in
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allowable tire loads from 10 kg/mm to 6.25kglmm; and(2) designation of selected primary

highways as secondary highways during May and June.

Under the first method, secondary highways specially named in the restriction orders are

subject to reductions in allowable wheel loads, as follows:

There is no reduction on steering axles.

All other axles are limited to 6.25 kg/mm width of tire, to a maximum load of 1,650

kg per wheel.

Under the second method, a selected $oup of highways defrned in the regulations is

re-classified from their primary highway status to secondary highway status for the months

of May and June of each year. During this period, maximum allowable weight limits reveú

to secondaryweight limits but are not subject to further spring restrictions. This means that

the weight limits on these highways become the same as the basic weight limits on secondary

highways with no spring restrictions.

Alberta

Alberta's SV/Rs are prescribed in terms of "percentage of axle weight" allowed on carrying

(i.e., non-steering) axles. The percentage reductions are typically 90 percent, 75 percent, and

in extreme cases 50 percent. Allowable axle weights under these restriction levels are:

n Steering axles

" Single axles

" Tandem axles

" Tridem axles

No change. Basic 7300 kg or 5500 kg apply
Limited to 8190 kg(90% ban) or 6,825 kg (75%ban)
Limited to 15,300 kg(90% ban) or 12,750k9(75%ban)
Limited ro21.,600kg(90% ban) or 18,000 kg(75%ban)
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Roads in Primary Subsystem 1 (Highways l, 2, 3, 4, 9, 16, 35, 43, and 63) are almost

subject to S'WR.

3.4.3 Weight Regulations in the U.S. Bordering States

It is important to understand the weight regulations of Minnesota, Notlh Dakota, and

Montana, given that these are the major trading partners of the three Prairie provinces.

Trucking across the Prairie region Canada-U.S. border increased by 10 percent per year

through the 1990s (DS Lea and UMTIG, 1999). Table 3-5 shows the basic weight

regulations governing operations in the three adjoining states for the five truck configurations

of interest.

Regarding seasonal weight regulations, all three states have SWRs in place but only

Minnesota and North Dakota allow WWPs. Minnesota applies WWPs from December of

one year to March of the following year. In the northern portion of Minnesota, a 10 percent

premium on the weight limits on 10-ton and 9-ton routes is allowed from December 1

through December 31 each year.

On both highway classes, the 10 percent premium applies to tire weight limits, axle weight

limits, and Bridge Formula requirements. The 10 percent premium also applies to GVW

limits on 1O-ton routes. For 9-ton routes, the 10 percent premium is subject to a GVW cap

of 80,000 pounds. The same 10 percent premium is applied statewide during the period of
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Tire Weights

WghVunit width (lbs/in) [kg/mm]"

Axle Weight (lbs)[kgì

Table 3-5: Basic Weight Regulations Governing Operations in MN, ND, and MT

Single *

Tandem

Non-steering axle

Tridem (based on Bridge Formula)

MINNESOTA

10-Ton

Steering

Gross Weight (lbs)tkgl

3-axle straisht tmck

600 f 10.71

9-foot spread 12.14 ml 43000 [195041 43000 f 195041

5-axle tractor semitrailer

9-Ton

s00 [8.e]

6-axle tractor semitrailer

7-axle A-train double

20000 190121

8-axle B-train double 80000 [362871 80000 1362871

34000 lrs422l 34000 lrs422l

600 f 10.71

NORTH DAKOTA

lS Hwys

500 [8.9]

Source: Minnesota DOT, Norlh Dakota DOT, Montana DOT
Note: All limits are subject to proper axle spacing and adequate tire and axle capacity
Note: In Montana, these regulations exclude the special provisions concerning Sweetgrass-Shelby). Also, the GVWs shown for Montana are the practical/possible nlaximums.
To establish these weights, the practical limits for steering axles are assumed to be: (l) on straight trucks-16,094 pounds (7,300 kg); (2) on tractors in 3-S2
combinations-12,000 pounds (5,443 kg); and (3) on all other tractors-12,125 pounds (5,500).

^ In Montana, this iveight per unit width is applicable to wide-base tires only (> 14 inches)
+ This includes steering axles in ND and MT

r8000 [816s]

540001244941 s2000123s811

ssO [9.821

Non-IS Hwys

80000 [362871 13280 1332391

550 [9.82]

80000 [36287] 80000 [362811

20000 190721

80000 [36287] 80000 1362811

34000 lr5422l

550 19.82]

s50 [e.82]

IS Hvws

43000 f19s04l

20000 190121

s4000 124494)

34000 [1s422]

MONTANA

s00 18.el

84000 f381021

5oo [8.e]

Primarv

97000 [439e8]

48000 1217721

105500 1418541

20000 190121

105s00 [478s4]

s4000 1244941

34000 lrs422l

500 f8.el

84000 [38r02]

Secondary

s00 [8.e]

r02000 1462661

421s0 l1939tl

10ss00 l418s4l

20000 [9072)

r0ss00 l418s4l

s0094 [22122]

34000 u,s422) 34000 lrs422l

500 18.el

80000 [36287]

s00 [8.e]

8912s 140426)

427s0 lr939r1 421s0 lr939r1

120r2s 154487)

20000 190121

123124 1558481

50

s00941227221 s00941227221

80000 [36287] 80000 l3628tl

89r2s 1404261 89125 1404261

120r2s [5s488] r20r2s ls4487l

123124 1558481 r23r24 1558481



January 1 to March 7. This may terminate earlier depending on the need for springtime load

limits.

Minnesota applies SV/Rs based on when thawing conditions will occur. Once the start of

the load restriction is determined, the restriction is put in place for a period of 8 weeks and

withdrawn at the end of that period. The restrictions consist of a percent reduction of the

basic axle load (Montufar et at.,2000).

North Dakota allows WWPs from December 1 to March 7, unless they are shortened by the

application of spring restrictions. A 10 percent winter weight premium is applied in North

Dakota only on non-IS highways. Weight limits on IS highways in North Dakota are held

constant year round. The North Dakota WWP is applied to tire load limits; single axle load

limits; tandem axle load limits; tridem axle load limits; the GVW limit applicable under

Bridge Formula B, except on the GVW cap of 105,500 pounds (47,854 kg); and on state

highways restricted to 80,000 pounds (36,287 kg) under basic limits. This results in the

following maximum allowable weights in the winter:

The tire load limit is increased by 10 percent to 605 pounds/inch (10.80 kg/mm)

The single axle load limit-including on the front steering-is increased by 10

percent fo 22,000 (9,979 kg).

The tandem axle load limit is increased by 10 percent to 3l ,400 pounds (I6,964k9).

The tridem axle load limit is increased by 10 percent to 52,800 pounds (23,950 kg).
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Spring weight restrictions apply in North Dakota on non-IS highways as required. These

restrictions do not apply on IS highways. The restrictions are specified in terms of reductions

in axle weights (Montufar et a1.,2000).

In Montana, state highways may be restricted as required during spring thaw conditions. The

start and end dates of restriction are variable. The timing and level of restrictions are

generated by field personnel using visual inspection. 'Where 
and when bans are applied, they

are initially set at a level of 8 tons on single axles and 16 tons on tandem axles, subject to a

maximum tire load of 600 lbs/inch. The restriction levels may be increased as needed.

Tridem axles are held to their limits established by Bridge Formula B (subj ect to 400 lbs/inch

tire load). Montana also has a spring restriction policy unique to the region which sometimes

invokes a speed limit reduction coupled with spring restrictions (Montufar, et al., 2000).

3.5 CARRIER SURVEY

A personal survey ofrepresentatives of 13 Prairie-based trucking firms was conducted in July

1998. Theobjectiveofthesurveywastoobtainindustryintelligenceandinsightintoissues

that affect truck safety in the region. Carrier views about the following matters were of

particular relevance:

ø

e

o

ô

o

e

truck size and weight regulations
urban area route or time of day restrictions
road network structure
road surface condition
enforcement practices
new facilities or upgrades required to alleviate ineff,rcient or unsafe operating
conditions
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Findinss of value to understandins heavv truck safetv in the Prairie resion are:

Most of western Canada's international general freight carriers, and U.S. based

carriers operating into the west, are 3-S2l80,000-pound/Bridge Formula B operators.

These carriers are not influenced by Canada's TS&W regulations encouraging
particular vehicle characteristics based on performance considerations. U.S. TS&W
law east ofthe Mississippi River, south of first tier states, and in the south central and

west states; and its implications for wheelbases, inter axle spacings, kingpin to rear

axle, maximum weights, and weight distribution, are the least common denominator
rules governing fleet requirements. These mles control many of western Canada's

heavy trucks. This also holds true for many cross-border flat bed operators.

Portions of the Trans-Canada highway and National Highway System seruing
western Canada were described as in poor condition. Road sections that were
particularly cited in this regard are in northwestern Ontario and east of Regina. Some

suggested that certain drivers refuse to be routed over Ontario roads on movements
between eastern and western Canada-a factor influencing where, what, and when

various types ofheavytrucks maybe operating. Saskatchewan's secondaryhighways
were particularly cited for their inadequacies (and indeed, have drawn substantial
goveÍtmental and public attention since 1998, including road closures and reverting
thin-pavement surfaces back to gravel roads). Alberta's Highway 2Lwas described
to have poor geometry.

Border crossing facilities and services (particularly concerning customs and

agricultural products movements) restrict/dictate hours of operation of manytrucks.
These effects can influence the scheduling of pick-ups and deliveries far from the

border crossing itself, and the time of day temporal distributions of truck traffic on

different routes. This can in turn affect the likelihood of interaction with congested

traffic in major urban centers, and the ability of drivers to maintain hours-of-sen¿ice

requirements, exposure oftrucks to enforcement, and possibly the potential for heavy
truck accidents.

Many urban truck routes are still not designed to handle the tuming movement
requirements of 53-foot semitrailers.

The lack ofnetwork continuity or connectivity, height restrictions, and weight-posted

bridges may lead to circuitous routing in urban areas. This can add many truck-
kilometers of travel for heavy truck operations in these cities, and the resulting
potential for more HTAs.

Portions of the truck route networks in most urban areas in the Prairie region are

approaching or are over capacity (at certain hours, on certain days). This capacity
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problem is principally related to the fact that in most of these urban areas, some of
the heaviest total traffic volumes occur on some of the heaviest truck volume routes

(e.g., Route 90 in Winnipeg, Deerfoot Trail in Calgary). Heavy trucks operating in
congested traffic conditions are exposed to different accident-related influences that

are not experienced on the low volume, high speed rurai highways typical to the

region. This may be a major contributor to the large number of HTAs occurring in
urban areas in the region.

Unique to 'Winnipeg during the period of the research, the City's trucking by-law
required that the movement of any truck with a GVW greater than 36,500 kg (i.e.,

RTAC 3-S2s, 3-S3s, A-trains, B-trains) between an origin and destination within the

city limits had to be routed via the Perimeter Highway. This requirement may have

had negative implications for the total amount of TKT operated in and around the

city by heavy trucks, their kilometer-based exposure to accidents, and their frequency

of accident involvement. (This by-law was changed in 2001, now allowing intra-city
movements of these vehicles).

Concerning whether or not to spend more on dividing highways in western Canada to effect

safety improvements, from the trucking standpoint, the interviews showed mixed opinions.

Some carriers expressed that governments should not waste money dividing more highways,

but should spend more moneymaintaining the existing network of undivided highways and

adding passing lanes to highways where needed. Some other carrier, 
"*Or"rr"d 

that dividing

highways may result in improved safety (e.g., divide the Trans-Canada highway). Most

carriers agreed that improving traffic flow in urban areas would be more useful than dividing

many rural highways.

3.6 IMPLICATIONS FOR HEAVY TRUCK OPERATIONS

Truck route networks and truck weight regulations have significant implications for heavy

truck ooerations in the reeion as follows:
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The RTAC MoU and related regulation development have significantly affected truck
characteristics for local, regional and inter-provincial trucking activity within the

region.

U.S. TS&W regulations govern the weight and dimension characteristics of heavy

trucks operating on Prairie region highways that are involved with movements to and

from the U.S. This is a major portion ofthe western Canadian heavytruck fleet, and

is the large area of growth in heavy truck operations. The key implication is that

Canada's TS&W law, encouraging the use of B (and C)-trains over A-trains, is
largely irrelevant in terms of its effect on cross-border trucking (except in Montana

between the Alberta border and Shelby). The U.S. law favors A-trains over B-trains
in terms ofproductivity advantages, and to the extent that double trailer combinations

are used in cross-border operations, A-trains have been and are the vehicle of choice.

The V/WP policy concept practiced in the Prairie region has four important
implications for trucks, truck traffic, and truck operations:

It attracts truck traffic to the winter time months (with the objective of
reducing movement particularly during the spring season).

In Saskatchewan, on secondary highways, it fosters: (1) the operation of
single trailer units at primary highway weight limits; and (2) equilizes the

payload handling capabilities of A-trains and B-trains.

ln Manitoba, it allows B-train operations at basic RTAC MoU weights on

several low grade highways.

It generally allows 3-S2s to operate at higher GVWs than contemplated in the

RTAC MoU (40,700 kg inManitoba; 41,500 kg in Saskatchewan; and 40,500

kg in Alberta-versus 39,500 kg).

This results in many lower-grade, secondary roads handling larger, heavier trucks.

Also, because of the fixed-time system for controlling WWPs (in Manitoba and

Saskatchewan), these heavy truck operations may take place when the pavement

structure is not yet frozen (due to unusually high temperatures), resulting in
potentially unsafe situations.

Regarding truck operations in urban areas, truck routes and weight limit by-laws,

including seasonal weight limits, define or influence the activity system generating

trucking movements, the truck movements themselves, their exposure to other traffic,
truck-kilometers of travel, and the time of day and day of week distributions of truck
traffic in urban areas. All of these factors in turn influence the frequency, severity

and rate of HTAs, albeit in largely unknown ways.
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TIEA\rY TRUCK ACCIDENTS IN TIIE PRAIRIE R,EGION

This chapter presents findings concerning an analysis of 14,838 heavy truck accidents

(HTAs) on provincial highways and major urban centers in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and

Alberta. The analysis is for the period from 1993 to 1998. It does not include accidents

occurring in national parks, or on rural, municipal roads. The chapter discusses the

following: (1) historical trends of heavy truck accidents; (2) proportion of heavy truck

accidents relative to total accidents; (3) severity of heavy truck accidents; (4) heavy truck

accidents involving fatalities; (5) heavy truck accidents by number of trailers; (6) major

contributing factors for heavy truck accidents; (7) road surface conditions for heavy truck

accidents; (8) temporal distribution of heavy truck accidents; and (9) geographical

distribution of heavy truck accidents. Differences between urban and rural HTAs are

identified. The chapter concludes with a discussion about changes in HTAs over time in the

region. Heavy truck accident rates are discussed in Chapter 6.

CHAPTER 4

4.I DATABASES AND DATA SOURCES

This research makes use of four accident databases obtained from Manitoba. Saskatchewan,

and Alberta. These databases were used for the analysis of HTAs on provincial highways

and in urban areas in the three provinces. Details about the data sources are in Appendix B.

All databases contain valuable information regarding heavy truck accidents. However, they
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suffer from a number ofproblems which originate with the police collision report form itself.

Some of the problems arise from how the form is completed by the police, and some are

created from coding practices. Coding problems encountered with the provincial highway

databases were coffected by going back to the original collision reports and re-coding the raw

data. The problems encountered in the Saskatchewan Government Insurance (SGI) database

and the Alberta Transportation database were reviewed with staff from the two agencies.

However, this work is very time-consuming and also prone to errors. ln addition, as is

explained in Section 4.2.8,Iack of accurate location descriptors is also a problem with the

accident databases rnainly due to the following reasons: (1) many accident sites are not

investigated by the police, and the report therefore relies on location descriptors provided by

those involved in the accident; (2) the lack of kilometer posting on highways; (3) reliance on

"local" descriptors; and (4) the lack of quality control when transferring raw data descriptors

to descriptors in the resulting computer database.

4.2 IIEAVY TRUCK ACCIDENTS ON PROVINCIAL HIGHWAYS

Between 1993 and 1998, there were 7,638 heavy tmck accidents on the 54,452 kilometers

of provincial highways in the Prairie region. These accidents accounted for: (i) six percent

of all traffic accidents on these highways; (2) eight percent of all injury accidents (not

fatalities); and (3) 18 percent ofall fatal accidents. They represent over 400 deaths.
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4.2.1 Historical Trend of Heavy Truck Accidents

Figures 4-7 and4-2 illustrate the historical representation of HTAs on provincial highways

in the Prairie region for the period between 1993 and 1998. The first figure illustrates the

frequency of HTAs on provincial highways in the three Prairie provinces. The second f,rgure

illustrates the proportion of HTAs relative to total accidents.

From Figure 4-1, the frequency of HTAs on provincial highways in the three provinces

combined was steady between 1994 and 1998 (averaging 1,321 HTAs per year). Low

numbers of HTAs occurred in Alberta and Manitoba in 1993.

From Figure 4-2,the frequency of HTAs is different in the three provinces. However, the

relative proportion of HTAs to total accidents on provincial highways (i.e., the number of

heavy truck accidents as a function of total accidents) is the same in Saskatchewan and

Alberta and twice as high in those two provinces as in Manitoba. In Manitoba, for the period

between 1993 and 1998, HTAs accounted for 3.4 percent of total accidents on provincial

highways. ln Saskatchewan and Alberta, HTAs accounted for 7 .6 and 7 .7 percent of total

accidents on provincial highways respectively.

Table 4-1 shows HTAs and non-HTAs on provincial highways in the three provinces. For

the six-year period, Alberta had nearly 60 percent more total accidents on its provincial road

network than Manitoba, and 70 percent more than Saskatchewan.
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Figure 4-1: Frequency of HTAs on Provincial Highways in the Prairies
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Table 4-lz Heavy Truck Accidents and non-Heavy Truck Accidents by Year
Year

1993 t31

HTAs non-HTAs Total HTAs non-HTAs Total

1994 t47 4903

MANITOBÄ

199s 236

1996 208 6049

1997 218

1998 213

Total 1159

4863

* This is a revised figure provided by SGI in January 2000.

s868

5000 361

SASKATCHEWAN

5631

4.2.2 Severity of Heavy Truck Accidents

s050 366 5346 5712

5532

6t04 429 5706 6135

32846 34005 2378 28849 3L227

Table 4-2 and Table 4-3 illustrate total HTAs and total accidents by severity on provincial

highways in the three provinces.

6257 425 4550 4975

5849 422 4318 4740*

5745 369 3760 4129

5169 5536

The severity of HTAs as a proportion of total accidents is similar in Saskatchewan and

Alberta, and higher than Manitoba. These accidents accounted for about 20 percent of all

fatal accidents and 10 percent of all injury accidents in each of the two provinces. HTAs

represented 1 1 percent of all fatal accidents and four percent of all injury accidents in

Manitoba.

IITAs non-HTAs Total

ALBERTA

527

184

604

111

'7522

149

7868

126

8007

4t01

8826

8049

8325

8652

8705

Regarding the severity of HTAs only, four percent of all HTAs that occurred on provincial

highways in the Prairie region resulted in fatality, 28 percent resulted in injury, and two-

thirds resulted in property damage only.

8611

49253 s33s4

953',7

9074

9431
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YEAR

1993

Fatal Injury Property MB Total Fatal
Damage

Table 4-2zTotal Heavy Truck Accidents by Severity on Provincial Highways

t994
t995
t996

MANITOBA

r991

1998

Total

39

49

69

48

31

Year

92

66

92

69

rs8

340

156

1993 59 r4s3 3488

137

t45

t47

1994 59 1393 3598

Fatal Injury Property MB Total
Damage

t39

SASKATCHEWAN

236

1995 63 t502 4539

782

208

Injury Property SKTotal
Damage

1996 50 t625 4582

I4

218

Table 4-3: Total
MANITOBA

t997 59 1385 4405

l5

213

12

1998 55 1352 4338

1159

* These are reyised figures provided by SGI in January 2000.

105

20

Total 345 8710 24950

100

T6

T)L

15

IJJ

248

131

251

99

285

700

212

367

5000

Fatal

215

366

5050

Fatal Injury Property SKTotal
Damage

255

429

6104

I 586

SASKATCHEWAN

42s

Injury Property AB Total
Damage

ALBERTA

29

6257

12

422

26

5849

369

76

,, /1

2378

5745

72

t44

21

1066

3400s

OJ

203

40

1119

l0*

138

28

I 196

114

196

4398

354

7l

1t29

221

Highways

555

424

4511

1232*

¿r+

442

4861

1116

995

494

527

5536

3183

6731

482

784

5712

3438

Fatal

484

604

28tl

613s

3063

717

143

24066

4975

749

ALBERTA

Injury Property AB Total
Damage

4740*

163

726

4101

138

4129

1587

37227

140

1681

r58

61

1515

t49

63 19

r 848

891

6808

t798

6898

1805

8049

7549

10294

8652

71 18

8611

7471

42t69 53354

9537

9074

9431



Tables B-1a, and B-lb in Appendix B illustrate the dishibution of HTAs bytype of accident

(single-vehicle versus multiple-vehicle) and severity. From these tables, 44percentofHTAs

that occurred in Alberta and Saskatchewan were single-vehicle accidents, compared to one-

third in Manitoba. Multiple-vehicle HTAs (accidents involving at least one heavy truck)

accounted for the remainder.

4.2.3 Heavy Truck Accidents Involving Fatalities

For the six-year period there were 303 fatal HTAs in the Prairie region. Almost 60 percent

ofthose occurred in Alberta, 30 percent in Saskatchewan, and 10 percent in Manitoba. Table

4-4 illustrates details about the fatal HTAs in the three provinces.

From the table, approximately 60 percent of all heavy trucks involved in fatal accidents in

each province were single trailer combinations. Double trailer combinations accounted for

one quarter of the heavy trucks involved in fatal HTAs in Manitoba, and about 30 percent

in Saskatchewan and Alberta. Ofthe double trailer combinations in Saskatchewan. one-third

were A or C-trains and the remaining two-thirds were B-trains. Triple trailer combinations

accounted for one percent of HTs involved in fatal HTAs in Alberta. It is not possible to

determine from the Saskatchewan database the number of triples involved in accidents.

In relation to the general population, double trailer combinations account for an average of

20 percent of the truck fleet in Manitoba (see Section 6.3.3). ln Saskatchewan and Alberta,

depending on the region, they can account for between five percent and 30 percent of the
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truck fleet (DS-Lea and IIMTIG,1999).

T"bt.4-4t H."ty T.

Total HTAs
HTs Involved

Trailer Confisuration*
Sinsle
Double
Triole
C)ther,òJot known
Total Heaw Trucks

Road surface conditions
Drv 22 58

Adverse (icv. snowv or wet)
Total Heavv Truck Accidents ^

Road Geometrv
tlndivided
Divided

37

Total Heaw Truck Accidents**

41

Maior Contributins Factors ^^
Human Condition

.., Á

Human Action

10

Vehicle Condition
Environmental C ondition

92

4l

96

Time of Year
Winter (December to Februarv)
Sorins lMarch to Mav)

51

Summer (June to August)

15

JU

Fall lSeotember to November)

37

nla

Total Heaw Tnrck Accidents

t74
182

96

Time of T)av

25

00:01 to 06:00

u

06:01 to 12:00 6 29

36

109

12:01 to l8:00

58

33

18:01 to 00:00

91

Tnînl Henvv Trttrk Årridentç ##

+

IJ

This refers to the number of healy trucks involved in accidents, not the number of HTAs
In the three provinces, it is not possible to determine from the database the number ofbobtails involved in accidents

For one of the HTAs in SK, the road surface conditions were not recorded in the database. For 5 of the HTAs in AB,
the information was shown as "unknown"
Fo¡ one of the accidents in MB, the road category was not registered. For 4 of the HTAs in AB, the road class was not

identified, and for one of the HTAs it was shown as "other".
For one of the HTAs in AB there is no time recorded.

In AB, these categories are not identifìed as "major contributing factors" but are identilied as regular fields.

63

782

6l
25

110

92

##

59

169

T2

10

120

l0
JI

49

20

r69

27
25

44

16

35

1.7

l5

¿)
92

50
+3

38

34

+)

22

174

92

39

44
)l
39
't73



The Alberta database provides the opportunity to analyze the body type of heavy trucks

involved in accidents. The most common body types in fatal HTAs in Alberta were vans,

flatbeds (highboys), and tankers. The three body types accounted for two-thirds of all trailers

involved in fatal HTAs. Vans were the most common (one-quarter), platforms accounted

for 22percent, and tankers accounted for 20 percent. Comparatively, of a limited survey of

2,107 trucks (DS-Lea and UMTIG, 1999), vans accounted for 40 percent, platforms

accounted for 26 percent, and tankers accounted for 13 percent ofthe truck fleet operating

in Alberta.

About 35 percent of the fatal HTAs in the Prairies occurred under adverse road surface

conditions (icy, snowy or wet road).

4.2.4 Heavy Truck Accidents by Number of Trailers

Single trailer combinations accounted for two-thirds of all heavy trucks involved in HTAs

in the Prairie region. Double trailer combinations accounted for one-third, and triple trailer

combinations accounted for one percent. Tables 4-5, 4-6, and 4-7 show the number of heavy

trucks in accidents by number of trailers in each of the three provinces for the period between

1993 and 1998. Details are in Appendix B.

4.2.5 Major Factors Contributing to lleavy Truck Accidents

This section presents information regarding major contributing factors for HTAs in

Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta on provincial highways as recorded for the heavy
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Table 4-5: HTs in Accidents b

1993
1,994

I 995
1996

Sinsle Double

r997
i998

* "other" is the sum oftrailer codes 08, 12,13, and 14 from the police reports
"unknown" trailer lypes are those coded as "N" (no towed vehicle) in the accident database

85

Total

176
t54
t46
r64

Table 4-6: HTs in Accidents b

Number of Trailers--MANITOBA

823

/11

Triple Unknown Other*

38

r993

33

t994

32

1995

198

1996

Sinsle Double ^

t997

211

I 998

n/a : information not available
* it is not possible to determine from the database the number of triples involved in accidents
*x "other" is the sum of trailer codes 01, 02,03,04,05,06, 11, and 12 from the police repofs
"unknown" configurations are those not recorded in the database

Table 4-7: HTs in Accidents bv Number of Trailers-ALBERTA
Year Number of Trailers

198

Total

25

223

I4

11

243

11

239

Number of Trailers--SASKATCHEWAN

20

110

2t3

15

rt2

I2

1327

149

82 96

18

Trinle* Unknown Other**

108

Total

15

115

1.43

t07

15

1993

150

701

nla

1994

249

1995

219

nla

t996

¿¿o

48

r997

226

28r

nla

12t3

1998

67

470

* "other" is the sum oftrailer codes 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, and 98
"Unknown" refers to codes 97 (no information available), 99 (unknown), and blank records in the
database

Total 2281

333
391

1l

57

418

10

t75

388

t6

1 /la
LAL

Total

20
17

185

t9

21.2

380

93

21,3

t229

450
396

11

2509

77

87

39

153

113

t4
13

618

t2
18

551

811

t46

642

750
185
768

65

4313



trucks involved in the accidents. Table 4-8 shows the number of HTAs by major

contributing factor. The four major contributing factors, as defined and recorded by the

police at the time of an accident in Manitoba and Saskatchewan are: (1) Ituman action/driver

action,which involves things such as vehicle following too closely, fail to yield to the right

of way, improper change of lanes, improper turning, driving too fast for road conditions; (2)

human condition, which includes driver inattentive, loss of consciousness prior to the

accident, extreme fatigue, defective eyesight; (3) vehicle condition refers to problems such

as defective brakes, defective lights, jacknife, defective tires, weight excess (overloaded),

load shift, and others; and (4) environmental conditioz refers to things such as intervention

of wild life, snow drift, sun glare, constructionzone, and weather condition.

In Alberta, there are no "major contributing factor" fields in the database similar to those in

the other two provinces. However, there are separate fields that are consistent with each of

the contributing factors used in the Manitoba and Saskatchewan databases: (1) driver action

involves the same elements as the other two provinces; (2) driver/pedestrian condition

includes fewer options than the other two provinces-had been drinking, impaired by alcohol,

impaired by drugs, fatigued/asleep, and medical defect; (3) vehicle condition also includes

fewer options than the other two databases-defective brakes, tires failed, improper load/shift,

and lighting defect; and (4) environmental condition includes things like raining, hail/sleet,

snow, fog/smog, and high wind. This category does not include wild life intervention, which

is a very common contributing factor in the other two provinces, however, there is a different

way of arriving at the total number ofHTAs involving animal intervention. The analysis was
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Tfuman Condition

Table 4-8: Maior Factors Contributi

SVA
MVA
Human Action
SVA
IVTVA

Vehicle Condition
SVA
MVA
Environmental Condition

1993 1994

SVA
MVA

Human Condition

10

SVA

20

MVA

1995 1996 1991

to Heavv Truck Accidents

Human Action
SVA

26

MVA
Vehicle Condition

¿¿

SVA

1a
IJ

l)

MVA

5+

Environmental Condition

29

t993 1994

SVA

t5

15

MVA

!1 
^tl-) zl

32

40

r 998

31

47

T4

.,, /|

Human Condition

19

JI

29

svA 28 28 22 14 22

44

Total

2l

SASKATCHEWAN

MVA

36

199s

Human Action

JZ

2l

3L

SVA

25

43

)t

MVA

29

27

1996

AJ

Vehicle Condition

141
lJl

15 10

29

SVA

30

89

36

11

MVA

i78

4()

50

Environmental Condition*

JI

43

t991

t22

1993 t994

SVA

)t

t9

JJ

MVA

aÀ

)¿

21

47

53

38

222

1998 Total

143

t25

39

o4

* This includes accidents with animals (object type 7 in AB database) for consistency with MB and SK.

There were 619 SVA and 8 MVA involvins animals between 1993 and 1998.

/14

ll0

l1

47

51

ðJ

38

104

1995

JJ

71

l2

36

ALBERTA

t20

1<A

50

100

192

124

1996

130

)¿

58

l9

191

99

98

ll

303

18

94

t991

87

209

r92

21

36 292

180

88

105

111

1 998

r67

t2

104

118

t6

26

103

Total

t99

t9

189

100

t9

140

115

LJ

160

6l

IJ

131

OJ¿+

l4

600

1,93

96

t25

82

105 8

834



done and the results were included under the environmental condition category, for

consistencywith Manitoba and Saskatchewan. Appendix B shows details about contributing

factors for HTAs in the three provinces.

From Table 4-8, Environmental condition was reported as a contributing factor rn4?percent

of all HTAI, human action was reported in one-quarter of all HTAs, human conditionwas

reported in nine percent of the HTAs, andvehicle condition was reported in seven percent

of the HTAs. Appendix B shows details about each of the provinces and the corresponding

analysis of factors contributing to HTAs.

4.2.6 lleavy Truck Accidents by Road Surface Condition

Table 4-9 shows the number of HTAs by road surface condition for the three provinces.

Adverse road surface conditions (wet, snow, ice, slush) were reported in 38 percent of all

heavy truck accidents in the region, and dry road surface conditions were reported in the

remaining 62 percent.

The analysis of HTAs by roadway category (divided versus undivided) is in Appendix B.

4.2.7 Temporal Distribution of Heavy Truck Accidents

The temporal distributions of HTAs from 1978 to 1998 forManitoba, 1988 to 1998 for

Saskatchewan, and 1993 to 1998 for Alberta are shown in Figures 4-3a,4-3b,4-3c,4-4a,4-

4b,4-4c,4-5a,4-5b, and 4-5c. These temporal distributions refer to month of year, day of
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week, and time of day.

Table 4-9: Heavv Truck Accidents bv Road Surface Condition
Surface Condition 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Total

Mntitobø

Dry

Wet

Ice

Unknown

Other x

Total HTAs

t9

Søskøtchewøn

Dry

Wet

12

18

21

Slush

124

137

Unknown

l9

Other *

41

Total HTAs

47

108

236

t47

l0

1A

Albertø

L)

51

130

Wet

-aIJ

252

¿.to

Slush/snoVice ^

18

Unknown #

Other *

125

250

ol

JO/

Total HTAs

t4

* In MB and SK, "other" includes loose gravel or sand, mud, and fresh oil. In AB, "other" includes loose
surface material (code 04), muddy (code 05), and "other" (code 98).

^ slush./snodice is one category in the AB accident database (code O3--surface condition).
# unknown refers to "unknown" (code 99) and to fields that were left blank or were assigned code 97.

30

ooI

l2

110

225

218

315

366

22

ts2

138

220

119

251

l4

¿tJ

^,14aaL

429

10

JU

14

521

.t.44

I 159

15

356

^1<

1,4

t]7

10

t462

320

Á.r1

147

169

516

25

l4

34

1tl

182

t6

472

2378

t2

149

161

L)IJ

345

69
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Figure 4-3a: Police-reported HTAs in Manitoba by Month (1978-1998)
Source; Developedfrom rctw data provided by MTGS
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Figure 4-3b: Police-repofted HTAs in SK by Month (1988-1998)

Source; Developed from raw data provided bv SGI
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Figure 4-3c: Police-reported HTAs in Alberla by Month (1993-1998)
Source: Developedfrotn raw data provided by Alberta Transportation
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Figure 4-4a: Police-reported HTAs in MB by Day of Week ('78-'98)
Source; Developedfrotn raw clata provided by MTGS
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Figure 4-4b: Police-reported HTAs in SK by Day of Week ('88-'98)
Source; Developed from rew data provided by SGI
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Figure 4-4c: Police-reported HTAs in AB by Day of Week ('93-'98)
Source; Developed front rew clata provided by Alberta Transportation
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Figure 4-5a: Police-reported HTAs in MB by Time of Day ('78-'98)
Source: Developedfrom raw data provided by MTGS
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Figure 4-5b: Police-repofted HTAs in SK by Time of Day ('88-'98)
Source; Developedfrom raw data provided by SGI
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Figure 4-5c: Police-reported HTAs in AB by Time of Day ('93-'98)
Sottrce: Developedfi"om rctw data provicled by Alberta Transportatiort
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There are consistent patterns in the three provinces relating to monthly and day of week

distributions. In all provinces, the distribution of HTAs by month shows higher accident

proportions between the months of November and February. ln total, these months account

for about one-half of all HTAs. The month with the highest number of HTAs in each of the

three provinces is November. The month that shows the lowest accident proportion in the

three provinces is April, on average accounting for approximately six percent of HTAs.

The distribution of HTAs by day of week is illustrated in Figures 4-4ato 4-4c. The figures

show lower accident proportions on the weekends with Sunday being the lowest in all three

provinces. On average, each week day accounts for approximately 16 percent of HTAs, and

each weekend day accounts for eight to 10 percent in the three provinces.

Figures 4-5ato 4-5c illustrate the distribution of HTAs by time of day. The distribution of

HTAs is approximately the same for all provinces. The period between midnight to 6:00

a.m. accounts for the lowest proportion of HTAs in all three provinces'

4.2.8 Geographical Distribution of lleavy Truck Accidents

This section discusses the geographical distribution of HTAs in the Prairie region based on

the geocoding of the accident information. Figure 4-6 illustrates all geocoded accidents for

the three provinces for the period between 1993 and 1998. Not all HTAs could be plotted

in each province due to problems with the databases (e.g., incomplete or inaccurate

information). In Manitoba, 1,090 of 1,159 HTAs were plotted. ln Saskatchewan2,335 of

1'2.
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Figure 4-6: Geographical Distribution of HTAs in the Prairie Region (1993-1998)
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2,378 HTAs were plotted, and in Alberla, 4,006 of 4,101 HTAs were plotted. Appendix C

contains maps of HTAs on provincial highways, as well as a list of all the case numbels of

HTAs that could not be plotted for each of the provinces.

Tables 4-I0a,4-10b, and 4-10c illustrate the distribution of highway kilometers and HTAs,

as a function of road category (divided versus undivided) and Arurual Average Daily Truck

Traffic (AADTT) for 1998 traffic for each of the three provinces. Chapter 6 discusses the

truck traffic data in detail, and presents the exposure-based analysis. Tables  -lla,4-Ilb,

and 4-11c, illustrate the same distribution as a function of highway loading class (RTAC

versus non-RTAC). There were 1,116 HTAs occurring on Manitoba provincial highways,

2,280 HTAs occuring on Saskatchewan provincial highways, and 3,808 occurring on

Alberta provincial highways in the years i 993 to 1998 for which both the location (highway

section) and the AADTT were known.

From Tables 4-I}ato 4-10c and Figure 4-6,the following is obtained about the geographical

distribution of HTAs by road category in the Prairie Region (Figures C-I, C-2, and C-3 in

Appendix C illustrate the location of the accidents that were geocoded):

Divided hi.qhways accounted for one-third of all HTAs, and for six percent of all
provincial highway milea.qe in the region. Undivided highways accounted for two-
thirds of HTAs, and94 percent of the provincial highway mileage.

Thirty percent of all Manitoba HTAs on provincial highways occurred on sections

of the Trans-Canada hi.qhway excluding those on the perimeter road. One-quarter of
all HTAs on Saskatchewan provincial highways, and 11 percent of all HTAs on

Alberta provincial highways occurred on the Trans-Canada highway.
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Table A-llazDistributio-
Truck Volume Kilometers of Highway Number of HTAs

(19e3-19e8)
(AA

Divided Undivided Total
Undivided Totalr998 Divided

15198 1s202 315 316
0-150

1450 1 553
.JA 201 225

1 5 1-400 103

4t5 310 125 t91 t22 319
401-i000

254 252 256
24r IJ>i000

Total /oJ t691 | t7134 474 o+¿ 1116

'vertmtent Services' UMTIG

Table 4-10b: Distribution of I{TAs on Saskatchewan's l{ighwaY Netrvork by Road Category

Truck Volume Kilometers of Highway Number of HTAs

(
(1993-1998)

Divided Undivided TotalDivided Undivided Total1998

1 8039 r 8041 726 t¿o
0-150

503 506
19 3010 3029151-400

3++ 763 1 107 159 256 415
401-1000

L+) 150 243 634391507>1000

Total 872 22055 22927 553 t728 2281

Sourt. Sotkotchewan Highways ancl Ttansportatiott' SUl' uM t tv
Nore: Dueto darabase srructure problems, th.r. i, on" ùi,q that is being counted twice intT,::O:-:***:1t:Tîljll,'Jiii13il
ìiåi;iäJäffffiiJii., the boundary of ,,divided/undivided" control sequences, causing the accidents to be counted twice in

the analysis (once in the undivided section, and once in th. diuid.d section). only the HTA on the "undivided" section was kept for

analysis. The case numbers ofthe 8 HTAs are: 7827;3,865025, 86'7750,867'.64,867858, 868502, 1039565' and 115726'7 ',

Table 4-10c:

Truck Volume Kilometers of Highway Number of HTAs

AAI)

Undivided Total

(19e3-19e8)

Divided Undivided Total
1998 Divided

4541 4541
/111 412

0-1s0

s937 5984 1300 131818
15 1-400 47

858 r699 25s7 566 tL) 1289
401-1000

6070366 729 189
637>i000

t3791 13 13 2495 3808
Total t542 12249

Sourtu,'l'tt"rta Tt"ansportation, U MTIG

Note: There are 4 HTAs that fell at the boundary of two control sequences'

Case numbers 5 5320 5, 5 5 4249, 7 1 090 4, and 223 4303
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Approximately 28 percent of all HTAs on provincial highways in the Prairie region
occurred at intersections. The provincial figures of intersection HTAs are:37 percent

in Manitob a,29 percent in Saskatchewan, and 25 percent in Alberta.

Nearly 10 percent (105 of 1,1 16) of all provincial HTAs in Manitoba occurred on the

Perimeter road around Winnipeg.

The hi.qhway section between Edmonton and Calgary (Highway 2), accounted for the

largest number of HTAs on provincial highways in Alberta. There were 491HTAs
on this highway section, accounting for 13 percent of all HTAs on provincial
highways in the province.

About 40 percent of all Manitoba HTAs on provincial highwavs (422 of 1,116)

occurred on highways designated as parl of the National Highway System (NiHS).

NHS-designated highways in Manitoba account for 862 kilometers or five percent

of the provincial highway network. Nearly one-half of all Saskatchewan HTAs on
provincial highways (1,016 or2,280) occurred onhi.qhways designated as part ofthe
NHS. These highways in Saskatchewan account for 2,114 kilometers or nearly 10

percent of the provincial highwaynetwork. Nearly one half (48 percent) of all Alberta
HTAs on provincial highways (1,846 of 3,808) occurred on highways desi.qnated as

part ofNHS. These highways in Alberta account for 3,396 kilometers or one-quarter
of the provincial highway network.

Regarding the distribution of HTAs by highway load class, Tables 4-llato 4-l1c show that

nearly nine of every 10 HTAs in the Prairie region take place on basic RTAC highways. In

Manitoba and Saskatchewan, these highways account for 22 percent and 31 percent of the

highway network respectively (this research does not deal with secondary highways in

Alberta given that they were not classified as provincial highways during the research

period).
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Tabte 4-"l,la: Distribution of HTAs on Manitoba's Highway Network by Load Class

Truck Volume Kilometers of Highway Number of HTAs
(19e3-1998)

1998 RTAC NON-RTAC Total RTAC NON-RTAC Total

0-150 2005 t3213 t5217 93 223 316

151-400 9s3 599 t582 156 69 ¿¿)

401-r000 653 55 725 295 a/1 319

>1000 29aaizLa 233 245 l1 256

Total 3835 r 3896 11131 327 i 116789

Source: Developedf'om raw data provided by Manitoba Trcuzsportation attd Govenunent Services

Table 4-1lb: Distribution of HTAs on Saskatchewan's hwav Network bv Load Class

Truck Volume
(AADTT)

Kilometers of Highway Number of HTAs
(1993-1998)

1998 RTAC NON-RTAC Total RTAC NON-RTAC Total

0-150 2676 I 5365 18041 254 412 726

151-400 2589 506440 3029 462

401-1000 I 078 4t529 1107 4tl

>1000 750 150 oJ+ oJ+

Total 1093 t5834 22927 1161 520 2281

Source; Developed fi"om raw clata provided by Saskatchewan Higltways and Transportatiott, and SGI

Table 4-llc: Distribution of HTAs on Alberta's Hi Network bv Load Class

Truck Volume
(AADrr)

Number of HTAs
1993-1998)

1998

Kilometers of Highway

RTAC NON-RTAC Total RTAC NON-RTAC Total

0-150 4541 4547 AllatL nlanJa 412

151-400 5984 nla 5984 1318 rtla 1318

401-1000 2551 nla 2551 1289 n/a 1289

>1000 103 nla789703nla 189

Total t3791 r3791 3808 nla

n/a-not applicable. Al1 primary highways in Alberta are RTAC highways. Secondary highways are not

considered in this analysis given that they were not designated as provincial highways during the research

period.
Source: Developedfroru raw data provided by Alberta Transportatiort
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4.3 TIEA\¡Y TRUCK ACCIDENTS IN MAJOR URBAN CENTERS

Between 1993 and 1998, there were a total of 7 ,200 HTAs in the major urban areas of the

Prairie region. This is about one half of all HTAs in the Prairie region. This section presents

a discussion of HTAs in Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, and Calgary'

4.3.1 [Iistorical Trend of Heavy Truck Accidents

Figures 4-l and4-8 illustrate a historical distribution ofHTAs in the five major urban centers

of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta for the period between 1993 and 1998. The first

figure illustrates the frequencyofHTAs in those urban areas, and the second figure illustrates

the proportion of HTAs relative to total accidents in each of the urban areas. Between 1993

and 1998, HTAs accounted for 1.5 percent of total accidents in the major urban areas of the

Prairie region.

The proportion of heavy truck accidents, as a function of total accidents, is approximately

equal in three of the five cities. 
'Winnipeg, 

Regina, andCalgary show an average proportion

of HTAs relative to total accidents of about 1.3 percent. Saskatoon shows the highest

proportion of HTAs relative to total accidents, followed by Edmonton. In those two cities,

HTAs account for 1.8 and 1.6 percent of total accidents respectively. This is also illustrated

in Table D-1, which shows HTAs and non-HTAs for the five urban areas (Appendix D).
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4.3.2 Severity of Heavy Truck Accidents

Table 4-12 and Table 4-13 illustrate the total number of accidents by severity, and the total

number of HTAs by severity in each of the fîve major urban centers. Heavy truck accidents

accounted for f,rve percent of all fatal accidents in major urban centers of the Prairie region.

They also accounted for one percent of all accidents resulting in injuries in major urban

centers in the three provinces.

Regarding the severity of heavy truck accidents only, on average, less than 0.5 percent of all

HTAs that occurred in major urban centers of the Prairie region resulted in fatality, 15

percent resulted in injury, and 84 resulted in property damage only'

Tables D-Za, andD-2b in Appendix D illustrate the distribution of HTAs by type of accident

(single-vehicle versus multiple-vehicle) and severity. From those tables, and Table 4-13,

about one of every 10 HTAs in each city was a single-vehicle accident. Multiple-vehicle

HTAs accidents in all cities were dominated by a heavy truck colliding with an passenger car,

a pick-up, avaÍr, or a lighter truck. Over the six-year period, about nine of every 10 HTAs

were multiole-vehicle accidents.

Regarding the type of accidents involving heavy trucks in urban areas, two tlpes of accidents

were most cornmon in all cities-sideswipe and rear end. These two tlpes of accidents

accounted for two-thirds of all HTAs in Winnipeg, and about 40 percent of all HTAs in each

Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, and Calgary.
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Fatal Injury Property WPG Fatal Injury Property RE Fatal Injury Property SK Fatal Injury Property EDM Fatal Injury Property CAL

199't ),1 1570 1042?
I c)98 20 3'740 10226 13976 3 133'7

7265 10',777 18067

Source: City of Wimüpeg Public \ilorl<s Department, SGI, and Alberta Transportatiort

Table 4-122 Total Accidents b

Fatal*x Injury^ Property WPG Fatal Injury Property RE Fatal Injury Property SK Fatal Injury Property EDM Fatal Injury Property CAL

14014 6 1218

t625

1998 0

3934 5568

Table 4-13: Total Heav

Damase* Total Damase Total Damase Total Damage Total Damage Total

7

4162 5386 9 973
4507 s847 5 l08r

Severi inM

Truck Accidents b

or Urban Areas

6433 7519 24 6393 19020 25437 40 3942 28838 32820

464'.18tt2

488i 19325 24234 31 2456 2363s 26122

Severi

7401114

inM r Urban Areas

24100 33 3900 25957 29890
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4.3.3 Heavy Truck Accidents Involving Fatalities

Between 1993 and i998, there were eight fatal HTA in V/iruripeg, three in Regina, one in

Saskatoon, seven in Edmonton, and 11 in Calgary. From the databases used in the analysis,

it is not always possible to determine what type of movement was being made by the heavy

truck at the time of the accident. Following is a discussion about these fatal HTAs.

Nine of the accidents in the frve urban centers involved a right angle collision. Four of the

accidents involved a head-on collision. A lefi turn and straight through accident

configuration accounted for eight ofthe accidents in all cities. One ofthe accidents involved

a tractor semitrailer and a pedestrian (this was in V/innipeg). One of the accidents was a

sideswipe and two were rear end (these were all in Calgary). For four of the accidents the

truck hit an object. In one of the accidents a vehicle was passing and the other was making

a right tum (in Calgary).

Five of the fatal accidents in each Winnipeg, Edmonton, and Calgary, as well as the accident

in Saskatoon and two of the accidents in Regina occurred under dry road surface conditions.

Adverse road surface conditions (ice, snow, or wet road) accounted for three of the eight

accidents in Winnipeg, one of the three accidents in Regina, two of the seven in Edmonton,

and six of the 11 accidents in Calgary.

Some of the fatal HTAs in Regina, Edmonton, and Calgary involved single trailer

combinations (11 of 2I). The fatal HTA in Saskatoon also involved a single trailer
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combination. Similar information was not available from'Winnipeg's database.

4.3.4 Heavy Truck Accidents by Number of Trailers

This analysis is for Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton, and Calgary. In the case of Winnipeg, it

is not possible to determine from the database the trailer type of heavy trucks involved in

accidents. This is because all heavy trucks are combined under a category called "semi-

trailer" (vehicle type code 14 in the database). This category includes single trailer

combinations and double trailer combinations together. However, with the new system "On-

TÍac" introduced in 1999, this type of analysis will be possible to conduct in the future.

Tables 4-l4ato 4-l4d illustrate the number of heavy trucks in accidents (not heavy truck

accidents) by number of trailers for the four cities. This analysis is based on the total number

of heavy trucks for which the trailer configuration is known. Although the tables show the

number of "unknown" and "other" trailers, the figures presented in this section are based on

the total number of single, double and triple trailers only. Over the six-year period, trailer

information (i.e., single, double or triple) was available for about two-thirds of all the HTAs

in Regina and Edmonton, and for one-half of all the HTAs in Saskatoon and Calgary.

Single trailer combinations accounted for 80 percent of all heavy trucks involved in HTAs

in the four cities. Double trailer combinations accounted for 19 percent, and triple trailer

combinations accounted for approximately one percent. Details of the analysis are in

Appendix D.
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Table 4-I4az Number of HTs in Accidents by Number of Trailers (Regina)
V"Æ

Single Double" Triple*' Unknown Other** Total
1993 36 t4 18

1994 31 l9 n/a 21 ó¿

199s 28 l8
t996 43 21 nla 38 106
t997 28 aa

)t

1998 JJ IO 75
Total ),05 88 n/a I 56 1g

^ Of the 88 double trailer combinations for the 6-year period, 42 were A-trains, 31 were B-trains, and I 8 were C-trains.
* In SK it is not possible to determine from the database the number of triples involved in accidents
** Other includes all types oftrailers that are not single or double (i.e., codes 01,02,03,04,05,06, ll, and l2)

Table 4-l4b: Number of HTs in Accidents bv Number of Trailers lSaskatoon)

Single Double ^ Triple*' Unknown Other*'* Total
1993 47 12 nla JO 291
t994 38 13 nla 101

r995 35 t2 59 110
1996 46 l6 61 128
1997 31 16 82 t40
1998 56 16 80 158
Total 259 85 nla 364 z1'l t1+

^ Of the 85 double trailer combinations for the 6-year period, 26 were A-trains, 37 were B-trains, and 22 were C-trains.* In SK it is not possible to determine from the database the number of triples involved in accidents
** Other includes all types oftrailers that are not single or double (i.e., codes 01,02,03,04,05,06, ll, and l2)

Table 4-14c2 Number of HTs in Accidents by Number of Trailers (Edmonton)

r993 t71 39 105 325
t994 228 60 158 453
r995 212 25 126 369
r996 216 3I 141 399
1997 287 OJ 102 465
1 998 L33 44 72 +JL

1353 268 25 707 90 244i
* Other includes all trailers that are not singles, doubles, or triples (i.e., codes 04,05, 06,07,08,09, and 98)

Table 4-l4dz Number of HTs in Accidents bv Number of Trailers (Calgary)
Year CALGARY

Single Double Triple Unknown Other* Total
1993 t45 37 2 I0l 3 294
1994 158 38 t07
1995 145 À', r66 358
1996 20s 38 229 479
t991 202 39 259
1998 195 JI 298 536
Total 1050 225 12 1166 LO 2479

* Other includes all trailers that are not singles, doubles, or triples (i.e., codes 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, and 98)

10n/a

56nla

7910 nla

46R

.,4
LAnJa

40
nJa

nla
nla
nla

Total

304

508
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4.3.5 Major Factors Contributing to lleavy Truck Accidents

This section presents information regarding major contributing factors for HTAs in Regina,

Saskatoon, Edmonton, and Calgary. In the case of Winnipeg, the database does not contain

information regarding major contributing factors for HTAs. There is a field in the database

that provides indirect causes associated with a particular accident. However, the "causes"

entered in this field range from stalled vehicle to color of pedestrian clothing,to out of town

driver.

The four major contributing factors as recorded by the police at the time of an accident are

as discussed in Section 4.2.5. Table 4-15 shows the number of HTAs bvmaior contributins

factor for the period 1993 to 1998 in the four cities. From the table, ltuman action was

reported in 45 percent of all HTAs in the four urban areas, human condition was reported in

10 percent of the HTAs, vehicle condition was reported in three percent of the HTAs, and

environmental conditionwas reported in 15 percent of the HTAs (Appendix D details major

factors contributing to HTAs in the four urban areas). However, when analyzingeach of the

contributing factors by city, there are wide variations. Human condition was identified as

a major contributing factor in just over one-quarter of the reported HTAs in Regina and

Saskatoon, nine percent of the HTAs in Calgary, and only one percent of the HTAs in

Edmonton. Human action was reported as a major contributing factor in one-quafier of the

HTAs in Regina, 29 percent of the HTAs in Saskatoon, 43 percent of the HTAs in

Edmonton, and 55 percent of the accidents in Calgary. Vehícle condition was reported as a

major contributingfactor in 1 1 percent of the HTAs in Regina, and two percent of the HTAs
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in each Saskatoon, Edmonton, and Calgary. In Regina, environmental condition was

identified as a major contributing factor in 13 percent of the HTAs, compared to nine percent

in Saskatoon, and 16 percent in each Edmonton and Calgary.

f"¡t. ¿-tSt N"*n.t
REGINA

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Total

Human Condition r9 1a
IJ 22 133

Human Action _tJ 31 16 21 115

Vehicle Condition t2 13 1l 5l

Environmental Condition 1a
IJ t4 t4 o¿

SASKATOON

1993 1994 1995 r996 t997 1998 Total

Human Condition 186aa
)tJJ

Human Action 2144l+¿35a1
JI35

Vehicle Condition 18

Environmental Condition t6T4IJt0

EDMONTON

19981993 t994 199s 1996 t997 Total

Human Condition

1014193168138r76187152Human Action

Vehicle Condition 311210

Environmental Condition OJ39 53 375

CALGARY

1993 r994 19981995 1996 1997 Total

Human Condition 216

Human Action 159138 r83 259 251 287 1283

Vehiclc Condition A'10t0

Environmental Condition 55 1/1767261
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From the analysis, Alberta seems to show a more frequent use of the "human action"

category than Manitoba and Saskatchewan, and a less frequent use of the "human condition"

category. This does not necessarily mean that drivers who are involved in HTAs in Alberla

are not as good as drivers who are involved in HTAs in Manitoba or Saskatchewan. One

possible reason why these differences are evident is the police report form itself. There are

specific fields in the Alberta repofi form for each of the contributing factors, whereas in

Manitoba and Saskatchewan, the same fields do not exist. In Manitoba and Saskatchewan

there are four categories to choose from when filling out the report, each category being a

different contributing factor. Appendix A shows report forms used in each jurisdiction.

4.3.6 Heavy Truck Accidents by Road Surface Condition

Table 4-16 illushates the number of HTAs byroad surface condition from 1993 to 1998 for

the five urban areas. For the six-year period, dry road surface conditions accounted for about

two-thirds of HTAs in urban areas of the Prairie region. Adverse road surface conditions

(wet, snow, ice, slush) accounted for about 36 percent ofHTAs in the five cities. Reginawas

the city where adverse road surface conditions were reported in most HTAs (43 percent), and

Calgary was the city where road surface conditions were reported the least (33 percent over

the six years).
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Table 4-16: [Iea Truck Accidents Road Surface Condition

lVinnioes
139 168t20126t49r22 t12

180,1135L)2929Wet
Snow ta

IJ¿t
21+J952833

Slush N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Other x 2 I9
Total HTAs 195 191 252 251 ¿¿J 1326

Drv 48 38 26 54 40 49 255
Wet A'+J
Snow 15

Ice 8 18 J+ 18 lJo
Slush
Other *

Total HTAs 8069 55 t04 78 1/l 460

Sttskutoott
r+ro

6',7t91l1110Wet
lo
t7827

Slush
Other x 411211

158 126131t21106l0l91Total HTAs

Edmonton
198 22s r91 184 216 253 I JJJ

219+l45JIWet
Slush/snodice ^ 59 148 58691r24

t84JI23/1',11
JI28L)Unknown #

Other * 19

Total HTAs 3t4 431 353 381 438 4t2 2341

lo/ 207 201 ZJJ 293 291 I 398
Wet 33 1ÀJ+ 53 61 27057

Slush/snodice ^ 58 38 133 514101102
Unknown # l9 lo 13 29 1403627
Other x 25
Total HTAs )R1 2Rc) t1l 454 ?14'7

N/A: this category is not included in the accident form ofthis city
* In MB and SK, "other" includes loose gravel or sand, mud, and fresh oil. In AB, "other" includes loose surface
material (code 04), muddy (code 05), and "other" (code 98).

^ slush/snoVice is one category in the AB accident database (code 03--surface condition).
# unknown refers to "unknown" (code 99) and to fields that were left blank or were assisned code 97.
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4.3.7 Temporal Distribution of Heavy Truck Accidents

The monthly distribution of HTAs from 1993 to 1998 for the five cities is shown in Figure

4-9a. Similarities exist among the five cities, showing a steady accident proporlion

throughout the year, with January and December being the highest (except in Edmonton and

Calgary, where January and November appear as the highest). ln all cities, winter months

(December to February) account for the highest proporlion of HTAs (nearly one-third of all

HTAs). Also, with the exception of Saskatoon, spring months (March to May) account for

the lowest proportion (about 20 percent) of HTAs. This case is similar to that of HTAs on

provincial highways, where December to February also account for 30 percent of all HTAs.

Figure 4-9b illustrates the temporal distribution of HTAs by day of week for the five cities.

In all cities, this distribution shows lower accident proportions on the weekends with Sunday

being the lowest. Weekdays show a constant accident proportion from Monday to Friday in

Calgary and Saskatoon. In'Winnipeg, there is a visible increase in the proporlion of HTAs

on Friday, similar to Edmonton. ln all cities, weekends account for approximately 10 percent

of all HTAs, and weekdays account for the remaining 90 percent.

There are also similarities regarding the temporal distribution of HTAs by time of day.

Figure 4-9c illustrates this distribution. On average, periods of higher traffic activity (8:00

a.m. to 6:00 p.m.) account for most of the HTAs. The four cities show lowerproportions of

HTAs during night time hours. The urban distribution is unlike the provincial distribution,

where there are little peaking characteristics in the HTAs by time of day.
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Figure 4-9a: Police-reported HTAs in Major Cities of the Prairie Region by Month of Year
Source: City of ltrinnipeg Public Works Department, SGI, Alberta Transportatiott
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Figure 4-9b: Police-reported HTAs in Major Cities of the Prairie Region by Day of Week
Source: City of Iï/innipeg Public I4/orks DeparÍntent, SGI, Alberta Transportation
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Figure 4-9c: Police-reported HTAs in Major Cities of the Prairie Region by Time of Day
Source: City of Winnipeg Public \Morks Department, SGI, Alberta Transportation
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4.3.8 Geographical Distribution of lleavy Truck Accidents

Heavy truck accidents occurring between 1993 and 1998 were assigned to the GIS maps of

Saskatoon, Regina, and Winnipeg. Accidents occurring in Edmonton and Calgarywere not

assigned to maps due to the following reasons: (1) the maps had to be purchased from the

cities; and (2) due to the accident database fonnat and the map structures, each HTA had to

be positioned manually.

Combining the accidents of the three cities, two-thirds of all reporled HTAs occuned at

intersections. One-third of these occurred at intersections experiencing one or more HTAs

per year on average.

Figure 4-10 shows the geographical distribution of HTAs on Winnipeg's street network.

total of 1,319 HTAs of I326 were geocoded for the six-year period. The following

observed:

The majority of HTAs occurred in the northwest area of the city, where rnost trucking
companies are located.

Two-thirds of Winnipeg's HTAs (889 of 1,319) occurred at intersections. Twenty-
six intersections-listed in Table E- 1 in Appendix E-averaged one or more HTAs per
year for the six-year period. These 26 intersections accounted for 26 percent(227 of
889) of all intersection-related HTAs and 17 percent of all HTAs within Winnipeg.

One-third of the city's HTAs occurred away from intersections. Seven road
sections-listed in Table E-2 in Appendix E--averaged one or more HTAs per year
for the six-year period.

Route 90, Main Street (downtown), and McPhillips Street (between the CP yards and
Notre Dame) had high concentrations of HTAs. The street segment south of the
intersection ofMcPhillips Street and Jarr¿is Avenue accounted for 16 reportedHTAs

^

is
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4.4 OBSERVATIONS FROM THE AI{ALYSIS

This section presents observations regarding similarities and differences between HTAs on

provincial highways and HTAs in urban areas. It also compares the two three-year periods

of 1993 to 1995 and 1996 to 1998 (first and second half ofthe studyperiod). The following

was found:

Of the 14,838 HTAs being considered in this research between 1993 and 1998, one

half occurred on provincial highways, and one half occurred in urban areas.

Heavy trucks were involved in a disproportionately high number of fatal accidents.
Although they only accounted for 10 percent of all vehicle-miles traveled in the
Prairie region, heavy trucks were involved in 18 percent of all fatal accidents on
provincial highways. Comparatively, in the U.S., large trucks account for seven
percent of all vehicle-miles traveled, and were involved in 13 percent of the fatalities
in 1998 (Battelle, 2001). ln urban areas, HTAs accounted for six percent of all fatal
accidents. Comparative travel data is not readily-available for these areas.

Four percent of all HTAs that occurred on provincial highways in the Prairie region
resulted in a fatality, compared to less than one percent of HTAs in urban areas.

More than one-quarter (28 percent) ofall HTAs that occurred onprovincial highways
resulted in injury, compared to 15 percent in urban areas.

There were more multiple-vehicle HTAs in urban areas than on provincial highways
in the prairies. Nearly nine of every 10 HTAs in urban areas were multiple-vehicle
accidents, compared to about six of every 10 on provincial highways.

The most commonly-reported contributing factor for HTAs on provincial highways
was environmental conditions (reported in42percent of all HTAs), whereas in urban
areas it was human action (reported in 45 percent of HTAs in the four cities).

Both for HTAs occurring in urban areas and for HTAs occurring on provincial
highways, adverse road surface conditions (wet, snow, ice, slush) accounted for
approximately 40 percent of all HTAs in the region.

HTAs on provincial highways and in urban areas concentrated on selected road
sections and at selected intersections. Such concentrations suggest that there maybe
opportunities to improve the HTA situation in these areas by addressing geometric
design, traffic engineering and maintenance issues.
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Comparing the three-year periods of 1993 to 1995 and 1996 to 1998 (the first and second

halves of the study period), the following is found:

o The number of heavy truck accidents for the last three years of the period was 20
percent higher than in the f,rrst three years (from 2,250 to 2,696 per year). This same

increase was experienced for the subset of HTAs that involved fatalities (18 percent
higher in the second half of the 6-year period) and injuries (20 percent higher in the
second half of the 6-year period). The difference between the first and second half
of the period was significant at the 95 percent confidence level.

" Onethird of the increase of total HTAs occurred on provincial highways and fwo-
thirds in urban areas.

" The proportion of HTAs occurring in urban areas to all accidents in urban areas

increased by 22 percent (from 1.33 percentto 1.62 percent).

" The proporlion of HTAs on provincial highways to all accidents on provincial
highways increased by 10 percent (from 6.11 percentto 6.76 percent).
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CÍ{APTER.5

ANAT.YSXS OF COMMERCIAI. VEI{ICLE INSPECTIOI{S

This chapter discusses Commercial Vehicle SafetyAlliance (CVSA) inspections in Manitoba

and Saskatchewan for the period 1995 to 1997. This time period was selected for

consistency within each province regarding inspection practices, data entry, and storage.

CVSA inspections conducted in Alberta are not included in the analysis because for the

research period, inspectors were only required to record information on certain types of

inspections. That then shifted towards a more simplified data collection system in which

only level I inspections were being recorded by 1997 but no database was being kept (Fuhr,

1997\.

The chapter presents the following: (1) a discussion regarding CVSA inspections and data

storage in Manitoba and Saskatchewan for the period under investigatioî; (2) an analysis of

CVSA inspections for the two provinces; (3) a discussion regarding the temporal distribution

of CVSA inspections; (5) results from a motor carrier survey regarding road safety and the

elements of the National Safety Code (NSC); and (6) observations regarding inspection

practices in the two provinces.
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5.1 CVSA INSPECTIONS I1\ MANITOBA AND SASKATCHE\ryAN

Prior to April 1, 1994, CVSA inspections in Manitoba were conducted by the Vehicle

Standards Branch of the Manitoba Department of Highways and Government Services.

Starting on April I, 1994, the Transport Compliance Branch became responsible for the

program. The first CVSA inspections conducted by Transport Compliance took place in

July,1994. Compliance officers conduct CVSA inspections daily during their routine patrol

duties or at permanent weigh scale facilities. Two officers are required for the conduct of

a Level I inspection due to safety reasons.

In the research period, the standard data storage procedure followed by Manitoba

Transportation regarding CVSA inspections involved two components. After the

inspections were completed, the Compliance Branch sent photocopies of the inspection

reports to the Transportation Safety and Regulation Branch. This branch was and still is

responsible for entering, maintaining, and managing the data from those reports into an

electronic format. The process is still the same. Appendix F and Montufar and Clayton

(1998a) provide details regarding the analysis of the files for this research.

In Saskatchewan, the Compliance Branch of Saskatchewan Highways and Transportation is

responsible for conducting CVSA inspections. These inspections are conducted at the weigh

scales or on the roadside. Prior to 1998, there was no specific CVSA database. A set of

several files contained the information collected during inspections. These files were

maintained by the Compliance branch in semi-processed form. Appendix F and Montufar
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and Clayton (1998a) provide details regarding the cleaning and analysis of the databases for

this research.

As discussed in Chapter2,inalljurisdictions that conduct CVSA inspections, there are three

possible outcomes from these inspections. The vehicle (or driver-depending on the

inspection level) may pass the inspection, fail the inspection, or be placed out of service

(OOS). There is a basic difference between a"fail" and an "OOS" outcome. 
'When 

a vehicle

fails an inspection, it can continue to operate but the mechanical defects found have to be

fixed within a specif,red period (usually two weeks), and the enforcement agency has to be

notified of this upon completion of the work. When a vehicle is placed OOS, it can no

longer operate and is either towed to a place where it can be fixed, or fixed at the location

where the inspection was conducted.

Because trucks are comprised of different components (i.e., power unit, trailers, convetlet

dollies), each component is inspected separately. The overall outcome of the truck

inspection depends on the outcome of the inspections of the individual components. For

example, consider a Level I inspection of a tractor-double trailer combination with an NC

connection. This combination has four components (power unit, two trailers, and a convefter

dolly). If during the inspection all components pass the individual inspections, the overall

outcome of the inspection for this combination is a "pass". If the power unit, the converter

dolly, and one of the trailers pass the inspection and the other trailer fails, the overall

outcome of the inspection for this combination is a "fa|l". If one trailer is placed OOS, the
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other trailer fails, the power unit passes, and the converter dolly fails, the overall outcome

ofthis inspection is an "OOS". There are many other combinations ofpossible outcomes for

each unit inspected. The worst possible outcome from an inspection is an OOS.

5.2 CVSA INSPECTION RESULTS IN MANITOBA AND SASKATCHEWAN

This section deals with CVSA inspections conducted in Manitoba and Saskatchewan

between 1995 and 1997. Manitoba-based vehicles inspected in jurisdictions other than

Manitoba, and Saskatchewan-based vehicles inspected in jurisdictions other than

Saskatchewaî are not considered in this analysis. Manitoba-based vehicles inspected in

Saskatchewan, and Saskatchewan-based vehicles inspected in Manitoba are also considered

in the analvsis.

5.2.1 Inspection Level and Outcome

Table 5-1 shows a summary of CVSA inspections conducted in the two provinces during the

period between 1995 and 1997 . The table is based on the Paradox databases provided by the

Transportation Safety and Regulation Branch of Manitoba Transportation, and by

Saskatchewan Highways. ln both cases, the totals obtained from the databases differ from

the totals obtained from manual records kept by both agencies. Ofnicials from both

jurisdictions could not explain the discrepancies between their data sources.

Table 5-1 indicates that forthe three-yearperiod, Manitobaconducted 6,141 inspections and

Saskatchewan conducted 15,398. Level I (standard) inspections account for 80 percent of
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all inspections conducted in Manitoba and 52 percent of all inspections conducted in

Saskatchewan. Level II (walk-around) inspections account for 14 percent of all inspections

in Manitoba and 45 percent in Saskatchewan. In both provinces, Level Itr (driver)

inspections account for one percent. Level IV (special) inspections account for less than one

percent in Manitoba and two percent in Saskatchewan. The last type of inspections (Level

V or inspections at the terminal) account for 4 percent in Manitoba and less than one percent

in Saskatchewan.

Table 5-1: CVSA Inspections in Manitoba and Saskatchewan for 1995 to 1997

Inspection Level Manitoba Saskatchewan

1995 1996 1997 Total 1995 1996 1997 Total

Complete/Standard (I) 826 1611 2482 4919 3 108 2126 2201 8035

Partial/Walk Around (II) 87 610165 862 4l 50 1420 1390 6960

Driver Only (III) 89493687Áa+J44

Special (IV) 25087162t4t2

TerminalrVehicle Only (V) 64', /14010 249 259

Total ^ 925 183 1 3385 6141 7424 4309 3665 1s398

^ The Saskatchewan database does not show the inspection fype in 4 of the cases in I 995 and 2 cases in 1997 .

Note: Manitoba's database for l99l was supplied in 3 parts. There were 43 records that were in part one but
no associated information was found in part 2 or 3 of the database. These 43 records are not included
in this table nor in anv further analvsis since there is no information associated with them.

Of all the inspections conducted in the two provinces over the three-year period, heavy trucks

(articulated tractor trailer combinations) account for 60 percent in Manitoba (3,649

inspections) and one-half in Saskatchewan (7,330 inspections). Of those inspections, Level

I inspections account for 78 percent in Manitob a and 46 percent in Saskatchewan. Level tr

account for 11 percent in Manitobaand52 percent in Saskatchewan. Other inspection types
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account for the remaining 11 percent in Manitoba and two percent in Saskatchewan. The

analysis that follows deals only with heavy truck inspections conducted in both provinces.

Appendix F shows detailed explanations as to how the databases were treated and the

analyses conducted, given a series of problems encountered in the databases of the two

orovinces.

The distribution of the inspection outcomes of the 3 ,649 heavy trucks inspected in Manitoba

and the 7 ,330 heavy trucks inspected in Saskatchewan between 1995 and 1997 is illustrated

in Table 5-2. Nearly one-third of the heavy trucks inspected in Manitoba passed the

inspection. This compares with about 13 percent passing the inspections in I99I and 1992

combined (Carr, 1995). Thirtypercent failed the inspection (restricted operation/conditional

fail), requiring correction within a specified period of time. This compares with

approximately two-thirds in I99I and 1992 combined (Carr, 1995). Almost 40 percent of

the inspected trucks were placed out of service, compared with 2I percent in 1991 and 1992

combined (Carr, 1995). Of the inspected heavy trucks in Saskatchewan, 37 percent passed

the inspection, 45 percent failed (restricted operation/conditional fail), and 18 percent were

placed out of service.

Table 5-3a and Table 5-3b show the distribution of the 3,649 heavy truck inspections in

Manitoba and the 7 ,330 heavy truck inspections in Saskatchewan respectively. From Table

5-3a, of the 3,649 inspected heavytrucks in Manitoba, tractor semitrailers account for three-

quarters, B-trains account for 9 percent, NC-trains account for one percent, and bobtails
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account for 14 percent. The configurations are not known for the remaining two percent.

Just over two-thirds of the inspected trucks over the three-year period were based in

Manitoba. From Table 5-3b, of the 7 ,330 inspected heavy trucks in Saskatchewan, tractor

semitrailers account for 80 percent and tractor-double trailer combinations account lor 20

percent (this includes A, B, and C-trains). Over the three-year period there were four tractor-

triple trailer combinations inspected, and no bobtails. Almost 60 percent of the inspected

trucks between 1995 and 1997 were based in Saskatchewan.

Table 5-2: Inspection Outcomes of Heavy Truck Inspections between 1995 and,1997
X.esdL Manitoba Saskafchewan

1995 1996 1997 Total 199s t996 1997 Total
Passed 149 405 591 ll45 t490 688 500 2678
Failed 164 406 536 1106 1864 176 615 3315

oos 289 534 570 1393 438 396 t337
Not soecified 0

Total 602 t34s 1102 3857 7?1n
Source: Developedfrotn raw data provided by Manitoba Transportation and Sctskatchewan Highways

5.2.2 Frequency of Defects

Table 5-4 summarizes the defects found on tractors and trailers over the three-vear period in

Manitoba and Saskatchewan. In the case of Manitoba, defects on triple trailer combinations

are excluded because it is not possible to determine this from the database. Similarly, defects

on converter dollies are also excluded from the table. This discussion distinsuishes between

trucks receiving a falrating and those receiving an OOS rating.
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Unit Type

Truck tractor 420

Trailer 451

Converter dollv 2

MB
based

Truck Con

Tractor semitrailer 321

A/C-train double 25

Other Total
urisdict

Table 5-3a: Heavy Truck Inspections in Manitoba

B-train double 38

Triole trailer 1

Bobtail 34

t82

Not known +: 
1

216

MB
based

Total HTs inspected 420 182 602 912 433 1345 1135 567 1702 2467 tlgz 3649
Source: Developedf"om rew data provided by Manitoba Transportation and Saskatclrcwan Highways

* In 1995, one combination was reported as a tractor semihailer towing a converter dolly. In 1996, 8 combinations were reported as a huck tractor
towing a converter dolly (2 from MB and 6 from other than MB); 2 combinations were reported as a truck tractor as vehicle 1, a trailer as vehicle 2,
nothing as vehicle 3, and a trailer as vehicle 4 (both combinations were from jurisdictions other than MB); one combination was reported as a huck
tractor as vehicle I , nothing as vehicle 2, and a trailer as vehicle 3 (from Manitoba). in 1997 ,7 combinations were reported as a fruck tractor as vehicle
1 and a full trailer as vehicle 2 (6 from MB and one from other junsdictions); 4 combinations were reported as a truck tractor as vehicle I and a pony
trailer as vehicle 2 (2 from MB and 2 from other jurisdictions); and 3 combinations were repofted as a truck tractor as vehicle 1, a full trailer as vehicle
2, and a semitrailer as vehicle 3 (one flom MB and one from other than MB).

Other
urisdict

912

ts0

Total

+55

408

MB
based

1345

1158

340

Other
urisdict

1 135

1227

J¿

947

Total

561

557

98

MB
based

r702

284

1784

Other
urisdict

2467

2428

1340

Total

t182

I 181

r45

I 835

3649

36

t94

3609

203

902

379

lll

2737

r07

48

t43

314



Table 5-3b: Heavy Truck Inspections in Saskatchewan

Truck tractor 2125

Trailer 2212

Converter dollv nJa nJa

SK Other Total SK Other Total
based jurisdict based jurisdict

Tr uck C o n fig urøtio tt'k

Tractor semitrailer 1705

1995 1996

Tractor double 420

Triple trailer 0

Bobtail 0

Not known 0

1732

2016

Source: Developedfronx raw data provided by Manitoba Transportation and Saskatcltewan Higlzways

n/a: it is not possible to obtain this information from the database
* Thecategory"other"includesconfigurationsforwhichthebasejurisdictionisnotknown(1995:61,1996:29,and1991:24)
Note: See Appendix F for details about the generation of this table

3857

4348

nla

t382

1 100

349

1 187

3087

nla

802

769

1042

nJa

876

SK Other Total
based iurisdict

t902

224

t)tq

1997

nla

596

1036

204

1115

nJa

r472

535

428

657

nJa

874

SK Other Total
based iurisdict

t57l

Total (95 to 97)

161

1772

nla

436

4261

99

4574

1310

nJa

3069

260

3775

3455

nla

7330

805

8349

2414

nla

652

5869

108
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Table 5-4: Mechanical Defects by Category on Power Units and Trailers
MANITOBA Failed Ratine OOS Ratins

Defect Category Defects on Defects on
PU Trailers

Total Defects on
PU

Defects on Total
Trailers

991 23331342I 090579 5i I

Coupling Devices 21 l8 122

ExhauslFuel System 390301 IJ

85142103

Lighting Equipment 801291 t92 483 +¿tJ 375

Load Securement ll 33 t)¿33

Steerine Mechanisnr r361313834

Suspension 83 158 388176 212

¿tt J1002.1 r6392 r29

Trailer Body l613 53

Wheels and Rims 91t7 55

Windshield Wipers L)

Miscellaneous olJ419331198 IJJ t94

Total Defects I 625 I 249 2874 32 59 2433 5692

Total Heavy Trucks I r06 I 393

Defects per Heavy Truck 4.12.6

SASKATCHEWAN

113'7415I84rI 058783 722Brakes

Coupling Devices 251312lt6
Documentation t2043248

29t73t2251F¡ame

Lighting Equipment r523 87 365

Load Securement 5216247187

Steerins Mechanism 3I37130129

Suspension 5'739199156 355

Tires/Wheels 221 572 793 201r2873

Dangerous Goods 29l5

Glass/Mirors/Wioers IJ16916'7 il
Emergency Equipment l112110111

9354155319 474Other

Total Defects 31 14 I 3698413 170 6284 22t0

Total Heavy Tntcks 33ts | 337

Defects per Heaw Truck t.9
Source: Developedfrotn raw data provided by Manitoba Transportation and Saskatchewan Highways
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5.2.2.1 Trucks Receiving a Fail Rating

Ofthe 10,979 heavytrucks that were inspected in Manitoba and Saskatchewanbetween 1995

and 1997,40 percent received a"fall" rating. The following is observed from Table 5-4:

For units that failed inspections, there was an average of 1.1 mechanical defects
recorded on each power unit in the two provinces combined, and an average of 1.0

mechanical defect recorded on each trailer. Overall, there were 2. i defects per heavy
truck inspected in the two provinces combined. The number of defects per heavy
truck was greater in Manitoba than in Saskatchewan.

On average,0.43 mechanical defects that triggered a "fail" rating were recorded for
each power unit inspected in the two provinces. Similarly, 0.37 mechanical defects
that triggered a "fall" rating were recorded for each trailer inspected in the two
provinces (4,419 defects on trailers by 1i,958 total trailers inspected).

Of the total mechanical defects found on trucks that failed inspections, two defect
categories accounted for approximately 55 percent in both provinces. Brake system
defects accounted for 38 percent in Manitoba (almost equally distributed on tractors
and trailers), and29 percent in Saskatchewan(42 percent of those on power units and
58 percent on trailers). Defective lighting equipment accounted for 17 percent in
Manitoba (mainly on tractors), and one-quarter in Saskatchewan (almost equally
distributed on tractors and trailers).

5.2.2.2 Trucks Receiving an Out-of-Service Rating

Ofthe 10,979 heavytrucks thatwere inspected in Manitoba and Saskatchewanbetween 1995

and 1997, one-quarter received an OOS rating. The following is observed from Table 5-4:

For power units and trailers of truck combinations that were placed OOS during
inspections, there was an average of 2.3 mechanical defects recorded on each power
unit in Manitoba and 0.63 defects in Saskatchewan. There was an average of I.15
mechanical defects recorded on each trailer in Manitoba and I.02 in Saskatchewan.

On average , 0.37 mechanical defects that triggered an OOS rating were recorded for
each power unit inspected in both provinces combined (4,100 OOS defects on
tractors by I0,979 tractors inspected in total). Similarly, 0.32 mechanical defects that
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5.3

triggered an OOS rating were recorded for each trailer inspected (3,802 defects on
trailers by 11,958 total trailers inspected). hr both cases, the number of mechanical
defects that triggered the OOS rating was higher in Manitoba than in Saskatchewan.

Of the total mechanical defects found on trucks that were placed out of service during
CVSA inspections, two defect categories accounted for nearly 60 percent in both
provinces. Brake system defects accounted for 40 percent in Manitoba (these defects
were mainly found on power units), and one-half in Saskatchewan (principally on
trailers). Defective lighting equipment accounted for l4 percent in Manitoba (almost
equally distributed on tractors and trailers), and 17 percent in Saskatchewan
(principally on trailers).

TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION OF CVSA INSPECTIONS

This section examines the temporal distributions ofthe CVSA inspection activityconducted

in Manitoba and Saskatchewan between 1995 and 1997. Table 5-5a and Table 5-5b show

the number of CVSA inspections in the two provinces by month, by inspection type. For the

two provinces combined, the following observations are relevant:

Less than I tn 20 of all Level I inspections (the most intensive inspection type, and
the only type of inspection capable of identifying the most common vehicle
defect-brakes out of adjustment) take place in the winter period (December to
February). From Chapter 4, about one-third of all HTAs in the region take place
during these three months.

About one-quarter of all Level II (walk-around) inspections occur in the winter
period.

The three summer months of June, July and August account for nearly 60 percent of
level I inspections, and 30 percent of Level II inspections. These same months
account for 20 percent of the HTAs.

OBSERVATIONS

The following are observations regarding inspection practices in the two provinces and

results:

5.4
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There are clear differences regarding the number of CVSA inspections in Manitoba
and Saskatchewan. Between 1995 and 1997 Saskatchewan conducted twice as many
inspections as Manitoba. While there is a large difference in the number of
inspections conducted in the two provinces, most of the inspections conducted in
Manitoba are Level I (80 percent of all inspections), compared to one-half of all
inspections conducted in Saskatchewan. Level II inspections (walk around) account
for 14 percent of all inspections in Manitoba, compared to 45 percent in
Saskatchewan.

ln both Manitoba and Saskatchewan, about one-third of all heavy trucks inspected
passed the inspection. Two-thirds did not pass, receiving either a fail or OOS rating.
In the non-pass category, 40 percent resulted in OOS in Manitoba, compared to 18
percent in Saskatchewan.

Table 5-5a: CVSA Inspections of Heavy Trucks in Manitoba by Month

Inspection Jan Feb Mar Apr May
Type

Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total
.L

t2 aÀ 21 55 252 rt96 482 426 482 t78 t7 3151

69 258zo25')^1025t4132018

35

2015584aa
)t

Total 28 82 49 152 274 1212 565 440 513 45 80 3645

Source: Developedfrotn rew data provided by Manitoba Transportation
x There are 4 records that do not indicate the type ofinspection

Table 5-5b: CVSA Inspections of Heavy Trucks in Saskatchewan by Month

Inspection Jan Feb Mar Apr
Type

May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total
x

27 346270JJ+s64238JIJlt21361185IUJ8759

t34 r72 n1 3775282 161+J¿440470264396439 4t4

66J_t

1^t2

Total 500 510 517 453 838 1565 75r

Source: Developedfront raw data provided by Saskatchewan Highway
* There are 3 records that do not indicate the tvoe ofinspection

r12

524 725 470 245 17f¡ 7327



Of the total mechanical defects found on trucks that failed inspections, as well as in
trucks that were placed OOS, two defect categories accounted for between 55 and 60
percent of all defects in both provinces-brake system defects and defective lighting
equipment.

In interpreting the facts about CVSA inspections in Manitoba, it is imporlant to
remember that prior to 1994, there was a large role played in CVSA inspections by
licensed mechanics employed in the Vehicle Licensing Branch-and coincidentally
a lesser role played by enforcement personnel. After 1994, enforcement personnel
\ilere responsible for these inspections. Manitoba Transportation officials suggested
that the mechanics conducted more intense inspections, leading to a lower pass rate
and a higher fail rate (Ewanochko, 1997). Officials also suggested that the high
number of defects per vehicle experienced prior to 1994 compared to the period
between 1995 and 1997 may also reflect the intensity of these inspections.
Counteracting this argument is the fact that the proportions of major defects
identif,red in the two different time periods remained constant. Brake items
accounted for about 40 percent of defects in both periods. Lighting items accounted
for about 20 percent. Both of these items are measured by objective means, and
neither the tests themselves nor the implications of the consequences of the tests in
terms of pass/fail changed between these time periods. This suggests that rather than
the results of CVSA inspections changing because of changing inspection intensity,
there may indeed have been a true and significant improvement in the mechanical
condition of the vehicles being inspected in Manitoba.

An unknown variable running through the CVSA inspection process is the extent to
which selective selection of vehicles for inspection might influence the results of
CVSA inspections in any year. During meetings with motor carriers in Manitoba and

Saskatchewan, a number of carriers suggested that selectivity exists unrelated to
mechanical integrity of the vehicle.

MOTOR CARRIER SURVEY

A motor carrier survey was conducted in Saskatchewan in August, 1998 and another in

f,.f,

Manitoba in April and May, 1997 . Four major Saskatchewan-based

major Manitoba-based carriers were interviewed to obtain their views

The combined fleet of the surueyed cariers is approximately 5,000

carriers and twelve

regarding the NSC.

tractors and 7,200

trailers. Each of the items of the NSC was discussed with the carriers to understand the
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effect that the Code has had on their operations, in terms of safety. The following

summarizes the findinss :

All carriers feel that the Single Driver's Licence standard has made it easier for
companies to keep records of drivers. However, it cannot be definitely said that this
standard has improved truck safety in the provinces. The carriers had no comments
on the standards regarding Knowledge and Perþrmance Tests, Driver Examiner
Training, and Classified Driver's Licence. Regarding Self-Certification,none of the
carriers has implemented it as part of their program.

The Medical Requirement standard of the NSC of filing medical reports every five
years for drivers between the ages of 1 8 and 44 years has not affected the operations
of these carriers. In some cases this is because their operations are also subject to the
U.S. requirement of filing medical examination reports every two years. In other
cases, it is because longer combination vehicle (LCV) operations require that drivers
file medical reports also every two years.

According to these cartiers, Carrier and Driver Profiles do not help improve safety.
This is because different provinces apply different thresholds which trigger facility
audits. These carriers believe that the profiles are only good as an information tool,
to keep companies updated of their progress.

The Hours of Service standard is controversial. All carriers oppose the way this
regulation is set up because it is based on old studies and not on scientific evidence.
All the carriers agree that there is confusion in the way the regulations are set up.
There are also inconsistencies in the regulations from province to province. For
example, some carriers indicate that for intraprovincial operations in Saskatchewan
and Alberta, as well as for operations between those two provinces, carriers are
allowed to operate 15 hours per day, seven days per week (with no cap). Manitoba
carriers feel that this places them at a disadvantage since they have to comply with
the hours ofwork regulations as stated in the NSC. In terms ofwhat this component
of the NSC has done for safety, these carriers are not sure if safety has become better
or worse. All carriers think that this regulation is driven by politics and not by
trucking needs. The way the regulation is set up reduces productivity of the carriers.
All carriers feel that this regulation needs to be improved.

According to these carriers, Load Securemenl needs to become uniform and more
consistently enforced across Canada. Enforcement practices are highly dependent on
the officer's ownjudgment and not on the regulations. All carriers feel that conìmon
sense should be used when applyrng the regulations, but what may be acceptable to
one officer may not be acceptable to another. For this reason, carriers believe that
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this aspect of NSC needs to be improved. A set of minimum requirements for load
securement should be introduced, rather than complicated regulations which are not
enforceable because of their complexity and level of detail.

All carriers provide Commercial Vehicle Maintenance to their fleet on a regular
basis. For one of the carriers, this periodic maintenance exercise resulted from the
NSC. This carrier believes that "NSC helped improve the safety of the fleet."

Regarding Commercial Vehicle On-Road Inspections, all carriers agree that the
concept of having these inspections as part of the NSC is good. However, there is
a lack of consistency between inspectors and between provinces which make it
difficult for carriers to operate. In addition, these carriers strongly believe that farm
trucks should be inspected more often and should also be subject to the same
requirements as regular cariers. None of the carriers think that these inspections
have increased safety in terms of fewer accidents on the highway. One states that,
"CVSA inspections have not helped improve safety." Another believes that
"Roadcheck makes more truckers aware of brake adjustment problems." Three
carriers agree that some ofthe trucking companies maintain their equipment in better
condition as a result of these on-road inspections. All carriers feel that the bad
publicity received during inspection blitzes does not encourage safe carriers.

Carriers believe that Daily Trip Inspection Reports help improve safety if drivers are
properly trained. Drivers are usually responsible for the units they operate and
conduct checks while on the road.

Most carriers agree that Facility Audits are useful when they are performed fairly.
However, these carriers feel that there is no level playrng field when it comes to
facility audits. This is because large companies are audited more often than small
companies. In the opinion ofthese carriers, auditors should use common sense when
conducting facility audits, and when a company makes a mistake, it should be given
the opportunity to correct that mistake.

In general, none of the carriers suggest that the idea ofhaving aNational Safety Code
is without value. However, most carriers think that the NSC has not improved truck
safety. Some reasons for this are: (1) maîy of the items included in the Code were
implemented by these companies before the introduction of NSC-as some
companies state, they "have always been safety-oriented"; (2) the Code "is not
enforceable"-the way it is set up makes it difficult for enforcement officers to
understand and properly enforce it; and (3) there is no uniformity in the way it is
applied throughout Q¿vvv[¿-'(if it is a national standard it should be uniformly
applicable to all provirìces". Finally, there are also carriers that believe that while the
NSC has not explicitly improved safety, it has made more companies aware of safety
issues.
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CHAPTER.6

EXPOSURE-BASEÐ AI{AI-YSIS OF ]IEAVY TRUCK ACCIDENTS

This chapter explores relationships between heavy truck accidents occurring on provincial

highways in the region and exposure as measured by estimates of truck trafftc and truclc

traffic characteristics. The chapter presents an analysis of heavy truck accident rates based

on exposure as measured by truck traffic, considering differences between jurisdictions, truck

volume, road type, load limits, seasons, time of day, and truck configuration.

6.1 EXPOSURE MEASURES

Being able to relate accidents to exposure is a goal of much safety research. Such

relationships provide rates of accident occurrence, enhancing understanding of the

phenomenon. Many different exposure measures are used in safety research. Typical

examples of accident rates are number of driver deaths per licensed driver, number of

fatalities per registered vehicle, or per kilometer of highway, or per jurisdiction, and number

of fatalities per year. No one rate is superior to any other, and the appropriateness of any

particular rate depends on the question being asked and the data avallable (Evans, 1999)

In recent years, there has been much interest in using traffic as the measure of exposure in

highway safety analysis. One particularly active area of research in civil engineering in this

regard is the notion of developing "safety performance functions" (SPF) for particular

roadway types and characteristics. This idea starts from the proposition that there is reason
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to think that expected accident frequency "u" (accidents per unit of time) depends in some

regular manner on traffic flow "q" (vehicles per unit of time). The research involves

developing data about flows and accidents, exploring their dependencies, and seeking useful

equations where u is a function of q, linking accident frequency and flow (i.e., safety

performance functions) (Mensah and Hauer, 1998). Examples of recent safetyperfonnance

function work are documented in TAC (1999), and Persaud and Bahar (2000). To date, little

if any of this research has been directed to the HTA situation specifically.

This research is concerned with developing an understanding of truck accident frequency in

relation to measures of truck traffic.

6.2 UNDERSTANDING TRUCK TRAFFIC

At the heart of understandine truck traffic is the definition of a truck. This research deals

with accidents involving heavy trucks as defined in Section 1.6.

Truck traffic is typically characterized in terms ofvolume (per unit time); temporal variations

of volume; vehicle classification mix (by configuration); body type mix; and sometimes

operational factors (weight, speed).

Theprimarymeasure of truck traffic volume is annual average dailytrucktraffic (AADTT),

which is defined as the (estimated) total annual truck traff,rc past a point on a road in one year

divided by 365. AADTT estimates can be developed from direct observation oftmck traffic
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(e.g., across an automatic vehicle classif,rer (AVC) or weigh-in¡notion (WnvI) device) or

from estimates of percent trucks in a traffic stream rnultiplied by Annual Average Daily

Traffic (AADT).

A variety of temporal distributions of truck traffic are also of interest, including seasonal

distributions (i.e., month to month, winter/summer), day-of-week distributions (i.e., each day,

or weekdays/weekends), and time of day (i.e., each hour, or day/night).

Many systems are used to classify vehicles by conhguration. Details of classification

systems used in Canada are presented in Clayton et al. (2000). Details of national systems

used in the United States include the Federal HighwayAdministration's (FHWA) Class 13

system (common in parts of Canada, see Appendix G) and systems such as that used in the

U.S. Comprehensive Truck Size and Weight Study (U.S. DOT, 2000b). Recent research in

Canada (Clayton et a1.,2000) and the United States (U.S. DOT 2001) has suggested that

general truck-related traffic monitoring programs (the heart of traffic-related exposure data)

should concentrate on attempting to classifyvehicles into four categories: non-trucks, single

unit trucks, single trailer trucks, and double trailer trucks. The pursuit of finer detail-except

for special purpose research-is tryrng to dissect the configuration mix too far (with little to

be gained in the understanding of exposure).

In this research, for exposure analysis using AADTT values in the three Prairie provinces,

truck traffrc was taken as defined by each iurisdiction. It was assumed that the term
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encompassed more or less the same types of vehicles in each jurisdiction. In practice, this

means that the term includes some single unit trucks, some truck-trailer combinations, and

tractor-trailer combinations (including those having single, double, and triple trailers). For

the most part, on most provincial highways in the Prairie region, truck traffic is dominated

by the third group-tractor-semitrailer combinations.

6.3 TRUCK TRAFFIC ON PROVINCIAL HIGHWAYS IN THE PRAIRIE REGION

This section discusses truck traffic on provincial highways in the Prairie region. The section

addresses the following: (1) annual aveÍagedailytrucktraffic estimates; (2) truck-kilometers

of travel estimates; (3) vehicle classification mix; (4) temporal distribution of truck traffic;

and (5) problems and limitations with truck traff,rc data.

6.3.1 Annual Average Daily Truck Traffic (AADTT) Estimates

The AADTT estimates used in the research are based on source material provided by

provincial highway agencies. The principal analysis deals with AADTT estimates for 1998.

For Alberta, estimates of AADTT were made for 1998 from a data file provided by Alberta

Transportation in 2000 (now available on Internet) consisting of AADT by road segment,

divided into percent passenger cars, recreational vehicles, buses, single unit trucks, and

tractor trailer combination trucks. AADTTs were obtained by multiplyrng AADT by the sum

ofthe percent of single unit trucks and percent of tractor trailer combination trucks. This was

done to be consistent with AADTT estimates from Manitoba and Saskatchewan. both of

which include single unit trucks in their 1998 truck traffic databases.
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For Saskatchewan, estimates of AADTT were made for 1998 (and 1996) from data files

developed in DS-Lea and IIMTIG (1999) consisting of AADT by road segment and percent

trucks for each road segment. AADTTs were obtained by multiplying the AADT of each

road segment by the percent truck.

For Manitoba, estimates of AADTT for each road segment are developed and published by

the Manitoba Highway Traffic lnformation System (MHTIS) on its annual traffic flow map.

The methodology used is presented in Clayton et al. (1998).

Figure 6-1 shows the estimated AADTT throughout the provincial highway system of the

Prairie region for 1998. The following is observed from the Figure:

. Highways with very low truck volumes (less than 150 AADTT) account for one-half
of the region's provincial highway kilometers. Manitoba accounts for 4I percent of
these kilometers, Saskatchewan for 33 percent, and Albertafor 26 percent.

" Highways with low truck volumes (151 to 400 AADTT) account for 31 percent of
the region's provincial highway kilometers. Manitoba accounts for 14 percent of
these kilometers, Saskatchewan for 30 percent, and Alberta for 56 percent.

" Highways with medium truck volumes (40 i to 1 ,000 AADTT) account for 1 5 percent
of the region's provincial highway kilometers. Manitoba accounts for I 1 percent of
these kilometers, Saskatchewan for 31 percent, and Alberta for 58 percent.

" Highways with high truck volumes (greater than 1,000 AADTT) account for five
percent of the region's provincial highway kilometers. Manitoba accounts for 19
percent ofthese kilometers, Saskatchewan for 11 percent, andAlberta for70 percent.
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Figure 6-1: Truck Flows on Provincial Highways in the Prairie Region
Produced by J.M and UMTIG
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6.3.2 Truck-Ifilometers of Travel (TKT) Estimates

Truck-kilometers of travel (TKT) per year are calculated by multiplyrng the AADTT of a

given road section by the section length. TKT for a paticular road network is determined by

adding the TKTs from all road sections in the network.

Based on analysis of traffic information, it is estimated that in Manitoba, TKT on provincial

highways grew from 577 million in 1995 to 670 million in 1999, at arate of about four

percent per year. During the same time period, total vehicle-kilometers of travel (VKT) grew

at about 2.7 percentper year. Truck-kilometers of travel accounted for 10 percent of all VKT

in 1995, rising to nearly 11 percent in 1999.

Tables 6-Ia, 6-1b, and 6-1c show the distribution of highway mileage and TKT by road

category (i.e., divided versus undivided) and AADTT for provincial highways in the Prairie

region. Tables 6-2a,6-2b, and 6-2c show the same distribution by load class (basic RTAC

versus non-RTAC). The following is observed from the tables:

, There were 3.5 billion truck-kilometers of travel on provincial highways of the
Prairie region in 1998.

" Medium to high volume highways (AADTT greater than 400 vehicles per day)
accounted for 55 percent of the total TKT for the region. At the provincial level,
these highways accounted for 46 percent of all TKT in Manitoba, 51 percent of all
TKT in Saskatchewan, and 61 percent of all TKT in Alberta.

" Low and very low-volume highways (less than 400 trucks per day) accounted for 45
percent of the TKT in the region in 1998.
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Table 6-1a: Highway Mileage and TKT by Road Categorv in Manitoba

Truck Volume
(AADTT)

Kilometers of Highway Million TKT per Year

1998 Divided Undivided Total Divided Undivided Total

0-150 15198 15202 2t72t70.18

t5 l-400 103 134| 4,1
LLA101450 r 553

401-1000 t70r07310 725

>1000 241 1251a
IJ

Total 763 16971 t7134 't /1 '',

Derived ft'ont raw data provided b1t MHTIS

Table 6-1b: Highway Mileage and TKT by Road Category in Saskatchewan

Truck Volume
(AADTT)

Kilometers of Highway Million TKT per Year

411

1998 Divided Undivided Total Divided Undivided Total

0-150 1 8039 18041 0.1 I 294

l 5 1-400 t9 3010 3029 267

401-1000 763 tt07 84 t54

>1000 ¿+3 750 338

Total 872 22055 326 I 139813

Derivedfront raw data provided by Saskatcltewan Highwa¡,s and Transportatiott

Table 6-1c: Highway Mileage and TKT by Road Category in Alberta

Truck Volume
(AADTT)

Kilometers of Highway Million TKT per Year

1998 Divided Undivided Total Divided Undivided Total

0-150 4547 4547 142142

15 l-400 4'l s93l 5984 534528

401-1000 t699 2557 358 589231

>1000 637 703 J+441

Total 1542 12249 13791 17401062618

Derived fron raw data provided by Alberta TransporÍatiort
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Table 6-2a: Highway Mileage and TKT by Load Class in Manitoba

Truck Volume
(AADTT)

Kilometers of Highrvay Million TKT per Year

1998 RTAC NON-RTAC Total RTAC NON-RTAC Total

0-150 2005 13213 t5217 21759 158

r 51-400 953 599 1s82 t344886

40 l- 1000 653 55 725 t70t4156

>1000 1'', /l IJr1929 ¿i -t t)¿

Total 3835 I 3896 t7731 ¿J) 653420

Derived front raw data orovided bv MHTIS

Table 6-2b: Highway Mileage and TKT by Load Class in Saskatchewan

Truck Volume
(AADTT)

Kilometers of Highway Million TKT per Year

1998 RTAC NON-RTAC Total RTAC NON-RTAC Total

0-150 2616 t5365 18041 29419896

15 t-400 2589 440 269JZ3029 ¿Jt

401-1000 1078 29 1101 ¿JJ 238

>1000 750 750 338 338

Total 7093 15834 22927 235 i 139904

Derivedfrom raw data provided by Saskatchewan Highways and Transportatiotl

Table 6-2c: Highway Mileage and TKT by Load Class in Alberta

Truck Volume
(AADTT)

Kilometers of Highway Million TKT per Year

1998 RTAC NON-RTAC Total RTAC NON-RTAC Total

0-150 4541 n/a 4547 142 n/a t42

I 5 1-400 nla5984 nla 5984 534 534

401-1000 2551 nJa 2557 s89 nla 589

>1000 703 703nla 475 nla 475

Total t3791 nla t3191 t740 nJa 1740

n/a-not applicable. All primary highways in Alberta are RTAC highways. Secondary highways are not
considered in this analysis since they were not designated as provincial highways during the research period.
Derivedfrom raw data provided by Alberta Transportation
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Divided highways account for six percent of the total Prairie region provincial
highway kilometers, and over one-third (35 percent) of the TKT in the region.
Undivided highways, which represent 94 percent of total Prairie region provincial
highway kilometers, accounted for two-thirds of the TKT in the region.

In Manitoba and Saskatchewan, RTAC roads account for 22 percent and 31 percent
of the highway network respectively. Nearly three-quarters of the TKT in the two
provinces occur on RTAC roads. In Alberta, all provincial mileage is rated RTAC,
and therefore. all TKT occurs on RTAC routes.

There is a total of 24,719 kilometers of highways designated as basic RTAC in the
Prairie region. Of these, one-quarter have truck volumes greater than 400 trucks per
day and three-quarters have volumes lower than 400 trucks per day. The TKT on the
medium to high volume highways (greater than 400 trucks per day) accounts for 62
percent of the total TKT on basic RTAC roads in the Prairie region.

6.3.3 Vehicle Classification Mix

Table 6-3 shows the fleet mix throughout Manitoba in the vear 2000. Section 6.3.4.I

discusses the databases used for this analysis. The followine is observed from the table:

Trucks (Class 5 to 13 FHWA) account for 15 percent of a total of 13,697,606
vehicles classified.

Of the 2.07 million classified trucks, straight unit trucks (Classes 5 to 7) account for
15 percent; 3-S2s (Class 9) account for 44 percent; 3-S3s (Class 10) account for 16

percent; and double trailer combinations (Classes 1i to 13) account for 2l percent.

As the AADTT past a station increases the following is observed:
- the proportion of straight unit trucks decreases from about one in four to one

in i0;
- the proportion of single trailer combinations increases from four in 10 to two

in three;
- the proportion of double trailer combinations remains at about one in five

(except on very low volume stations)

The fleet mix remains approximately constant throughouttheyear (i.e.,the truck fleet
distribution in summer is about the same as in winter).
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Table 6-4 shows the change in fleet mix observed at the Headingley weigh scale m a senes

of truck surveys conducted between I9l4 and 2001. The scale is located on the

Trans-Canada Highways just west of Winnipeg. ln 2000, the AADTT was2,065 trucks per

day. The following observations are relevant:

Combinations with 2-axle tractors decreased from about 13 percent of the fleet in
I974 to 0 percent in 2000. Combinations with 3-axle tractors increased from 87

percent of the fleet to effectively all of the fleet in 2000.

Five-axle tractor semitrailers (3-S2s) decreased from about 90 percent of the fleet in
7974 to 56 percent of the fleet in 2000.

Six-axle tractor semitrailers (3-S3s) accounted for about one percent of the fleet

between 1974 and l982-and since the RTAC MoU in the late 1980s, increased to

nearly one-quarter of the fleet in 2000.

Five and six-axle A-trains changed from accounting for about one percent of the fleet
in19l4,to peaking at about three percentinl9S2, and decreasing to zero percent in
2000.

Seven and eight-axle A-trains went from zero percent of the fleet in 1974, to peaking

at aboutl 6 percent in 1 989, and decreasing to about three percent ofthe fleet in 2000.

Seven-axle B-trains accounted for about one percent of the fleet in the late 1970s,

increasing to a peak ofabout 10 percent in 1989, decreasing to one percent in 2000.

Eight-axle B-trains increased from about four percent of the fleet from shortly after

they first became an effective option by the RTAC MoU to 17 percent in 2000.

6.3.4 Temporal Distributions of Truck Traffic

The temporal distributions of truck traffic in relation to HTAs are of interest to many

involved in heavy truck safety (Campbell et al., 2000 and TRB, 2001). In many cases, the

lack of adequate truck traffic data prohibits the development of these types of relationships.

This section develops temporal distributions of truck traffic exposure that are subsequently
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used in the analysis of seasonal and time-oÊday variations in HTA rates on provincial

highways in Manitoba.

Table 6-4: Change in Fleet Mix at Headingley Weigh Scale
1974 197s 1978 1982 1989 1997 1992 1997 2000

Sourceaaaabfced
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

2-S1
2-52

Tractor-Semis 2-S3
J-51

3-S2 9l 85 63 83 60 56
3-S3 il aÁ 

^1L+ ZJ

2-St-2
2-52-2
3-S 1 -2

A - Trains 3-S 1-3

3-52-2 _tJ

3-S2-3

3-S2-S2 0 10

B- Trains 3-S3-S2 0 1a
IJ t6

3-S2-S3 0

No. of Observ. tt69 990 986 982 148 408 949 84s r3t4
Sources: a (adapted) - Clayton/LaiPaper, b- ManitobaSpecialSurvey, c - Cordeiro (1992), d- Malbasa(2000), e

- Zhi (t998), f- E Fepke (1993).
* means less than one percent but not zero

6.3.4.1 Development of the Databasefor Manitoba

There is a network of 24 automatic vehicle classifiers (AVCs) in Manitoba. This network has

been created in recent years as part of the design and development of a truck traffic

information system for the province (Escobar et al., 1998). While the truck traffic

information system will not be fully operational until 2003-2004, it has yrelded an extensive

amount of data for the research that has allowed exposure-based investigation ofManitoba's

HTA situation which was not previously possible.
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In developing the database for this analysis, 15 AVC stations were selected based on data

availability (see Figure 6-2).Each of these stations was able to produce a full year of truck

traffic for the province (365 days, by hour, in each direction, and by vehicle class-FHWA

Classes 5-13. See Appendix G). The 15 sites provide a good geographical coverage of the

province on a range of highway types (divided, undivided, RTAC, non-RTAC), truck

volumes (low, medium, high), trucking types (local, regional, long haul), and freight

characteristics (truck load, less than truck load, special commodities).

Figure 6-2: AYC Stations Used for the Development of the Database
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In some instances (i.e., where equipment failure or malfunction produced either no or

questionable results), data from more than a one-year period was blended to create the raw

data sets used in the analysis. For example, for Station 43, data from the period June 15 to

August 15, 2007 had to be blended into data for the year 2000 because of equipment

problems during this same period during the year 2000.

It is assumed that this blending has minimal effect on the temporal patterns of truck traffic.

Based on previous research (Clayton et al., 1998) it is further assumed that the temporal

patterns evident in this truck traffic database are similar to those patterns that would have

been observed through the period i993 to 1998.

This database is considered in one oftwo ways: (1) each count station is viewed individually;

(2) all count stations are added together to create a composite truck flow for the province.

The first case assumes that each station represents IlI5 (6.7 percent) of all truck traffic on

the Manitoba provincial highway network. Analyses based on the composite database

assume that each of the 15 AVC stations is representative of all truck traffic in proportion

to the amount of truck traffic at each station for the year (e.g. Station 84 at Mink Creek on

PTH 10 represents two percent of the temporal characteristics of all truck traffic).

The raw database includes a total count of 2.07 million trucks. AADTT estimates for each

site by direction are shown in Table 6-5. Six stations experienced very smail AADTT (less

than 150); five stations showed small AADTT (151-a00); three stations showed medium
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AADTT (400-1000); and one station experienced large AADTT (greater than 1000).

Table 6-5: AADTT Estimates for AVC Stations in Manitoba

Station No. Direction AADTT

2l - Boissevai" (Hnvy 10, N of PR 448) 61

63

EB
WB

43 - Strathclair (Hwy 16, E of E Jct PR 354) EB
WB

., À1

249

49 - Ochre River (Hwy 5, E of PTH 20) EB
WB

84
83

50 - Swan River L.P. East (Hwy 10, E of PR 268) EB
WB

54
s8

51 - Oakbluff (Hu.y 3, SW of PTH 2) NB
SB

150

r52

53 - Swan River South (Hwy 83, SW of PR 486) 65

66

NB
SB

54 - Neepawa (Hwy 5, N of PTH 16) NB
SB

85

81

55 - Headingley (Hwy 1, W of PR 334) EB
V/B

994
1071

81 - Oakville (Hwy 13, S of Oakville) NB
SB

156

r76

82 - Paint Lake (Hwy 6, S of Paint Lake Access) NB
SB

44
45

83 - Langruth (Hwy 50, S of PR 265) NB
SB

21
21

84 - Mink Creek (Hwy 10, S of Jct PTH 104 (Ethelbert) NB
SB

50
44

85 - Brandon East (Hwy 1 10, S ofPR 457) NB
SB

200
200

86 - Wenzel (Hwy 101, E of Wenzel Road) EB
WB

396
419

87 - Altona (Hwy 14, E of PTH 30) EB
WB

r66
159

Developedfronx rew datafrom MHTIS by J M and D.T. October 2001.
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6.3.4.2 Seasonal Distribution of Truck Trffic on Provincial Highways in Manitoba

Monthly estimates of Average Daily Truck Traffic (ADTT) were developed for each of the

15 AVC sites and for the 15-site composite using the conventional method recommended in

the new Traffic Monitoring Guide published by the U.S. DOT. Details about the resulting

monthly seasonal patterns are shown in Table 6-6 and Figure 6-3.

Table 6-6: Monthly Distribution of Truck Traffic in Manitoba (composite)
Month Combined Counted Average (Veh/Day) %AADTT o/o of Tota,l

Truck Count Station-Days Truck Counts
Jan r47624 4s9 322 ðJ/
Feb r47786 431 343 90 7
Mar 168269 465 362 9s 8

Apr 167366 450 1-aJt¿ 988
May 203449 462 440 116 10

Jun 1 80866 450 402 106
Jul 17819s 465 383 10r
Aug 193183 46s 4t5 110
Sep 182054 450 405 r07
Oct 204062 465 439 116 10

Nov 15530 I 443 351 92
Dec r40730 458 307 81

Total 206888s

Composite Truck Flow

Themonths ofNovemberto Aprilinclusive experiencemonthlyADTT factorsbelow
100, ranging from 81 (in December) to 98 (in April).

May to October inclusive experience monthly ADTT factors greater than 100,
ranging from 1 01 in July to 1 1 6 in May and October. The May and October peaking
could reasonably be expected to reflect increased agricultural-related trucking at
these times-fertlhzer and seed in the spring, and grain in the fall.

The four months of November to February inclusive ("winter months") experience
29 percent of truck traffic. The four months of May to August inclusive ("summer
months") experience 37 percent. The four months of spring and fall (March and
April, September and October) experience 35 percent of truck trafftc.
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Composite of 15 Stations, Avg A{þfT = 379

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
MONTH

Stat¡ons w¡th AADTT 401-1000, Avg AADTT = 570
150

100

Ëô

s
50

0
Jan Feb Mar Apr [4ãy Jun Jul AuB Sep Oct Nov Dec

MONTH

Stations with AADTT<1 50, Avg AADTT = 106
150

1COFFo

s
50

0

Jan Feb M¿r Apr i\4ay A ug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Figure 6-3: Average Daily Truck Traffic by Month

" Table 6-7 shows statistics conceming the summer and winter ADTT values. The two
ADTT values of 6144 and 4888 respectively are significantly different at the 95
confidence level. The summer/winter ADTT ratio is 1.28.
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Table 6-7: Summer and Winter ADTT in Manitoba

Summer Winter

Total Trucks 7ss693 591441

No. of Days Counted 123 t2I

Average Daily Truck Traffic 6144 4888

Standard Deviation 1354 i 516

Standard Error r22 138

9 5o/o C onftd ence lnterval 5905 to 6383 4618 to 5i58

trndividual Station Truck Flow

At nearly all stations (except at the very low truck volume sites of Stations 50 and
53), the seasonalityfactors inthewinterperiodofNovember, December, Januaryand
February are always less that 100 (most are in the 60 to 90 range).

At nearly all stations (except at the very low truck volume sites of Stations 50, 53,
82,84), the seasonality factors in the sunìmer period of May, June, July and August
are always more than 100.

At nearly all stations (except at the very low truck volume sites of Stations 50,82,
and 83), the seasonality factor for May andlor October is the highest for the year
(most in the 110 to 130 range) .

As AADTT increases, the seasonal fluctuations in truck traffic dampen. See Figure
6-4. The seasonality of truck traffic at locations with very low AADTT is the most
highly varied, although May and October still dominate. At some locations, winter
traffic is substantially lower than summer traffrc, and May and October peaking is
apparent. At the one high volume location included in the data set, the seasonal
pattern is quite flat, with summer flows somewhat higher than winter, and no May
and October peaking.

The summer versus winter analysis conducted using the individual stations rather
than composite figures examined statistical differences between the ratio of summer
ADTT and winter ADTT at each of the sites. In this case, the mean ratio of the
summerADTT to winterADTT is 1.24 (standard deviation ofthe mean is0.246,and
the standard error of the mean is 0.064) as shown in Table 6-8. At the 95 percent
confidence level, the summer winter ratio varies between a low of 1 . i 0 and a hi eh of
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1.38. This is similar to the findings obtained when using the composite database.

Table 6-8: Mean Ratio of Summer and Winter ADTT in Manitoba

Summer/Winter Mean Ratio I.24

No. of AVC Stations 15

Standard Deviation 0.246

Standard Error 0.064

95o/o Confidence lnterval 1.10 to 1.38

These data and observations are used to analyze the exposure-based HTA rate in Manitoba

bv season in Section 6.5.

6.3.4.3 Time-of-day Distribution of Truck Traffic on Provincial Higlmays in Manitoba

Figure 6-4 shows the composite time-of-day distributions of the truck classification surveys

conducted at the 15 AVC sites. These data and observations are used to analvze the

exposure-based HTA rate in Manitoba by time of day in Section 6.5.

n For the total composite database, hourlytruck traffic during daytime hours (08:00 to
18:00) is about three times greater (12 to 13 percent per hour) than hourly night-time
traf{tc (midnight to 06:00), and twice as great as evening and early morning traffic
(five to nine percent per hour).

n As AADTT decreases, the proportion of truck traffic moving in daytime hours
increases, with correspondingly less traffic in night-time hours.
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Gomposite of 15 Stations
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Figure 6-4: Average Daily Truck Traffic by Time of Day
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6.3.5 Problems and Limitations to the Truck Traffïc Data Used in the Research

Truck traffrc continuously changes in response to external factors. In the Prairie region these

factors include rail abandonment, shifts in distribution patterns, changes in weight laws,

changes in trading arrangements, new security concerns, and economic issues. This research

deals with the best estimates of truck traffic available at the time. The followins discussion

outlines major problems and limitations about the truck traff,rc data used in the research.

Many AADTT estimates used in the research are based on estimates of AADT and percent

trucks. Many of the percent truck observations were obtained from visual surveys taken in

the daytime, on weekdays, in the summer months. Similarly, there can be a variety of

temporal biases included in the AADT estimates themselves depending on the traffic

counting programs and traffic expansion methods used in each jurisdiction (which

themselves may change over time). These realities introduce avariety of potential temporal

biases into AADTT estimates.

While the AADTT estimates are based on 1998 data, this does not mean they necessarily

apply to 1998. AADTT estimates for a given yeaÍ aÍe often estimates "dragged forward"

from previous years, depending on the frequency and methodologies used by different

jurisdictions to update their truck traffic estimates. In all provinces, not all AADT, nor

percent trucks, or truck traffic are estimated for all road sections in the same year. In

Manitoba, for example, AADTTs given for 1998 are on average based on about 1996

data-roughly the midpoint of the accident data set under consideration.
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6.4 HEA\¡Y TRUCK ACCIDENT RATES ON PROVINCIAL HIGHWAYS

This section analyzes HTA rates for the Prairie region based on the exposure information

developed in Section 6.3. The first analysis of HTA rates is by road category, followed by

an analysis by load class as a function of AADTT. An analysis of HTAs rates by seasonal,

time of day, and vehicle class variations in Manitoba is also included in the section.

6.4.1 Heavy Truck Accident Rate by Road category as a Function of AADTT

This deals with HTA rates by road category (divided versus undivided) as a function of

AADTT for the Prairie region. Four categories ofAADTT were used: (1) highways with very

low truck volumes (less than 150 AADTT); (2) highways with low truck volumes (151-400

AADTT); (3) highways with medium truck volumes (401-1000 AADTT); and( )highways

with high truck volumes (greater than i000 AADTT).

Total TKT values for each category were calculated by multiplying estimates of AADTTs

for each link in each category by the length of the link, times 365 days per year. The

principal TKT figures developed in the research are for 1998 truck traffic.

Tables 6-9a, 6-9b, and 6-9c illustrate the TKT figures and HTA rates by truck volume and

road category for each province. The following is observed from the three tables:
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Table 6-9a: TKT by Road Category and HTA Rates in Manitoba

Truck Volume (AADTT) Million TKT per Year HTA Rate (HTAs/million TKT)

1998 Divided Undivided Total Divided Undivided Total

0-150 0.18 2t] 2t1 * 0.24 0.24

151-400 10 124 tJ4 0.27 0.28

401-1000 101 63 170 0.31 0.32 0.31

>1000 r25 t32 0.34 0.32

Total '', /1 1 411 653 0.26 0.28

Developed based on raw data provided by Manitoba Transportation attd Gotenntent Services and MHTIS
* The HTA rate was not calculated for these cells because either the number of HTAs was too low (<:10 in the 6-year
period) or the TKT was too small (<=10 million truck-kilometers traveled)

Table 6-9b: TKT by Road Category and HTA Rates in Saskatchewan

0.33

Truck Volume (AADTT) Million TKT per Year HTA Rate (HTAs/million TKT)

1998 Divided Undivided Total Divided Undivided Total

0-150 0.11 -x294294 0.41 0.41

r 5l -400 267 269 0.31 0.3 r

401-1000 84 154 238 0.32 0.28 0.29

>1000 240 338 0.27 0.41 0.3198

Total 326 813 I 139 0.28 0.35 0.33

Developed based on raw data provided by Saskatchewan Higltways and Transportation, and SGI
* The HTA rate was not calculated for these cells because either the number of HTAs was too low (<:10 in the 6-year
period) or the TKT vr'as too small (<:10 million truck-kilometers traveled)

Table 6-9c: TKT by Road Category and HTA Rates in Alberta

Truck Volume (AADTT) Million TKT per Year HTA Rate (HTAs/million TKT)

1998 Divided Undivided Total Divided Undivided Total

0-150 142 t+¿ 0.48 0.48

1 5 1-400 528 534 0.41 0.41

401-1000 231 358 589 0.41 0.34 0.36

>1000 441 0.28aÀJ+ 0.29 0.28

Total 618 r062 1140 0.32 0.39 0.36

Developed based on raw data provided by Alberta Transportatiort
* The HTA rate was not calculated for these cells because either the number of HTAs was too low l<=10 in the 6-year
period) or the TKT was too small (<:10 million truck-kilometers traveled)
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Highways with medium to high volumes (AADTT greater than 400) accounted for
46 percent of all truck kilometers travelled (TKT) in Manitoba, 5 1 percent of all TKT
in Saskatchewan, and 61 percent of all TKT in Alberta. These highways also
accounted for 52 percent of all HTAs on provincial highways in Manitoba,46 percent
in Saskatchewan, and 55 percent in Alberta.

The overall HTA rate including HTAs at intersections on provincial highways in the
Prairie region is 0.34 HTAs per million truck-kilometers traveled. Excluding
intersection HTAs from the rate calculation, the HTA rate is 0.25 HTAs per million
TKT. About 30 percent of all HTAs on provincial highways occurred at
intersections.

When all HTAs are considered, the HTA rate is lower on divided highways than on
undivided highways in the region (0.3 I HTAs per million TKT on divided highways,
and 0.35 HTAs per million TKT on undivided highways). However, when
intersection HTAs are removed, the rate is similar for divided and undivided
highways (0.24 HTAs per million TKT for divided and0.25 HTAs per million TKT
for undivided highways). See Tables 6-10a,6-10b, and 6-10c for HTA rates in the
three provinces excluding HTAs at intersections.

In Saskatchewan and Alberta, the HTA rate for divided highways is lower than the
HTA rate for undivided highways. This is not the case in Manitoba, where the HTA
rate is higher on divided highways than on undivided highways.

6.4.2 Heavy Truck Accident Rate by Highway Load Class as a Function of AADTT

This deals with HTA rates by highway load class (basic RTAC versus non-RTAC). The

AADTT categories are the same as those used in the road category analysis.

Tables 6-Ila,6-1lb, and 6-1lc illustrate the HTA rate in the three provinces by load class.

The following is observed:
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Table 6-10a: Intersection versus non-Intersection HTAs in Manitoba by Road Category

Truck Volume
(AADrr)

Truck-Kilometers per Year
(millions)

Number of HTAs
(1993-1998)

Non-Intrsctn Rate
(HTA 4TKT)

1998 Divided Undivided Total Intersection Non-Intrsctn Total

0-150 0.18 t04 212 JIO 0.16217 2t7

I 5 1-400 10 9611,{ t34 129 225 0.16

401-1000 r01 63 170 1a^
LLA 195 319 0.19

>1000 t25 168 256 0.21IJZ 88

Total 't,11 4t1 6s3 412 1116 0.18

Developed based on raw data provided by Manitoba Transportatiott and GovenunenÍ Services, and MÍITIS

Table 6-10b: Intersection versus non-Intersection HTAs in Saskatchewan by Road Category

Truck Volume Truck-Kilometers per Year

704

(AADTT) (millions)
Number of HTAs

(1993-1998)
Non-Intrsctn Rate

(HTAnVITKT)

1998 Divided Undivided Total Intersection Non-Intrsctn Total

0-150 0.1 1 726220294294 506 0.29

I 5 1-400 261 269 151 355 506 0.22

401-1000 84 154 238 r42 273 0.19

>1000 240 98 338 138 634496 0.24

Total 326 813 I 139 65r 1630 2281 0.24

Developed based on raw data provided b1t Saskatchewan Highways and Transportation, and SGI

Table 6-10c: Intersection versus non-Intersection HTAs in Alberta by Road Category

Truck Volume Truck-Kilometers per Year
(AADTT) (millions)

Number of HTAs
(1993-1998)

Non-Intrsctn Rate
(HTAn\{TKT)

1998 Divided Undivided Total Intersection Non-Intrsctn Total

0-1 50 r42 1Aat+L 4t2285t27 0.33

151-400 528 534 352 0.3966 1318

401-1000 231 358 589 980309 t289 0.28

>1000 441 189629160J+ 0.22

Total 618 t062 t740 948 2860 3808 0.27

Developed based on raw data provided by Alberta Transportatiort
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Table 6-11a: TKT bv Load Class and HTA Rates in Manitoba

TruckVolume (AADTT) Million TKT per Year HTA Rate (HTAs/million TKT)

1998 RTAC NON-
RTAC

Total RTAC NON-
RTAC

Total

0-150 59 158 211 0.26 0.24 0.24

1 5 1-400 48ðo 134 0.3 0.24 0.28

401-1000 156 t4 170 0.32 0.29 0.31

>1000 119 t32 0.34 0.14 V.JL13

Total 420 ¿JJ 653 0.31 0.23 0.28

Detelopedfront raw data provided by Manitoba Transportaliott and Goventntent Services

Table 6-1lb: TKT bv Load Class and HTA Rates in Saskatchewan

Truck Volume (AADTT) Million TKT per Year HTA Rate (HTAs/million TKT)

1998 RTAC NON-
RTAC

NON-
RTAC

TotalTotal RTAC

0-150 0.496 198 294 0.44 0.41

151-400 aa1
LJI 32 269 0.32 0.23 0.31

401-1000 233 ¿Jó 0.29 0.29

>1000 338 338 0.31 0.31

Total 235 I 139 0.37 0.33

Developed front raw data provided by Saskatchewan Higltwal,s and Transportation, and SGI
* The HTA rate was not calculated for these cells because either the number of HTAs was too low (<:10 in the 6-year period)
or the TKT was too small (<:1 0 million truck-kilometers traveled)

Table 6-11c:TKT by Load Class and HTA Rates in Alberta

0.32904

Truck Volume (AADTT) Million TKT per Year HTA Rate (HTAs/million TKT)

1998 RTAC NON-
RTAC

NON-
RTAC

TotalTotal RTAC

0-150 142 142 0.48 nla 0.48

I 5 1-400 fJ4 534 0.41 nla 0.41

401-1000 589 nla589nJa 0.36 0.36

>1000 415 nla 415 0.28 nla 0.28

0.36n/a 1740Total 1140

Developedfi"oûx rew data provided by Alberta Transportation
n/a : not applicable. All primary highways in Alberta are RTAC highways.
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Basic RTAC highways account for nearly three-quarters of all TKT in Manitoba and
Saskatchewan (all primary highways in Alberta were RTAC highways during the course
of the research). In Manitoba, nearly two-thirds of all TKT takes place on basic RTAC
highways. In Saskatchewan, basic RTAC highways account for 79 percent of all TKT.

The overall HTA rate on basic RTAC highways in the Prairie region is 0.35 HTAs per
million TKT. This is higher than the HTA rate on basic RTAC highways in Manitoba
and Saskatchewan (0.31 HTAs per million TKT in Manitobaand0.32 HTAs per million
TKT in Saskatchewan).

Basic RTAC highways with medium to high truck volumes have an overall HTA rate of
0.32 HTAs per million TKT in the Prairie region. Basic RTAC highways with AADTT
less than 400 have an overall HTA rate of 0.39 HTAs per million TKT in the region.

6.4.3 Seasonal Variations in Manitoba

Table 6-12 shows the proportion of HTAs (1993-1998), time, and HTA truck traff,rc estimated

to occur on Manitoba provincial highways, and the relative HTA rate, for each of three seasons

(winter, spring/fall, summer) through the course of one year. The following is observed:

The winter months account for 44 percent of HTAs; 33 percent of the time; and 29
percent of truck traffic. Spring and Fall account for 31 percent of HTAs; 33 percent of
the time; and 35 percent of truck traffic. Summer months account for 25 percent of
HTAs; 33 percent of the time; and 37 percent of truck traffic.

Based on time (i.e.,the number ofmonths), the winter rate is 1.75 times the summer rate
and I.42 times the spring/fall rate. Based on truck traffic, the winter rate is 2.24 times
the summer rate and 1.77 times the spring/fall rate.

6.4.4 Time of Day Variations in Manitoba

Table 6- 13 shows time of day variations in Manitoba. The table includes the proportion of HTAs

(1993-1998), time, HTA truck trafftc estimated to occur on Manitoba provincial highways, and

the relative HTA rate, for each two-hour period of the day. The following is observed:
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Table 6-12: Relative Heavy Truck Accident Rates bv Season in Manitoba

Winter
(Nov to Feb)

SpringiFall Summer
(Mar, Apr/Sep, Oct) (May to Aug)

Percent of HTAs 44 (sIz HTAs) 31 (359 HTAs) 2s (288 HTAs)

Percent of Time 33.3 JJ.J aa a
JJ.J

Percent of Truck Traffic J/3529

HTA rate per unit time 0.93 0.75

Based on raw trffic datafi"otn MHTIS, J.M. and D.T.

Table 6-1,3: Time of Day Variations in Manitoba

HTA rate oer unit traffic r.52 0.86 0.68

t93-98) Traffic Truck Traffic lmillinnl Refe

I 020010359 ' . 40 3',49 8;33 2.9r t.2 18.99 ,0.35

0400.0559 49 4.28 ð.JJ 3,68 1.16 24.05 0.34
0600-0759 55 4.80 ð.JJ 6.93 0.69 45.24 0.2
0800-0959 111 9.69 8.33 I 1.19 0.87 73.06 0.25
1000-1 159 I 13 9.86 8.33 12.51 0.78 82.09 0.23
1200-1359 114 9.95 8.33 12.62 0.19 82.42 0.23
1400-1559 lJl r1.43 8.33 12.78 0.89 83.44 0.26
1600-t759 r29 tt.26 8.33 11.41 0.99 0.29
1800.1959 1,26 1A:99 8:33 8.96 r.23 58.48 0.36

',,'2000-2t59 ',,,105 9.16, . ',8:33 7.37 1.24 48.15 0.36
22ßi0.2359 73 6.37 8,33 5.79 1.1 37.81 0.32

Total tt46 100.00 100 100 653

All shaded cells represent evening-night time periods.
Note: There are 7 HTAs for which time of day wc¿s tlot associated with thent

The time period between 18:00 and 06:00 (evening-night) accounts for 43 percent of
HTAs,50percentoftime,andone-thirdoftrucktraffic Thetimeperiod06:00and18:00
(moming-day) accounts for 57 percent ofHTAs, one-half oftime, and fwo-thirds oftruck
traffic.

Ali two-hour time periods in the evening-night time period have a relative HTA rate per
unit traffic greater than one (low of i.10, high of 2.30, average of 1.32). All two-hour
time periods in the morning-day time period have a relative HTA rate per unit traffic less
than one (low of 0.69, high of 0.99, average of 0.84).
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On a more focused nighttime period of 00:00 to 06:00 and daytime period of 10:00 to
16:00, the nighttime HTA trafftc based rate is 1.93(1 .5810.82) times the daytime HTA
traffic based rate.

Figure 6-5 shows the variation in the HTAs per million TKT by time of day. The average

evening-nighttime rate is 0.40 HTAs per million TKT. This is 1.67 times the average

moming-daytime rate of 0.24 HTAs per million TKT.

In summary, for the | ,I59 HTAs that occurred on Manitoba's provincial highways between 1 993

and 1998, there is alarge difference in the time-oÊday HTA traff,rc based exposure rate, with the

average evening and/or nighttime rate being about 60 percent higher than the average moming

and/or dalime rate.
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Figure 6-5: HTA Rate by Time of Day on Manitoba Provincial Highways
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6.4.5 Vehicle Class Variations in Manitoba

Respecting HTAs, Manitoba accident data distinguishes between single trailer combinations,

double trailer combinations, and triple trailer combinations.

6.4.5.1 Single and Double Trailer HTA Involvement versus Their Role in the Fleet Mix

For this analysis, considering Manitoba's TS&V/ regulations, it is assumed that FHWA classes

8, 9 and 10 are single trailer heavy trucks and that classes lI, L2 and 13 are double trailer heavy

trucks (see Appendix G for FHWA vehicle class table). Table 6-14 shows the proportion of

heavy trucks involved in HTAs which were known to be single and double trailer combinations

respectively. Also shown are the proportions of total truck traff,rc represented by these two

groups of truck classes and the related TKT estimate per group.

Table 6-14: HTA Rates for Single versus Double Heavy Trucks

Single Trailer Double Trailer
Heavy Trucks Heavy Trucks

No. of HTs involved in all HTAs known to be sinsle or 823
double trailer combinations (1993-1998)

198

Percentage of HTs involved in all HTAs known to be 81 (823 of 1021) 19 (198 of 1021)
sinsle or double hailer combinations

Percentage of trailer combinations in the composite 75 (64.2185.1) 25 (20.9185.1)

truck haffic stream that are single or double (or more)
hailer combinations

TKT per group (mi1lions/year) 419 (0.642*653) r27 (0.209*653)

Involvement rate per TKT (Trailers per million hailer 0.33 (823161419) 0.26 (198161127)
type TKT)

Relative involvement rate 1.07 0.79

Developedfrotn rew data provided by MHTIS and Manitoba Transportatiott
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These calculations indicate that in Manitoba, on provincial highways, single trailer combinations

are involved in a higher proportion of HTAs than they are present in the heavy truck traff,rc

stream (seven percent more). Conversely, double trailer combinations are involved in a lower

proportion of HTAs than they are present in the traffic stream (21 percent less). Corresponding

differences in the involvement rates of single and double trailer combinations in HTAs in

relation to the fleet percentage of single and double trailers are also evident (0.33 versus 0.26).

Lack of detail in the accident database and the truck traffic database prohibits investigating the

B/C-train versus A-train question concerning vehicle configurations. What can be said is that

at sites where extensive visual vehicle classification has been carried out, B-trains typically

account for about two-thirds of the double trailer fleet.

6.4. 5. 2 Seasonal Effects

The composite traffic stream indicates no meaningful change in fleet mix between seasons. This

suggests that both single and double trailer combinations experience higher accident involvement

rates in winter versus summer.

6.5 HEA\rY TRUCK ACCIDENT RATES ON WINNIPEG STREETS

Heavy truck accident rates on Wiruripeg streets were estimated in this research for the years 1 993

to 1995 (these are the years for which truck volume datawas available). Heavy truck accident

rate analysis was not possible for Regina and Saskatoon due to lack of truck volume data in those

cities.
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City of V/innipeg truck route sections with very low heavytruck volumes (less than 150

AADTT) account for 52 percent of the city's truck route network, about 25 percent of
TKT, and about 14 percent of HTAs. Truck route sections with low volumes (151-400
AADTT) account for nearly 27 percent of truck route kilometers,Z4 percent of TKT, and
30 percent of all HTAs. Sections with medium and high volumes (greater than 400
AADTT) account for 2I percent of all truck route kilom eters,62 percent of all TKT, and
45 percent of all HTAs (Montufar and Clayton,1997).

The overall truck accident rate including HTAs at intersections on Winnipeg truck routes
is in the range of 4.42 to 6.19 HTAs per million TKT. The rate excluding HTAs at

intersections is in the range of I.72 to 2.41HTAs per million TKT. These figures are

expected to have remained approximately the same between 1995 and 1998.

The HTA rate is much higher on'Winnipeg streets than on provincial highways. The
overall HTA rate on'Winnipeg streets is as much as 20 times greater than on provincial
highways. Excluding HTAs at intersections, the HTA rate is about 10 times greater in
V/innipeg than on provincial highways.
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CÏ{APTER.7

SYSTEM SAFETY REVXEWS FOR HEAVY TRUCK OPER,ATIOI\S

This chapter discusses the development of the system safety review concept for heavy truck

operations. The chapter begins with a discussion of the need for system safety leviews for

heavy truck operations (SSR-HTO), followed by the development of the procedure to use

when conducting these reviews. It concludes providing illustrative examples of the

application of aspects of the procedure.

7.I THE NEED FOR SYSTEM SAFETY REVIEWS

In Canada, in recent years, road authorities have began incorporating road safety audits as

a pro-active approach to road safety. Road safety audits are defined as "a fomal and

independent safety performance review of a road transpofiation project by an experienced

team of safety specialists, addressing the safety of all road users." (Ho et aL,200I).

A road safety audit is intended to focus on the physical characteristics of a facility, either at

the feasibility, preliminary design, detailed design, pre-opening, or post-opening stages.

However, from the heavy truck perspective, many other issues over and above the

considerations of road safety audits (truck size and weight regulations, safety regulations,

enforcement practices, routing and scheduling alternatives, types and quantities of vehicles

operating on the road, commodities being moved, and origin-destination patterns) are also

critical to truck safety. Changes in any of these elements may impact the safety of heavy
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truck operations, as well as the safety of all other road users.

The concept of system safety reviews is developed in this research to help engineers and

other safety and trucking professionals evaluate alternatives regarding the safety of heavy

truck operations. These reviews can help analyze the safety implications of a situation or

decision, providing a solid understanding-and therefore, the basis for informed decision-

making-of the different components of the system within which heavy trucks operate.

7.2 THE SYSTEM SAFETY REVIEW CONCEPT

Analyzing heavy truck safety is a complex undertaking because of the nature of trucking.

The industry, which is subject to strong economic pressures, is specifically regulated from

the safetyperspective, uses professional drivers, moves awide range of commodities using

different types of equipment, and in many cases, is multi-jurisdictional.

The purpose of a system safety review is to bring forward important issues that affect the

safety of heavy truck operations in a region or in a given situation, and to provide

observations respecting the system involving heavy truck operations.

The research defines a system safety review for heavy truck operations as a formal and

comprehensive exatnination-conducted by a team of experts-of the transportation system,

activity system, andflow pattern elements that affect the safety of heavy truck operations in

a region or gÌven situation.
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7.3 FRAMEWORI( FOR ANAI,YSIS

Because analyzingheavytruck safetyis a complex undertaking, and the system where trucks

operate is also complex, a simplified view of the analysis process is needed. The proposed

framework is defrned by the transportation system (T), the activity system or demand (D),

and the flow system (F) (after Manheim, 1979). From the trucking perspective, these are

comprised of the following elements.

Transportation System (T)

ø road networks where trucks operate
o road design practices specific to trucking
o road condition monitoring and information dissemination
o technology used by trucking industry

" truck size and weight regulations
n safety regulations

' enforcement practices
n location of enforcement facilities
o operating rules specific to trucking (speed limit differentials, lane assignments)

Activity System or Demand (D)

' coûunodities being moved
u origin-destination patterns

" shiPment sizes
u temporal distributions of freight movement (e.g., month of year, time of day, day of

week)

" directional characteristics of freight movement (e.g.,loaded in one direction, empty
in another)

. special handling requirements

" operating practices on the part of the carriers
o routing and scheduling

Flow System (F)

o Qüântities of vehicles operating by configuration class

" body types of trucks
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o temporal distribution of vehicles operating
. directional distribution of vehicles

" frequency and characteristics ofheavy truck accidents

" heavy truck accident rates

Lr addition to those elements, there is also a complex, ever-changing political, social,

economic, geographical, and technological environment (E) that has both direct and indirect

impacts on the safety of heavy truck operations in a region under certain situations. This

environment is a principal determinant of T and D. The proposed framework is illustrated

in Figure 7-1.

From Figure 7-I, at time to, Eo has influenced the characteristics of T" and Do and their

resultant flow pattem Fo. The resulting Fo, measured by the changes in truck flow

characteristics can generate or stimulate change in T and/or D (AT, AD). Coupled with

relevant changes in E (e.g., implementation of NAFTA, or economic deregulation of

trucking), a new Er, Tr, and D, system is created, resulting in a new flow pattem. This is a

continuous process. Any change in T or D will result in changes in F over time. Similarly,

changes in F may affect T and D and these readjust to accommodate the new F. Therefore,

a good understanding of T, D, and F, and their interaction, is important for the analysis ofthe

safety of heavy truck operations for a given situation.

Some trucking-related examples of cases where changes in T (AT) or D (AD) have affected

F in Manitoba are:
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Figure 7-1: Framework for Analysis

1. Completion of the North Perimeter Highway (/T): The northeast section of the
Perimeter Highway (Highway 101) was completed in 1996. Prior to the opening of
this highway section, east-west truck travel across V/innipeg took place around the
south Perimeter Highway. Also, some trucking originating in Winnipeg traveled
either on Lagimodiere Boulevard (PTH 59) or on Dugald Road (PTH 15) (these are
located in the east side of Winnipeg). The opening of the northeast section of the
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2.

Perimeter Highway immediately attracted about 1,000 trucks per day, probably
rerouted from Lagimodiere Boulevard and Dugald Road, changing the operating
patterns of trucking companies that used those links, and possibly affecting the safety
of other road users on those same road sections.

Upgrading of Gunn Road (between PTH 101 and Day Street) (/T): Gwn Road is
located in northeast Winnipeg, connecting the Transcona indusl'rial areato Highway
101 (the new section of the Perimeter Highway). Trucking companies which move
dangerous goods or large amounts of construction materials are located on Gunn
Road. With the completion of Highway 101, efficient transportation of these

materials to places out of V/innipeg could be done using Gunn Road via its
connection to Highway 101. However, because Gunn road was originally built as a

farm road, its geometry and structure was inadequate to allow for the safe operation
of large trucks (particularly loaded 8-axle B-trains). There were slope stability
problems, and other safety hazards that made travel on that road to the Perimeter
Highway unsafe. Because of the inadequacy of the road, the trucking companies

located in that area had to travel through residential areas, through school zones, to

move the goods out of 'Winnipeg. This posed ahazard for the people living in those

residential areas, as well as for the trucking companies moving those commodities.
In 1999 , the portion of Gunn road between PTH 1 0 1 and Day Street was upgraded

to fully accommodate large trucks. The trucking companies located in that area now
have direct access to the Perimeter Highway via a road that has been specifically
designed to accommodate that type of traffic. This has had a great impact on the

movement of dangerous goods from Transcona to outside Winnipeg. These

commodities no longer move through residential areas, hence reducing the risk of
serious accidents in those areas. Truck trafnic has also increased on that section of
the Perimeter Highway (MHTIS, 2000), maybe posing a different tlpe of problem.

Movement of Petroleum to North Dakota and Minnesota (/D): Manitoba expotts
petroleum to North Dakota and Minnesota. The Shell refinery is located north of
V/innipeg on Provincial Road 204. Over the years, Canadian carriers were used for
the movement of petroleum to those states. These were large carriers with good

safety records and new equipment. However, in the late 1990s, public opinion in
North Dakota and Minnesota resulted in a situation in which primarily U.S. carriers

would be allowed to haul petroleum from Manitoba into North Dakota and

Minnesota. This resulted innew carriers, withunknown safetyrecords, operating on
Manitoba roads throughout the year. ln this case T remained constant (same

regulations, same roads) but the options regarding type of carrier that would handle

the freight changed (AD) to acertain degree. This change in D, and the types of
vehicles used, may have a significant impact on the safety of heavy truck operations

on the highway sections where the new carriers operate.

J.
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4. Shift of Distribution Centers (/D): Historically Winnipeg was recognized as a
transportation hub in 'Western Canada. Almost one-half of Canada's for-hire
trucking companies were based in V/innipeg, making the city an attractive location
for many distribution centers (MTA, 1997). However, in recent years there has been
a shift in the location of these distribution centers. Many have moved to Calgary,
partIy due to logistical advantages. According to many carriers, Calgary offers 24-
hour connections to all of the Prairie region, Vancouver, Salt Lake City, and
Minneapolis (DS-Lea and IIMTIG, 1998). This shift in demand has resulted in much
truck traffic by-passing Winnipeg and traveling directly to or from Calgary. It also
resulted in truck traffic traveling through or around Winnipeg at different times ofthe
day, on its way to or from Calgary. The safety implications of this are yet unknown
but the change in truck traffic patterns are already apparent.

These examples present situations in which changes in T or D have impacted F. However,

the changes were not implemented having an understanding of the impacts on the safety of

heavy truck operations. System safety reviews are intended to provide an understanding of

the safety implications of decisions or actions like these prior to implementation. In many

cases decisions regarding elements of the transportation system or demand, which will affect

trucking, are implemented without knowing or considering their safety impacts. kì

additions, safety may be evaluated without knowledge of the presence of or changes in these

fundamental factors affectins safetv itself.

PROCEDURAL COMPONENTS OF A SYSTEM SAFETY REVIEW

The procedure to follow when conducting system safety reviews is presented in Figure 7-2.

Three phases are involved in the process: (1) setup phase; (2) analysis phase; and (3)

communication phase. The setup phase is comprised of five elements: (1) problem

definition; (2) creation of a system safety review team; (3) specification and collection of

intelligence gathering from theinformation pertaining to the situation being analyzed; (4)

7.4
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trucking industry; and (5) field visits. The analysis phase involves the analysis of six

elements: (1) the demand for freight movement by truck; (2) applicable truck size, weight,

and safety regulations; (3) enforcement practices; (4) the roadway environment; (5) truck

traffic; and (6) heavy truck accident history. The communication phase consists ofthe written

report and an oral presentation of the findings. The following sections discuss each of the

nhases and their elements in detail.

a
) . Report writing
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" Oral presentation
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Problem definition
Creation of SSR team
Specification and collection of data
lntelligence gathering from indushy
Field work

Analysis of demand for freight movement by huck
Analysis of TS&W and safety regulations
Enforcement practices
Analysis of roadway environment
Analysis of truck traffic
Analysis of heavy truck accidents

Figure 7-2: Components of a System Safety Review
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7.5 SETUP PHASE

This phase precedes the technical analysis. In order to do the analysis, the problem needs to

be defined, a SSR team must be created, and data must be collected.

7.5.1 Problem Definition

Before the SSR can begin, the problem needs to be explicitly defined. Clients mayhave a

predetermined problem statement, and a good idea as to what they need to be done.

However, it is useful to define the problem jointly with the client, setting the scope and

physical boundaries of the situation being analyzed.

7.5.2 Creation of System Safety Review Team

System safety reviews should be conducted by a team of experts in the field of truck safety

and operations. The team should include individuals with different expertise and

professional background. This may involve individuals with experience in truck

enforcement, truck driver training, truck accident reconstruction, truck equipment

manufacturing, heavy vehicle design, truck traffic analysis, road design, truck regulation, and

human factors. However, not all types of experts need or could be included in all system

safety reviews. The team composition will depend on the situation being considered for

analysis. However, no less than three members should be included in the team, and

desirably, the team should include five members.

When selecting a feam, it is important to include a road safety engineer with expertise in
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truck safety; and a truck equipment and operations experl. Other individuals should be

selected based on the situation being analyzed. A "dream" team would include one member

from each area of specialization mentioned above. A "desirable" team includes a road safety

engineer with expertise in truck safety, a truck equipment and operations expert, a truck

trafftc expefi, a highway and maintenance engineer, and a heavy truck enforcement officer

(or a human factors specialist, or a heavy truck driver training specialist).

A road/truck safety engineer is required to provide expertise about the road-vehicle

interaction. It should be an individual with knowledge and experience in road design ,traffrc

engineering, and road maintenance; and a strong knowledge about trucking and truck

performance. The critical issue about this individual is his/her understanding about trucks

and how they perform when operating on the road and with other traffic.

A truck equipment and operations expert is required to provide expertise about the industry

and how it works-from an operations stand point. This individual is most likely to be a

safety or operations manager with a trucking company or a long-haul truck driver with many

years and types of driving experience.

7.5.3 Specifïcation and Collection of Information

The team must decide on the tlpe of information to collect for analysis based on the situation

being reviewed. Conducting a system safety review involves the analysis of the six elements

from the analysis phase. However, not all elements need to be considered in all reviews.
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Determination as to how many elements to include depends on the situation being analyzed.

Care must be exercised when specifying the type of information to be collected for the

system safety review. Data collection is not a trivial task. It is expensive and data can be

difficult to obtain. Therefore, great care should be taken in the design of any data collection

and management exercise. Some of the required information can be obtained by contacting

the agencies or institutions that keep the information. However, other data elements must

be collected from visits to the f,reld as discussed in Section7.5.5.

7.5.4 Intelligence Gathering from Industry

lntelligence gathering from industry is a critical part of SSRs. It is from this source that the

SSR team will obtain practical insights regarding freight movements, the road, vehicle

characteristics, and trucking in general. Professional truck drivers have experience traveling

on many different roads. Theyhave experience with the operating characteristics of different

truck types, and they also have experience with the handling of different commodities under

different traffic and road conditions. Safety and operations managers from trucking

companies also have experience obtained from the day to day operation of their companies.

This part of the process includes interviews with industry. The interviews should be

conducted in person by teammembers with ample knowledge about trucking. It is preferred

to have a list of topics to discuss with the person being interviewed, as opposed to a list of

questions to ask. In cases where the situation being analyzed involves aroad segment or road
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nefwork, it is important to travel the road with a professional truck driver, preferably using

a large truck. If it is not possible to obtain a large truck to travel the road, it is acceptable to

do it using another type of vehicle, as long as a professional truck driver is in the vehicle with

the team members conductin.q this task.

The information obtained from the intelligence gathering exercise is a good supplement to

other information collected during the conduct of a SSR, and should be treated as such when

doing the analysis and writing the f,rnal report.

7.5.5 Field Work

This part of the process applies to those situations which involve a particular road or road

network. It involves visitins the area under consideration to obtain additional information

about the elements beins considered in the analvsis.

In many cases, information about most of the elements can be obtained from transportation

departments or other institutions or agencies that keep such information. However,

information about the roadway environment can only be obtained by driving the road. As

possible, the road should be driven by truck (at least once) to better understand safety

concerns from the heavy truck perspective. The road should be traveled under different

traffic conditions (peak period, off peak, weekends, weekdays), different times of day, and

different weather conditions (rain, snow, dry). If possible, trips must be taken during

different times of the year (winter, summer, spring, autumn). As indicated in Section 7.5.4,
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at least some of the trips must be taken with a professional truck driver on board, and all

information collected must be from the heavy truck perspective only.

When conducting field work, detailed notes should be kept and if possible (depending on the

situation being analyzed), global positioning systems (GPS) and geographic information

systems (GIS) should be used. Also, photographs can better illustrate points, and video can

help with the analysis.

7.6 ANALYSIS PHASE

When conducting the analysis of the data it is important to remember that the purpose of

analysis is to clarify and summarize issues that should be considered by decision-makers in

choosing between alternative courses of action to improve the safety of heavy truck

operations (Manheim, 1979). This means that the objective of this exercise is to provide

decision-makers with information that was not available to them nrior to the conduct of a

SSR. The objective is not to provide recommendations but rather to present observations

that will help in the decision-making process.

The conduct of a system safety review involves the analysis of six elements (as required).

All are part of either D, T, or F as follows:

The demand for freight movement by truck (D).

Applicable truck size, weight, and safety regulations (T).

1.

2.
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/1T.

5.

6.

Enforcement practices, particularly related to safety (T).

The roadway environment specifically relating to heavy trucks. This includes design
and traffic engineering characteristics, special facilities for heavy trucks, and road
maintenance practices (T).

Truck traff,rc in the context of all traffic for the area under investigation, or for the
situation being analyzed (F).

Heavy truck accident history for the situation under analysis (F).

Table 7-1 illustrates the types of data that would be desirable to obtain for each of the

elements. As already stated, not all information is needed for all SSRs. The collection of

information is dependent on the situation being analyzed.

Some aspects of the analysis are quantitative and some are qualitative. The quantitative

aspects are those involved in establishing the foundation that will provide the understanding

of the system at hand (e.g., the analysis of heavy truck accidents; freight movement,

including origin-destination pattems, types and quantities of commodities; and truck traffic

flows). The safety analysis of the system is based on the expert assessment of the SSR team

after all pertinent information has been collected and processed. This type of analysis is to

be done separately for each ofthe elements under consideration-demand for freight, TS&V/

regulations, truck safety regulations, enforcement, roadway environment, truck traffic, or

heavy truck accident history. A table can be used for each of the elements identifying the

piece of information available and whether there are any safety concerns regarding that

information. There should also be space available for comments to expand on the type of

safety concern (in case it exists). Taking as an example the situation where dangerous goods
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able 7-l: Desirable Inl'ormation Element of Analvsis

Element of Analysis Desirable Information

Demand for Freisht . types and quantities of commodities
. generators and atlractors offreight
. origin-destilation pattems
. temporal disfribution of freight
o special handling requirements
u routing and scheduling
. operating practices

Truck Size and Weight Regulations . basic regulations
c seasonal regulations
. permitting of LCVs
. permittingofoverweighVoverdimensionvehicles
. permitting of other special vehicles
. network consideratrons

Truck Safety Regulations o hours of work
. load securement
. dangerous goods

" on-road vehicle inspections

" other pedinent safely regulations

Enforcement o enforcement practices
. types offacilities used

" intensity of enforcement
. violation and comoliance rates

Roadway Environment . desi€n overview (facility designation, speed, volume, life)
. alignment and cross-section
. auxiliary lanes
. railway crossings

" transition areas
. roadside facilities
. clear zone
. signing and signals
o road maintenance practices

Truck Traffic . truck traffic volumes by truck class
o temporal characteristics of truck traffic
o truck traffic operating characteristics (weights,

dimensions)
. tmcking within the context of the total traffic stream by

temporal characteristics, by direction

Heavy Truck Accident History . frequency
. Severity

" location
o types of trucks involved
. contributing factors
o accident rates
. temporal distribution
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moved from Transcona to places outside of V/innipeg prior to the upgrading of Gunn

Road (discussed in Item 2 of Section 7 .3 ), the table for the first element of analysis

(demand for freight) would look like TableT-2.

Table 7-2: Sample Table for Analysis of Information
Element of Analvsis--Demand for Freisht lDanserous Goods Transcona

Information Available Safety
Concerns?

Comments

Generators and athactors of freieht yes Border Chemicals is generator and attractor

Ori gin-destination patterns yes see senerators and attractors of freisht

Temporal distribution of freight yes affected by origin and destinations, delivery
times, customs requirements

Operating practices yes see routing and scheduling

Routing and scheduling yes travel takes place through residential areas and

school zones

Types and quantities of commodities yes dangerous goods moving through residential
areas

The following sections provide a detailed discussion about each of the six elements of

analysis to consider when conducting aheavy truck system safety review.

7.6.1 The Demand for Freight Movement by Truck (D)

Understanding the demand for freight movement by truck is needed in order to obtain insight

into elements other than those observed from field visits. This understandins is also

important when analyzing F or the effects of a change in T or D.

This element of a system safetyreview is interested in information regarding the generators
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and attractors of freight, commodities being moved, origin-destination patterns, shipment

sizes, temporal distribution of freight movement (e.g., month of year, time of day, day of

week), directional characteristics of freight movement (e.g., paper moves southbound,

petroleum products move out of Winnipeg, logs move to pulp and paper plants), special

handling requirements, operating practices in the part of the carriers, and routing and

scheduling. Safety considerations vary depending on the type of activity taking place in a

region or a given situation. For example, situations that involve the movement of less-than-

truckload (LTL) freight (e.g., operation ofturnpike doubles from'Winnipeg to Brandon) need

to be addressed differentlythan situations involving the movement of truckload (TL) freight

(e.9., trucking between Winnipeg and the U.S. Midwest). The type of freight (e.g.,

dangerous, high-density, low-density, grains, special commodities) also plays a signif,rcant

role regarding the safety considerations for a given situation.

In demand analysis, databases typically fall under two categories: (1) those which are

regularly produced (e.g., Canada's for-hire trucking survey, the Canadian Council of Motor

Transport Administrators (CCMTA) roadside survey, the U. S . Commodity Flow Survey, and

theU.S.TransborderSurfaceFreightDatabase); and(2)thosewhicharespeciallyproduced

as part of a study or as part of a one-time data collection effort (e.g., IIMTIG's border

crossing survey, IJMTRI's national truck trip information survey, and Northwest Minnesota

freight flow study). These databases may be updated after some time but this is not usually

the case.
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Knowing how to analyzethe databases, what information to obtain from them, how to obtain

and interpret the information, and how to portray it is critical. The following discussion

presents guidance about some practical actions to take when analyzingthese data sets.

Get to know the database: Before an analysis is conducted, it is necessary to
understand the strengths and weaknesses of the databases that will be used. For
example, when dealing with the Transborder Surface Freight Database, it is important
to know that most of the data is value-related. V/eight-related data is only available
for imports into the U.S. from Canada or Mexico, but not vice-versa. The U.S.
Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) only deals with movements within the U.S. and the
entire database is based on a sample of about 800,000 businesses. The Emerson scale

survey contains information about all trucks traveling through the scale (loaded and
empty).

Set an outline for analys¿s: It is useful to develop an outline containing the
components that will be part of the analysis. The analysis usually starts with the
commodities moved (either by tonnage or value, or both), and followed by origin-
destinationpattems of all commodities combined or specific commodities ofinterest.
Each of those two elements can be further subdivided by region, state, province, or
other type of geographical breakdown; and by mode (for-hire truck or private truck)
if available. ln some instances, the databases allow for the analysis to also be done
including vehicle types or body types. In cases where this is possible, it is always
helpful to set up a matrix with the truck body type as the rows and the truck
configuration as the columns for each commodity group of interest, or for each

origin-destination movement of interest. If information about truck routing is
available, it can be included as a separate item in the analysis.

Be fficient when analyzing data: For any type of database analyzed, it is useful to
apply the "80 percent rule of thumb". With this rule, 80 percent of the commodity
movements and the activity can be captured with about 10 percent of the effort.
Rather than spending resources trying to f,rnd details about commodities or
movements that account for one or two percent of the activity, resources may be
better spent focussing on the movements and commodities that account for
approximately 80 percent or more of the activity. For example, when analyzingthe
Transborder Surface Freight Database for movements between the U.S. and the
Prairie region, there are about 10 commodities that account for more than 80 percent
of the movements by value (DS-Lea and llMTIG, 1999). Concentrating on the
activity (origin-destination patterns) of these 10 commodities may be more valuable
than spending time tracking the movement of all commodities (including those which
may account for a minimal amount of the total movements).
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Translate numbers into sometlting meaningful: This is particularly important when
dealing with movements by weight. ln many cases, the numbers resulting from
analyses are difficult to visualize. One useful rule of thumb is to translate tonnage
into 25-ton equivalent trucks. This measure is selected because it represents a typical
maximum semitrailertruck load, based on 80,000 pounds gross vehicle weight. The
same value can be used for trucks with a GVW of 39,500 kilograms. By translating
tonnage into 25-ton trucks, it is easy to visualize the actual truck activity. For
example, in addition to saying that 58,333,811 kilograms of freight moved from
Manitoba to Texas in 1999, it is convenient to translate that figure into the equivalent
number of 25-ton trucks per day for the year. This results into 2,333 25-tontrucks
per year or approximately seven trucks per day.

Portray findings schematically: It is always important to use tables when portraying
certain types of information. However, maps or other type of schematics are
necessary in any analysis, particularly to show origin-destination patterns, or simply
the relative importance of different geographical areas regarding freight generation
and/or attraction.

Examples that could be used as guidance for future demand analyses can be found in Abe et

al. (2001), Middleton et al. (1998), DS-Lea and IIMTIG (1999), Montufar et al. (1998b),

Montufar (1996), and Woodrooffe et al. (1995).

7.6.2 Applicable Truck Size, Weight, and Safety Regulations (T)

Truck size and weight (TS&W) regulations greatly influence the types of trucks that move

on a highway, and the impact of those vehicles on the infrastructure, the economy, the

environment, and highway safety (U.S. DOT, 2000a). The types of trucks resulting from

different TS&W regulations determine aspects such as design requirements, vehicle

performance properties (stability and control), infrastructure requirements (deterioration),

trafftc operations, and safety requirements. Also, because of these regulations, there are

situations in which there can be more trucks than necessary handling the freight to be
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handled; in other situations, there are trucks handling freight where logic would saythat rail

would be much more efficient, and could relieve truck traffic from the highways; and in other

situations, the industry is obliged to utilize vehicles which unnecessarily raise the center of

mass of the unit, or limit the vehicle's stability. The critical point is that TS&W regulations

have the potential of impacting the safety of heavy truck operations.

Because of the impact that TS&W regulations may have on truck safety, there is a need to

understand those regulations, how they work through the year, and their implications for

trucking. For example, are there special seasonal allowances and restrictions, and if so, how

are they applied?, what are the requirements for overweight/overdimension movements?.

Similarto TS&W regulations, safetyregulations such as hours ofwork, load securement, and

on-road vehicle inspections have an impact on the safety of heavy truck operations.

Understanding these regulations is needed to evaluate the safety fitness of vehicles operating

in the areas, or situations under consideration.

Knowledge about TS&W and safety regulations from neighboring jurisdictions (when

applicable) or from areas beyond those being considered in a particular analysis is also

needed. In many cases, the regulations in other jurisdictions have an effect (maybe the

controlling, least common denominator effect) on what takes place in one jurisdiction.

Obtaining this information can help understand issues that may not be apparent from a

simple analysis of the regulations goveming the area under consideration. Some of these
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issues may include: why certain commodities move the way they do, or why certain routing

practices are maintained, or why certain types of vehicles are used. To illustrate this, take

a case where petroleum moves from Manitoba to North Dakota and Minnesota. From the

TS&W perspective, the determining factor regarding movements into North Dakota is the

105,500-pound maximum GVW allowed in the state. Therefore, even though companies

from Manitoba can operate at weights of about 125,000 pounds using A/C-trains, or 138,000

pounds using B-trains, they are prohibited by the regulations in North Dakota. This results

in either the selection of different equipment for the movement of the product, or the

operation ofA/C trains loadedbelow capacity. ln the case ofMinnesota, the maximum gross

vehicle weight allowed in the state is 80,000 pounds (except in winter, when a GVW of

88,000 pounds is allowed). This means that companies moving petroleum from Manitoba

would have no other choice but to move it using standard 3-S2 trucks loaded at 80,000

pounds (except in winter), which is also less than the maximum allowable GVW in Manitoba

for those particular vehicles. Another situation may involve cases in which truck movements

are restricted by day of week or time of day, as is the case with the movement of over-

dimension/over-weight vehicles. Routing preferences may also be affected by issues from

jurisdictions or areas beyond the area being analyzed. Therefore, obtaining knowledge about

the regulations in areas beyond the study area is needed to clarify issues that may not be

apparent from an analysis of the regulations in the area under investigation.

7.6.3 Enforcement Practices (T)

Understanding enforcement practices applicable to the situation under consideration is also
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required during the conduct of a system safety review. "Without effective enforcement,

including the certainty of penalties and sanctions . . . (in this case) weight limit laws become

meaningless"(TRB,1990). Issuesofinterestforthiselementinclude:(1)whetherinspection

of vehicles and drivers is done at weigh scales or on the roadside; (2) the number of

inspections conducted on a typical day on the roadside; (3) seasonal variations regarding

enforcement practices; (4) how specific regulations are applied throughout the year; (5)

intensity of enforcement (i.e. number of vehicles inspected versus total number of vehicles);

(6) interpretation of the regulations; and (7) resources available for enforcement by

geographic al area. This information is needed to better understand potential safety problems

due to current enforcement practices. For example, situations that involve significant

volumes of farm trucks would need to be addressed differently than situations that involve

mainly TL long-haul vehicles. Similarly, analysis of situations that involve the presence of

permanent weigh scales may need to be conducted differently than situations that involve

mainly roadside inspections with portable scales.

Another important issue is the interpretation of the regulations by enforcement personnel.

How officers interpret the regulations will play a significant role on the enforcement process.

In some cases, as indicated by enforcement officers from various jurisdictions, there are

officers that do not enforce certain aspects of the regulations simply because they do not

understand them or because they do not agree with those aspects of the regulations.

Similarly, intensity of enforcement varies by location, time of year, time of day, and from

officer to officer (this was discussed in Chapter 5). One good example of this is the conduct
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of on-road commercial vehicle inspections. In many jurisdictions, fewer inspections are

conducted during winter. Also, certain vehicle components (e.9., brakes) are targeted during

specific times of the year. Information like this is essential to properly conduct a system

safety review.

7.6.4 The Roadway Environment (T)

This element of system safety reviews refers to road design, road maintenance, and traffic

operations standards. These three elements have serious implications for the safety of heavy

truck operations (Miaou et al., 1993; Donaldson, 1985; and Middleton, 2001). Highway

geometric design elements, such as horizontal and vertical alignment, lane width, shoulder

width, and presence or absence of medians, are some engineering factors that contribute to

the differences in accident rates by road class (Sanderson,1996; Billing, l99I; and Hu et al.,

1992). Similarly, road maintenance factors such as snow removal, ice control, and pavement

managementalsoaffectroadsafety(Savenhed, 1995;Ihn, 1998;andLietal.,2000). Traffic

operations considerations such as traffic signing practices, traffic density, operating speed,

tralltc signal timing, and pavement markings also affect the safety of heavy truck operations

(Mason, 1992 and Walbaum, 1998).

As part of this element of SSRs, it is necessary to obtain information about the

following-always from the heavy truck operations perspective:

Facility designation (arterial, expressway, collector, other)
Design and operating speed
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Horizontal and vertical alienment
Cross-section
Auxiliary lanes
Guardrails
Railway crossings
Roadside facilities such as rest areas and weieh scales

Snow removal and ice control practices

Signing practices
Pavement marking
Traffic sienals and their accommodation of truck traff,rc

Many existing highway design and operational standards and guidelines are based on

passenger aar characteristics. The American Association of State Highway and

Transportation Officials (AASHTO) has recommended that to accommodate large trucks

more safely, it is important to consider their performance characteristics when designing

highways expected to have large truck traffic (AASHTO, 1997). Critical performance

characteristics of trucks that need to be accommodated are acceleration/deceleration

characteristics, braking, and articulation properties (Navin, 200I; AASHTO, 1997; and

DeCabooter and Solberg, 1989). ln Canada and the U.S., some special features have been

incorporated into highway design to better accommodate large vehicles. These include

longer acceleration/deceleration lanes, truck climbing lanes, truck escape ramps, and wider

lanes (TAC,1999).

Many intersections in urban and rural areas in the Prairies are geometrically inadequate to

accommodatelarge trucks. Previous research has shown that at intersections of undivided

streets in urban areas, righlturning encroachment into lanes with moving traffic is a regular

occurrence (Beckham, 1994). This becomes a safety problem in cases where there are high
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traffic volumes, pedestrian activity, and truck activity. In Winnipeg, the City has starled to

evaluate the geometric adequacy of some of the intersections with high truck traff,rc volumes

(e.g., along Route 90) to better accommodate trucks at these locations (Chimko, 2000).

Regarding road maintenance, the capability of a vehicle to move, tum, and stop is

significantly reduced under snowy or icy road conditions (Whitehurst and Ivey, 1984). The

impact of these road conditions is most critical for commercial vehicles due to key

differences that exist between these vehicles and small passenger vehicles (Griffin and

Gillespie, 1984). Accidents involving these vehicles are more severe due to their greater size

and mass, and articulated vehicles are more susceptible to rollover. Snow drifting also poses

a safety problem to drivers. At certain locations it may obstruct the driver's visibility, posing

ahazard. This type of problem is common on many highways of the Prairie region.

The traffic operations aspects of particular interest to this element of system safety reviews

are speed limits, signing, pavement markings, and traffic control. It has been found that

speed differentials may be a contributing factor in truck accident occuffence (Navin et al.,

2001 and Cairney, 1991). Another traffic engineering item of relevance to truck safety is

delineation. Clear delineation of curves and other obstacles is critical for truck drivers,

specially given the fact that existing delineation is designed for car drivers (Cairney, 1991).

Traffrc signs, signals, and pavement markings are also important for heavy truck safety.

Many of the current standards that address these issues have been developed for small

vehicles and little has been done to address truck traffic. The changing traffic volumes and
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fleet mixes, coupled with the increased truck volumes and sizes of trucks, are resulting in

blockage of road signs (resulting in problems with sight lines). This results in an increased

likelihood of crashes-possibly involving trucks (Cairney, 1991).

Most of the information required under this element of SSRs must be obtained from field

visits. Depending on the issue being analyzed, the road network to consider under this

component will include only one highway segment or many highway sections.

7.6.5 Truck Traffic (F)

Truck traff,rc is typically characterizedinterms ofvolume (e.g. number of trucks per average

day in ayear), temporal variations of volume (e.g.,by time of day, by day of week, or by

month of year), vehicle class, vehicle body type, and operating characteristics (e.g, weight,

speed). This element of system safety reviews is concerned with the following information

regarding truck traffic:

Core database of truck traffic flows-vehicle type, by temporal characteristics
(seasonal, monthly, daily, weekly, hourly), by direction, and by vehicle body types.

Truck traffi c operating characteristics-operating weights, performance properties,

by vehicle type.

Trucking within the context of the total traffic stream-core database oftotal trafftc,
by temporal characteristics (seasonal, monthly, daily, weekly, hourly), by direction

This information is needed to understand truck traffic moving on the highways that fall under

the area of interest to the issue being analyzed. Many important points may arise from truck
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traffic data. For example, in the case of Manitoba, analysis of truck traffic data for the Trans-

Canada Highway east of Winnipeg has shown that despite strong seasonality for all traffic

þeaks in the summer months), truck volumes remain relatively constant throughout the yeal

(Han et al., 1999). The analysis also shows that night hours account for higher percentages

of truck traffic relative to total traffic. Between 1:00 a.m. and 7:00 a.m. truck traffic

accounts for between 42 and 50 percent of total traffic moving on the road, compared with

between 5 and 20 percent of total traffic during the rest of the day (Montufar et al., 2000).

This information is critical for truck safety analysis because it presents an aspect of trucking

that cannot be obtained fiom other sources.

Truck traffic is affected by many factors, including the presence of local economic activity,

distribution centers, trafftc in general, and origin-destination movements (Hallenbeck et al.,

1997). Therefore, when dealing with truck traffic information, it is important to interpret the

information within the context of a practical understanding of trucking in the region, or for

the given situation being analyzed. Truck volumes vary over time and space differently than

total traffic volumes. These variations may also be different from one type of truck to

another. In addition, the characteristics of specific truck types, especially vehicle weights,

can change significantly between time periods and locations, even within the same truck

classification (U.S. DOT, 2000a). For example, in the Prairie region during winter, avariety

ofwinterweightpremium systems are applied*varyingboth among andwithinjurisdictions,

as discussed in Chapter 3 (Montufar et al., 2000). This results in truck traffic with different

operating characteristics over space and time within and between jurisdictions.
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When analyzingtruck traffic data, it is important to understand the strengths and weaknesses

of the data being analyzed. Traffic data, as is the case with other types of data, suffers from

effors that need to be addressed prior to conducting the analysis (Hu et al,1997). For this

reason, it is also important to understand the methods used to produce traffic estimates, and

the limitations of traffic monitoring programs. Most transpofiation agencies provide traffic

volume estimates in terms of: (1) average annual daily traffic; (2) average annual weekday

traffic; or (3) average daily traffic. Not many jurisdictions provide specific information on

average an-nual daily truck traff,rc. This is because the most commonly used type of

equipment for traffic counting does not classify vehicles as they are counted. There are,

however, other types of equipment that are used for vehicle classification. It is also

important to understand the limitations of this equipment.

Traffic data originates from either portable or pennanent equipment. The data is collected

using automatic traffic recorders (ATRs), automatic vehicle classifiers (AVCs), and/or

weigh-in-motion (WIM) equipment. The accuracy of V/IM and AVC equipment for

classiffing vehicles is dependent on many factors including: (1) type of technology used; (2)

vehicle speed; (3) truck volume; and (4) pavement temperature (Harvey etal.,1995 andZht,

1998). Some classifiers have higher effors at lower speeds, and some show higher erors at

higher speeds (Harvey et al., i995). The percentage of trucks on the road also has some

effect on the classifier accuracy. The accuracy may decrease as the percentage of trucks

increases (Harvey et al., 1995). The accuracy of the equipment is also affected by the

procedures followed for installation, calibration, and maintenance.
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When using vehicle classification information for truck exposure and safety analysis, the

selection of the segment length used for expansion of the data is also very important. As

indicated by Saccommano (1998), as the segment length increases, there is an increased

probability oftruck flow "leakage" from the highway segment in the vicinity of the counting

station. However, if the highway segment is too short, it will include fewer accidents in any

given year. There is a trade-off between the estimate of truck exposure (from truck traffic

volume) and accident rate. This problem can be partially resolved by developing a truck

counting system based on good knowledge of the highway network and understanding of

commercial vehicle operations in the area (Hallenbeck, 1999).

During the analysis process, it is important to be transparent. This means that every number

that results from the analysis should be reproducible by another analyst at a later time.

7.6.6 Heavy Truck Accident History for the Situation Under Investigation

Historical information about heavy truck accidents provides essential insights when

conducting system safetyreviews. ln many cases, heavy truck accident information provides

the safety specialist with knowledge regarding the nature of the accidents taking place at a

certain location. Information needed for this element of system safety reviews is the

following: frequencyofheavytruck accidents, severity, location, tlpes ofvehicles involved,

types of accidents, temporal distribution of accidents, and contributing factors.

Frequency of accidents is important to identifli locations with high concentrations of
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accidents. In many cases, locations that show high concentrations of property damage

accidents may be more hazardous than locations that show only a few injury or fatal

accidents. Severity of accidents is also needed to understand the relationship between certain

aspects ofthe accident history and the seriousness of the outcome (e.g.,location of accidents

by severity, or temporal distribution of accidents by severity). ln a system safety review,

knowing where accidents occur, the details associated with those accidents, and the accident

rates is a key element in understanding the situation being analyzed. The types of accidents

taking place at a particular location, as well as the contributing factors to those accidents can

also provide strong insights regarding the nature of the problem at that location.

The following presents guidance about some practical actions to take when analyzingheavy

truck accident databases.

Get to lcnow the databas¿: As is the case with demand analysis, understanding the
strengths and weaknesses of the databases that will be used is critical. For example,
when dealing with the City of Winnipeg accident database it is important to know
that there is a new system in place which uses the same fields as the Manitoba
Highways database. This new system greatly differs from the old system. What this
means is that it is not possible to conduct certain tlpes of comparative (year-to-year)
analyses from prior to 1999 to after 1999. This is the year when the new system was
introduced. Also, when dealing with Alberta's accident database, it is good to know
that it is possible to investigate heavy truck accident involvement by vehicle body
type. This type of information is neither included in Manitoba's nor in
Saskatchewan's accident database.

Clean the database: Before the accident analysis can begin, it is important to ensure
that the database is as clean as possible. In many cases, accident databases contain
elrors which need to be properly corrected prior to analysis. Finding these errors is
a challenging but necessary task. By running a series of queries on the database,
asking key questions for which the answers are known in advance it is possible to
identify elrors or anomalies in the database. One effective way of correcting these
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errors is by going back to the original accident report forms and manually correcting
the database. This may be time-consuming but is worth the effort. For example, in
the Manitoba accident database, when the cleaning process was conducted, it was
found that almost one-half of the heavy truck accidents involved only power units
(bobtails with no trailers attached). This anomaly was checked by going back to each
of the accident reports that involved these power units. It was found that there was
in fact an effor in the database, and that in many of the cases, the trailer unit was not
entered into the database, but only the vehicle type (which in this case was a power
unit). There may also be situations in which it is not possible to go back to the
accident report forms to correct the database. In these cases, discussing the problems
and concerns with the owners of the database, and obtaining from them possible
reasons for the discrepancies in the numbers is the most effective way of accounting
for mistakes in the data set.

Get used to cross-checking the numbers: Throughout the analysis, it is imporlant to
cross-check as many numbers as possible. This is done by trying to arive at the
same answer from different angles. For example, running a simple query about the
number of HTAs in Manitoba in 1998 results in2l3 HTAs. This same number can
also be obtained by running another query that identifies the total number of HTAs
by severity, or by a query that identifies the total number of non-HTAs and subtracts
that from the total number of accidents in the province for that year.

Be transparent in the analysis: This means that every number that goes into the tables
resulting from the analysis should be reproducible by another analyst. To do this,
keep detailed notes of everything that takes place during the anlysis. For example:
(1) if there are anomalies that were corected in the database, keep a record of the
numbers that were corrected; (2) if certain accidents are not used in a particular table
for a particular reason, indicate that under the table; (3) explain what each column
means in the analysis tables, specially when there is ambiguity regarding their
meaning; (4) in cases where the numbers in the table do not add up, explain why that
is the case.

Portray findings on a map: As possible, use graphics to portray findings. In many
situations, accidents concentrate on certain road sections or at particular intersections.
A visual representation of this is of much value to a safety analyst or to a decision-
maker.

Some examples that could be used as guidance for future heavy truck accident analysis can

be found in Montufar and Clayton (1998a), and Popoff (1998).
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7.7 COMMUNICATIONPTIASE

Once each of the elements has been analyzed and a good understanding of the situation is

obtained, the system safety review report can be written. An oral presentation should also

be part of the communication phase if required.

When preparing the final report, it is important to keep in mind that the report should not

provide recommendations but rather present observations that will help in the decision-

making process. The SSR report should have one section for each element addressed in the

analysis. These sections should contain the information gathered during the data collection

process, anyquantitative analysis done, and observations obtained from the analysis, as well

as the table with the qualitative analysis. There should also be a section addressing the

information gathered from industry.

The final report does not need to be brief since it documents all analyses and findings from

the system safety review. The reporl must, however, have a section which summarizes the

safety issues identified by the SSR team. It is preferable that this section include a summary

table. This table should have two columns: (1) element of analysis; and (2) observations.

The observations column should be exclusively limited to safety issues from the heavy truck

perspective. This is the table that provides an overview ofthe results from the system safety

review.

Because this is a technical report that will be used by decision-makers, it should also have
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an executive summary that presents in a succinct manner, the findings of the system safety

review.

7.8 APPLICATION OF SSRs FOR HEAVY TRUCK OPERATIONS

This section presents an example of the application of system safety reviews. The purpose

of the example is to analyze the safety performance, from the truck operations perspective,

of the Perimeter Highway surrounding Winnipeg (PTH 100 and PTH i01) with a view to

bring forward issues to decision-makers to help reduce the number of HTAs on this highway

section.

7.8.1 The Perimeter Highway

The Perimeter Highway is 90 kilometers long, accounting for 0.5 percent of Manitoba's

provincial highway system. Some sections are divided and some are undivided. There are

grade separations at some locations, but for the most paft, main intersections are at-grade.

The Perimeter Highway combines old design with new design practices, having some

sections built in the 1970s, and some just completed in the late 1990s. The posted speed limit

is i00 kilometers per hour (except in the vicinity of traffic signals, where the speed is

reduced to 80 or 70 km/h). It carries between 400 and 2,500 trucks per day (depending on

the road section). The TKT is 45 miliion, which represents seven percent of the total TKT

on provincial highways in Manitoba.

The Perimeter Highway is the main thoroughfare for east-west truck traffic traveling across
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Manitoba, as well as for north-south truck traffic traveling to and from the U.S. It serves

long haul, regional, and local trucking, especially those movements into and out of

Winnipeg, and between origins and destinations in V/iruripeg. Garbage and gravel trucks use

the Perimeter Highway as the principal route for travel. The road also moves truck traffic

handling a variety of commodities such as hazardous materials, meat, grain, wood products,

LTL freight, and construction material.

7.8.2 Description of the SSR Process

The entire length of the Perimeter Highway was driven by the team six times. This was done

during the day, at night, when it was raining, when it was dry, and when there was snow on

the ground. Over 100 hours were spent on the road, understanding trucking on this highway,

and collecting information on the roadway environment. During all the visits to the

Perimeter Highway, a series of GIS maps showing the location of all the heavy truck

accidents between 1993 and 1998 were used, as well as truck flow maps and intersection

counts for certain locations. Pictures were taken and detailed notes were kept. Also, industry

was contacted to obtain insights regarding infrastructure and other issues relating to truck

operations.

ThePerimeterHighwaywasalsovisitedattimesimmediatelyfollowingtruckaccidents. For

example, on October 17,2000, a driver was injured as his truck rolled over while taking the

westbound Roblin Boulevard exit at the southbound Perimeter Highway. On August2I,

2000, a five-axle tractor semitrailer rolled over on the Perimeter Highway when it failed to
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negotiate a turn onto PTH 59 (see Figure 7-3). On June 27 ,2000 a pick-up truck collided

with a tractor-semitrailer hauling aviation fuel at the Perimeter Highway and Gunn road (see

Figure 7-3). On June 11,2000, a tanker truck loaded with 33,000 litres of gasoline ignited

when the truck rolled over in an attempt to avoid an accident at the Perimeter Highway and

St. Anne's road (see Figure 7-3). For most of these and other cases, the site was visited

either with a professional truck driver, or with an enforcement off,rcer to obtain insights about

notential contributins factors for the collisions.

7.8.3 System Safety Review Team

The team members, which included aprofessional driver with over 40 years of truck driving

experience, and fwo engineers, had experience in truck operations, truck regulation, truck

traffic analysis, freight transportation, traffic engineering, and truck driving. ln addition,

junior engineers with knowledge about trucking and GIS conducted special analyses which

helped with the data collection and field work components.

7.8.4 Specification and Collection of Information

For the purposes of this example, four elements of analysis were considered: (1) applicable

truck size, weight, and safetyregulations; (2)theroadwayenvironment; (3) trucktraffic; and

(4) heavy truck accident history.
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Perimeter Highway and PTH 59 Truck rolled over at the exit ramp (Perimeter and 59)

Perimeter Highway and Gunn Road Pick-up truck hits tanker (Perimeter and Gunn)

Picturefrom Winnipeg Free Press, Tue June 27, 2000

Perimeter Highway and St. Ame's Road Tractor-semitrailer explodes (Perimeter and St. Anne's)
Picturefrom lhinnipeg Free Press, Sun Jutte I I, 2000

Figure 7-3: Heavy Truck Accidents on Perimeter Highway
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7.8.5 Intelligence Gathering

The road was driven with a professional truck driver. who nrovided valuable information as

the SSR was condu"r"d. ; survey of industry officials nua pr"rriously been conducted to

obtain special insights regarding freight movements, the road, vehicle characteristics, and

trucking in general.

7.8.6 Analysis

This section presents a discussion and observations for each of the elements of analysis

considered in this example: (1) truck size, weight, and safety regulations; (2) the roadway

environment; (3) truck traffic; and (4) heavy truck accident history.

7.8.6.1 Truck Size, Weight and Safety Regulations

The Perimeter Highway is an RTAC route subject to the basic and winter weight premium

regulations discussed in Section 3.4.1. No spring weight restrictions apply on this road. This

means that the maximum allowable GVW is 62,500 kg (applied to super-B trains) year-

round. During the research period, Rocky Mountain doubles, turnpike doubles, and triples

were specially-permitted for operations on segments of the northwest quadrant of the

Perimeter for limited time periods.

The safety regulations that apply on this road are the same as those applied in the rest of the

province. On-road vehicle inspections are conducted following the CVSA OOS criteria, load

securement, andhours ofwork regulations are applied as per the Manitoba Highway Traffic
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Act, and dangerous goods regulations are applied as in the rest of the province.

7.8.6.2 The Roadway Environment

As was discussed in Section 7.8.2, the Perimeter Highway was driven six times under

different weather conditions, and at different times of the day with a professional truck

driver. During each visit, a detailed examination of the road was conducted from the heavy

truck perspective. The following issues were considered: (1) horizontal and vertical

alignment; (2) cross-section; (3) auxiliary lanes; (4) guardrails; (5) railway crossings; (6)

snow removal and ice control; (7) signing practices; and (8) traffic signals. The following

observations were obtained.

Alisnment and Cross-Section

Sight distance is, for the most part, adequate for the posted speed limit. However,

there are cases where limited sight distance may cause a safety problem, particularly
at night. Sight distance is mainly a problem at exit ramps on the Perimeter Highway.
Most exit ramps are posted at speed limits of 40 km/hr or 30 kh/hr, and in many

cases, this speed reduction from 100 km/hr must take place on the traveling lane,

immediately following the crest of a vertical curve. There have been many situations

in which truck drivers cannot negotiate the exits and the trucks roll over. This is also

a problem for out-of-province truckers, who are not familiar with this road.

The radius, superelevation, and lane width of the exit ramps for westbound traffic
onto PembinaHighway, eastboundtraffic onto PembinaHighway, westboundtraffic
onto Henderson Highway, eastbound traffic onto Henderson Highway, southbound

traffic onto Roblin Boulevard, and southbound traffic onto Wilkes Avenue are

inadequate. Trucks are not able to stay on the lane and must use the shoulder. This
combination of inadequate radius, superelevation, and lane width is particularly
hazardous for commercial vehicles handling loads that may shift during the

negotiation of the curve.

There are problems with some side slopes on this highway (steep slopes). There are

sections where anerranttruck leaving the highwaywould overturn. An example of
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this is the section between PTH 59 and Pembina Highway. There are also problems
withpavementedgerounding. ManysectionsofthePerimeterHighwayhavepoorly-
rounded pavement edges.

There is a raised median extending along portions of the Perimeter Highway, which
poses a potential safety hazard for heavy trucks. These may hit the curb (traveling
at i00 km/hr or more) and possibly cause (or be involved in) an accident. Reasons
whythis median causes apotential safetyhazard are: (1) lack of illumination; (2)the
proximity of the curb to the inside edge of the pavement; (3) portions of the raised
median are on horizontal curves; and (4) limited visibility during winter-snow
accumulates against the curb, hiding portions of it.

Auxiliary Lanes and Turn Lanes

There are problems regarding the lack of adequate merging lanes. Most acceleration
and deceleration lanes on the Perimeter Highway are not long enough for trucks.
This poses a safety hazard since trucks have to accelerate from a low speed to 100
km/hr when merging with other traffic. There are also cases where no acceleration
lanes have been provided. One example is for eastbound traff,rc at the intersection
of the Perimeter Highway and St. Anne's Road.

Most intersections have turning lanes. However, these lanes are not long enough for
truck traffic wanting to use them. Trucks must start decelerating on the traveling
lane, which may pose a safety hazard for other vehicles. The entrance to the Brady
landfill site presents a safety hazard due to the high number of trucks turning onto
Brady Road. 'Westbound 

trucks have to turn from the passing lane, posing a safety
problem for other vehicles using the same lane.

Guardrails and Railwa]¡ Crossings

Guardrails on the Perimeter Highway are not designed for truck traffic. They are too
low and structurally inadequate to stop an errant truck.

Snow and Ice

There are many sections of the Perimeter Highway where snow accumulation
presents a problem. The south section and the recently completed northeast section
are particularly prone to snow accumulation and visibility problems during winter.
At certain locations, the number of lanes is quickly reduced from two to one during
a snow fall. This poses a safety hazard for all vehicles traveling on this road.
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Traffic Sisns and Traffic Sisnals

Traffic signs are, for the most part, properly positioned on the Perimeter Highway.
The main safety concern is the location of speed warning signs at the exit ramps.

Many of these signs are difficult to see due to their position relative to the highway
geometry. ln many cases, the exit ramps are located just past the crest of vertical
curves. This makes it difficult for drivers to notice the speed warning signs at the

exit ramps, and in some cases, results in drivers negotiating the exits at unsafe

speeds.

Traffic signals present a possib le safety problem for trucks op erating on the Perimeter
Highway. The signals are located at most major intersections. There is also a speed

reduction zone (100 km/hr to 80 kmAr) and an advance warning signal just prior to
the traffrc signal at the intersection. There are two problems with traff,rc signals on
the Perimeter Highway: ( 1 ) the speed reduction zone is too short for trucks to actually
decelerate from the traveling speed to 80 km/hr and then to a complete stop; and (2)
priority is given to the secondaryroad. Because these aretrafftc-actuated signals, the

moment a vehicle stops at the signal on the secondary road, the advance warning
signals on the Perimeter Highway start flashing. This indicates that the signal at the
intersection will soon tum amber. This poses a safety problem for trucks, since they
have to unexpectedly come to a complete stop within a few meters. This problem
would be reduced if vehicles on the secondary road had to wait longer before the

advance warning signals became active. Truck drivers could see the vehicles on the

secondary road from a distance, and start braking from far away.

7.8.6.3 Truck Trffic and Heavy Truck Accident History

The Perimeter Highway accounted for 10 percent of Manitoba provincial highway heavy

truck accidents between 1993 and 1998. Of the 109 HTAs that occurred on the Perimeter

Highway during this time period, one-quarter resulted in injury and two HTAs resulted in

fatality. One-third of the HTAs were single-vehicle accidents and the remaining two-thirds

were multiple-vehicle accidents. Road surface conditions played an important role in these

accidents. Adverse road surface conditions (wet, mud, snow, ice, slush, and loose sand) were

reported in one-half of the HTAs on this road. The most common adverse condition was ice

on the road(26 ofthe 54 cases ofadverse road surface conditions).
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Regarding the temporal distribution of these HTAs, winter months Q.{ovember to February)

accounted for one-half of the accidents. Summer months (May to August) accounted for

one-quarter of the HTAs. This results in a winter-to-summer HTA ratio of 1.86. The winter-

to-summer truck traffic ratio for the Perimeter Highway is 0.73 (based on data from Station

86 atWenzel Road). Daytime hours (08:00 to 18:00) accounted for two-thirds of the HTAs

on the Perimeter Hiehway.

The total HTA rate on the Perimeter Highway is 0.38 HTAs per million TKT (this is higher

than the average rate in the province). Excluding intersection HTAs, the rate is 0.24 HTAs

per million TKT (the same as the provincial average). Figure 7-4 shows the location of

HTAs on the Perimeter, subdivided into two groups: (1) intersection HTAs; and (2) non-

intersection HTAs. For both cases, the HTAs are plotted by direction (they are shown on the

centerline if the direction is unknown). As is the case with other provincial highways, there

are clear concentrations ofaccidents on certain road sections and at particular intersections.

This emphasizes the critical importance of specific locations, including particular

intersections, as a key to improving heavy truck safety on this road.

7.8.7 Summary

There are several safety issues associated with the Perimeter Highway. Most of these issues

are related to the roadway environment. There are also some safetv issues associated with

governing truck size and weight regulations in other jurisdictions such as North Dakota.
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Figure 7-4: Location of Heavy Truck Accidents on the Perimeter Highway
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Table 7-3: Heavy Truck System Safety Review of the Perimeter Highway
mm

Element of Analysis Comments

Truck size, weight and safety
regulations

Trucks traveling to and from the U.S. on this road are
govemed by U.S. regulations. This results in certain types of
vehicles being used to haul commodities that would be hauled
with different vehicles if the operation where intra-Canada.
For example, some U.S.-bound petroleum and gasoline is
hauled using A-train doubles. Drivers of these unìts, who are

unfamiliar with this road may have trouble safely negotiating
certain nortions of the road.

The roadway environment There are clear safety problems with the design, operation,
and maintenance of this road. The main problems are evident
at most exit ramps and at signalized intersections. These
problems intensify at night and under adverse weather
conditions. See Section 7 .8.6.2 for details.

Truck traffic See heavy truck accident history (next item) for a discussion
that combines truck traffic and HTA history.

Hear.y truck accident history There are concentrations of heavy truck accidents on
ceftain road sections and at particular intersections.
There is also 86 percent more HTAs in the winter than in the
suÍrner, and only 7 5 percent of the summer truck traffic in
the winter. This results in a winter time HTA rate 2.55 times
the summer time HTA rate. This indicates that serious safety
problems exist for hear.y trucks operating on this road in
winter. See Figure 7-4.

Table 7-3 presents a summary of the safety concerns associated with the Perimeter Highway.

Summarv Table

7.8.8 Other Applications of System Safety Reviews

Other examples of situations where system safety reviews would be useful to apply in

Manitoba include:

u Safety implications of allowing long combination vehicles (LCVs) on roads where
they are curently not allowed, or extending the hours during which LCVs are
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allowed to operate.

n Determining the safety performance of particular highways or highway sections for
truck operations.

" Safety implications of allowing overweight/overdimension vehicles to operate on

major Manitoba highways on Fridays, Sundays and holidays.

. The impact of winter weight premiums and spring weight restrictions on heavy truck
safety (e.g., extending the RTAC seasonal network in Manitoba).

. Safety impact of changing the by-laws for RTAC trucks operating in Wirmipeg.

" Analysis of the current truck safety situation, alternatives, or benchmark tracking for
the purpose of achieving the Canadian goal of 20 percent reduction in fatalities and

injuries involving commercial vehicles. This can also be applied to the U.S. goal of
a 50 oercent reduction in fatalities involvins commercial vehicles.
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CH,A.PT'ER.8

CONCLUSXONS

The purpose of this research is to conduct a systems analysis of heavy truck safety and

methods used to improve heavy truck safety in the Prairie region between 1993 and 1998.

The analysis clarifies and summarizes issues that should be considered by decision-makers

in choosing between alternative courses of action to improve the safety of heavy truck

operations in the region.

This chapter presents findings for each of the following: (1) the methods used to improve

heavy truck safety in the Prairies; (2) heavy truck accidents; and (3) heavy truck accident

rates. The chapter also addresses the development and application of the heavytruck system

safety review concept, over-riding issues, and the need for future research.

8.1 METHODS USED TO IMPROVE HEAVY TRUCK SAFETY

The RTAC Memorandum of Understanding and related regulation developments have

significantly affected truck characteristics for local, regional and inter-provincial trucking

activity within the region. Six-axle tractor-semitrailers and 8-axle B-train doubles now

dominate the large end of the heavy truck fleet. However, U.S. truck size and weight

regulations govern the weight and dimension characteristics of heavy trucks operating on

Prairie region highways that are involved with movements to and from the U.S. This is a

major porlion of the western Canadian heavy truck fleet, and is the large area of growth in
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heavy truck operations. The U.S. law prohibits extensive use of RTAC vehicles for cross-

border operations in the region.

The seasonal aspect of the truck size and weigh regulations also impacts truck operations in

the Prairie region. The winter weight policy concept attracts truck traffic to winter months;

allows semitrailers to operate at higher than RTAC base limits; encourages A-trains on

secondary highways in Saskatchewan; and results in many lower-grade, secondary roads

handling larger, heavier trucks than otherwise allowed'

Regarding commercial vehicle roadside inspections, there are clear differences in the number

of inspections conducted in the winter versus summer months in both Manitoba and

Saskatchewan. Less than 1 in 20 of all Level I inspections (the most intensive inspection

type, and the only type of inspection capable of identifying brake defects) take place in the

winter period (December to February). About one-third of all Level II (walk-around)

inspections occur in the winter period.

The significant differences observed in commercial vehicle roadside inspection results

befween Manitoba and Saskatchewan, particularly concerning the numbers of defects being

recorded, and the temporal distribution of inspections, give rise to concern about the intensity

of inspections, and the mechanical fitness of the fleet depending on where, when, and by

whom trucks are inspected.
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While each province has a highway improvement plan in place, heavy truck safety is not

specifically-addressed in these plans. ln fact, most of the road safety initiatives that are

currently in place in the Prairie provinces do not address heavy trucks, nor the civil

engineering aspects of road safety. These initiatives are mainly designed to educate

passenger vehicle drivers respecting things such as speeding, drinking and driving, seat belt

use, and general driving behaviour.

8.2 TIEA\rY TRUCK ACCIDENTS

Over 400 people died and nearly 5,000 were injured in 14,838 accidents involving heavy

trucks between 1993 and 1998 in the Prairie region. More than one of every six heavytruck

accidents is either afatal or iniury accident.

There was a significant difference in the total nurnber of HTAs from the first half to the

second half of the research period. The number of heavy truck accidents for the last three

years of the period was 20 percent higher than in the first three years. lncreases were

experienced in each province, on both provincial highways and in urban areas. The number

of heavy truck accidents resulting in fatality or injury also increased, by 18 percent

combined.

One-half of all heavy truck accidents in the Prairie region took place in urban areas. Two-

thirds of the increase of total heaw truck accidents occurred in these cities. where the

outcome of heavy truck accidents is also serious. One of three heavy truck accidents in urban
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areas results in iniury or fatality.

Many heavy truck accidents are geographically-concentrated on readily-identifiable road

sections, locations or intersections. The geocoded database and geographic information

system (GIS)-based analysis ofChapter4 highlights several important concentrations. These

concentrations provide opportunities for location or geographic-based targeting of heavy

truck safety initiatives.

There are many similarities regarding the temporal distribution of heavy truck accidents in

urban areas and on provincial highways. However, there are also differences: (1) weekends

account for 20 percent of all heavy truck accidents on provincial highways, compared to 10

percent in urban areas; and (2) there is peaking in the time of day distribution of heavy truck

accidents in urban areas between 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m., whereas this is not the case on

provincial highways.

The most commonly-reported contributing factor for heavy truck accidents on provincial

highways is environmental conditions (reported in 42 percent of all heavy truck accidents),

whereas in urban areas it is human action (reported in 45 percent of heavy truck accidents).

Also, both for heavy truck accidents occurring in urban areas, as well as for heavy truck

accidents occurringonprovincialhighways, adverseroad surface conditions (wet, snow, ice,

slush) was reported in approximately 40 percent of all heavy truck accidents in the region.
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8.3 HEA\rY TRUCK ACCIDENT RATES

The heavy truck accident rate analysis reveals five important points. First, when all heavy

truck accidents in the region are considered, the heavy truck accident rate is lower on divided

highways than on undivided highways (0.31 versus 0.35 heavy truck accident per million

truck-kilometers traveled). However, when heavy truck accidents at intersections are

excluded. the rate is about the same for divided and undivided highways.

Second, including all heavy truck accidents on provincial highways, the heavy truck accident

rate declines somewhat as annual average daily truck traffic increases (0.37 to 0.32, ot atr

average of 0.35 heavy truck accidents per million truck-kilometers traveled). Removing

heavy truck accidents at intersections, the rate is fairty consistent across all truck traffic

levels (averaging 0.25 heavy truck accidents per million truck-kilometers traveled).

Third, there are significant seasonal and time of day effects on heavy truck accident rates'

Nearly one-half of heavy truck accidents on provincial highways occur in the four-month

winter period of November to February, and about one-quarter occur in the four-month

sunìmer period of May to August. This results in a winter heavy truck accident rate per unit

of truck traffic onprovincial highways in Manitobaof 2.25 times the summerrate (andI.75

times the spring/fall rate). Regarding the time of day effect, the evening/nighftime heavy

truck accident rate per unit of truck traffic on provincial highways in Manitoba is 60 to 90

percent higher than the morning/daytime rate'
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Fourth, in Manitoba, single trailer combinations are involved in heavy truck accidents at an

exposure-based rate of about 25 percent higher than double trailer combinations. Lack of

detail in both accident and truck fiaffic databases prohibits objective analysis of whether or

not the B/c-train encoufagement policy incorporated by the RTAC performance-based

regulation system may have contributed to this apparent double trailer advantage.

Fifth, the heavy truck accident rate in urban areas is much higher than on provincial

highways (20 times higher in V/innipeg than on provincial highways in Manitoba).

8.4 SYSTEM SAFETY REVIEWS

The research develops and applies the heavy truck system safety review concept' The

purpose of a system safety review is to bring forward important issues that affect heavy truck

safety in a region or in a given situation, and to provide observations respecting the system

involving heavy truck operations. Six elements are to be considered when conducting a

system safety review: (i) the demand for freight movement by truck; (2) applicable truck

size, weight, and safety regulations; (3) enforcement practices, particularly related to safety;

(a) the roadway environment, including design characteristics, special facilities for heavy

trucks, and road maintenance practices; (5) truck traffic in the area under investigation, or

for the situation being analyzed;and (6) heavy truck accident history for the situation under

analvsis.

The research outlines and applies a system safety review procedure' Use of the procedure
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would facilitate more informed decision-making about future heavy truck safety initiatives.

8.5 OVER.RIDING ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR NEW INITIATIVES

The frequency, severity and exposure-based rate of heavy truck accidents in urban areas

demonstrate that new safety initiatives focused on urban trucking offer a large and to date,

largely un-addressed, target in the pursuit of Canada's road safety vision concerning

commercial vehicle operations. Current truck size and weight regulation and commercial

vehicle roadside inspection programs are only incidentally or tangentially targeted at urban

trucking. Many aspects of road design and traffic engineering practice in urban areas are

largely insensitive to freight flows, heavy truck traffic, and heavy truck characteristics.

Intersection-relatedheavytruck accidents offer alarge spatially-limitedtarget forimproving

heavytruck safety. The vast majority of these intersections were designed/constructed in an

era pre-dating today's common 53-foot semitrailers (and in many cases, 48-foot semis),

tridem axles, RTAC weights, contemporary acceleration/deceleration characteristics of large

trucks, large increases in truck volumes, expanded networks of highways allowing winter

weight premiums, and increased special permitting of overweighloverdimensioned trucking.

In the short term, future initiatives directed at intersections must involve targeted

maintenanc e, traffrc engineering, enforcement and highly selective resurfacing, restoration,

rehabilitation, and reconstruction (4R) projects, preferably based on heavy truck system

safetyreviews. Afurtherinitiativewithlongrangeprospectswouldinvolvethedevelopment

and utilization of design guidelines reflecting contemporary truck volumes and
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characteristics, as well as contemporary total traffic volumes and truck/non-truck mixes in

the traffic stream.

Existing heavy truck safety initiatives do not address the winter versus summer heavy truck

accident rate imbalance or the prevalence of adverse roadway conditions in heavy truck

accidents. From Saskatchewan and Manitoba data, commercial vehicle roadside inspections

focus on truck operations in "non-winter" periods. ln winter, truck weight limits are

significantly increased, using winter weight premiums on nearly all highways in the region.

These premiums routinely allow many trucks to operate at weight levels higher than those

ever contemplated in the development of RTAC weight standards, and in secondary road

situations never envisioned to accommodate the large and heavy combinations now prevalent

in the region.

As is the case with significant seasonal differences in the heavy truck accident rate, existing

safety initiatives do not address the imbalance in day versus night heavy truck accident rates

in any meaningful way. Enforcement efforts including commercial vehicle roadside

inspections are generally much less concentrated in nighttime periods.

8.6 FUTURE RESEARCH

The research has identified the following needs for further research:

Cross-category analysis between the winter/nighttime concentrations of heavy truck

accidents to obtain a better understanding of the role that nighttime winter driving
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plays on heavy truck safety in the Prairies.

Application of the system safety review concept to heavy truck accident situations
that appear as critical and productive targets to identify, evaluate and prioritize
feasible actions to reduce heavy truck accident frequency and/or the heavy truck
accident exposure-based rate.

lnvestigation of opportunities for more truck-sensitive traffic engineering, roadway
maintenance, and road design-focusing on the low volume realities ofPrairie region
highways, and the urban context.

Determination of the relationship between commercial vehicle roadside inspections
and heavy truck accident reduction. This needs to be done using truck traffic
exposure knowledge.

The involvement of double trailer combinations in HTAs, by type of connection (4,
B, or C-trains). This needs to be done using truck traffic exposure knowledge.
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A¡h€ne
Elriü9n Coh¡mbri¡
Müllobû
New Fln¡ns;wick

NêwlOurìdlûnd
Nov* Scollr:

^lsbåmuAlû0&1
À'i:ona
nñ{ânsãs
GaJllorrì;e
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Delaw',¡rû
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Floridt
Gêorglá
Hãwuii
k|nho
ll[ilors
Indianâ
lOwt
KånsaÉ
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t ôuís¡an¡r
lúatnc
Morylã¡ìd
Massôchusetts
M'rhigan
Mìnne-soto

M4rk-1lppl
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Ontario
P.in€9 Eúwîrd lsland
Or.rcbec

Sãskâtchcwgn '

Yukon Tònrlory
Norlh Wesl Tsrritorics

åM0^tan3
Nebltsk¡
flev3de
N¿r HariFshirt
Ner Jefscy
l.¡êw M€xk(l
Ncw York
North Oarolina
N':r1h Dakotg
Oh¡o
Oklthoma
Orcgon
Pc,rnsyþrania

Fhudo lslsnd
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Soutñ Dakoia
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night nost OrivÌng LanC

L¡:11 mcst DrMng LAne.
Fighl Shoulder
LElt SmuHcr
ûQlrr Tunrrng lene
Left fuming Lane

MiCdþ Otivlng Lone
LanB ul Ogposing lr(lfñc

Codcs lþIlqh¿¡rEee Låid

CODE CHAFGI:

10 Unreg¡slÉ/cdVehicle
11 Disotcy Stgp SKJrr

12 Fail to Sgnel
13 Srrccd loo Fast lor Condlkrt¡$
t{¡ onvc Wllht¡ut Oue C¡¡c and Atlênliolt
rS Follow loo ClosPly
t6 Pasging on Hght
17 lmpropr,r Lane Chãnæ
tg lmproper Tum
19 Fail to YiÇld FlírJhl.of-w8y
20 Pasging Whln Ur€alr
2l DrMng l-elt ol Cer¡rs
22 Driving Wlong Way on ! One Way Strect
73 Fail to Yþld ¡6 P5gssübn
24 Fåil to Reporl
25 DisoÞeyTr¡lficsrgnrl
26 lmFroper Portring on Highway or Street
n Passirrg Schoot Bug \¡lhên ForEx'dd€n

28 fnâdequite Bral(es

30 Dangerous Drivirg
31 DÌi.ro While Dtrqu¿ltFeC
æ Cñrnlnal NogngcrìCÊ

33 Fa¡l to Femain
34 fmps¡rcd tliving, Relusê BroElh Tcal
35 Uns¡le Backing
36 No Driver's Licsncê
37 Op€râtor ot Pãsnger t'tot USing Seatb€:l
38 SPceding Past HþhwaY Worker
99 Slunr¡ng
40 2¿ Hour StJsp€nsion
99 Othct'OHânce

TwÞTonc vDhicle usu ttìofìf Predontinaôt Colcul

CûtAdlan Àmcd Force3
lntamat¡onûl LÌcence

Olher Foreign LrCence

Colour êqlSE
Whhe
Slac!(
Red
Grecn
8h¡e

Yeltow

Orin96
Purple
Elown

Gray
G0ld

Silve¡
Bronze
Othe¡

I

1
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I

ìnilr..--------------*nn*rn-*o*",,o.
l-

I nrr'X'cân bc ccded to individu0l data

I netas if thc inlormat¡on is unknswn al

I tlrr.. tlmê of rsF{rfing. Howeve'r, in ca¡E¡

I where r¡o informaäon ls known âbout a

sùmplele s€ction such 8s â n¡l 8nd rutt

accidònl wh€¡e no drþeÌ or y€hicle dal8
is availabls. urÉ r I 'at lhe Þeginnlnô of
thê ssctiun will b€ sufflcienl.

Deteerive or UnâuthodÌc{ Lightr, Tiræ, Windshieu or Bumper Heighl
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tZ Êrop
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r
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Z udrvidül - TEW¡t 9. ùlr
3. DNúr¡ - Rrl¡¡.d Llódü

Bo^oryav ÁL¡aiuEdl
ñ{dEntcl ÂIuilrmnl

l, 5F¡ltnt

¡ñ Eñ.¡vzl.

l! v!

a-
¡
¡J \¡?
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ùf . Ns Cstfot Prffi¡
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03, lr¡Jllc ln!^r¡r ln FaJ+q Uodo
O{. I lrjÈF.J Èu¡:.' - À&ú
æ. llshlnJ BM6 - Èd
&. $tr¡r !üg(
07 Yìx¡¡¡ S¡gil
cjr. ilqt¡d Podøi16 C|Ëflrtk

01. Auldñqbl!¡ (F¡¡6€s cdl
æ. ßck4,É TÉr ¡5æ tO 6d U¡dqt
ql PÉ¡{ Yü 45d} rg :,ró u6ü

llncludø M¡¡| Vú,
0¡. ?wþ dd ,lðæ Ì!
05. Pffi U¡¡t¡ lç S.ñrn¡tùr

(FødlÉqô
0{. lrdu 86 (uÊsJ
07. hr6 Clly E€
æ. Ecftrt Es - S¡é{d lrç lyPe
Crg. SCr¡ 0€ - Uùt 1)fÉ
t0. oth¡r Eq - Lldcdáod , Ftmro

r t. l¡loldc.rclo
t¿ llopo<1, Pff6 'Jktd!
'13. BlÞìúlo
1a. 

^rùurúF 
/ FolL{ t F/l

15. SErx*y'h

4

'-[
rq vt
t

f
It v?

.irl,
.Jlih

Få4i
i¡el
lF¡1
:Ì11''

vli
1\æ ol lrdltr
0r, c¡¡!99f I Hþltdlt lratûÎ
êÊ. 34t , Cùor Ê!s. ÌE¡lt
t3. Ulllty ¿ Hw MÉr Tq,ù-
01. Fh Equhæ¡

DÂHGeFOU9 COOæ Cl¡8A
0 Nom tdùJod
1 Ciq | Éç¡qlvË
2 ClsZ Cfitæ34
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8.1 Specific Definition of a Heavy Truck

Based on the accident report forms used in each of the three provinces (provincial highways and urban areas),

a heavy truck is defined as follows (Appendix A shows copies of the accident report forms and coding systems

of each jurisdiction):

For accidents on Manitoba's provincial highways, a heavy truck is a vehicle type 14 þower unit for
semihailer) towing either a vehicle type 08 (loWhigh boy), 09 (single trailer-semi), l0 (double trailer-
semi), 1 I (triple trailer-semi), 12 (petroleum or other tanker), I 3 (over dimensioned pilot vehicle), 14

(over dimensioned non-pilot vehicle), or towing no trailer.

For accidents on Saskatchewan's provincial highways, a heavy trucÈis a vehicle type 05 (power units
for semi-trailers) with a trailer tlpe 07 (single trailer/tanker), 08 (A-train), 09 (C-train), 10 (B-train),
11 (overdimensional vehicle), or 12 (other rypes of trailers including triples).

For accidents on Alberta's provincial highways, a heavy truckis a vehicle fype 05 (truck tractor) with
attachment type 01 (large single trailer), 02 (large double trailer), 03 (large triple trailer), 06 (farm
equipment), 08 (oversize with pilot), or 09 (oversize without pilot).

For accidents on Wiruripeg streets, a heavy truckís a code 14 vehicle (semitrailer) as classifred by the

City of Winnipeg Public Works Deparfment in the accident database. This database is created based
on City of Winnipeg police accident reports. As of 1999, the City started using the same coding
system as the Province.

For accidents on Regina and Saskatoon streets, a heavy truckis a vehicle type 05 (power units for
semi-trailers) with a trailer type 07 (single trailer/tanker), 08 (A-train), 09 (C-train), 10 (B-train), 11

(overdimensional vehicle), or 12 (other types of trailers including h'iples).

For accidents on Edmonton and Calgary streets, a heavy truckis a vehicle type 05 (truck tractor) with
attachment type 01 (large single trailer), 02 (Iarge double trailer), 03 (large triple trailer), 06 (farm
equipment), 08 (oversize with pilot), or 09 (oversize without pilot).

Details About Databases and Data Sources

The Manitoba provincial highway accident database used in this research was obtained from the Traffic
Operations Division of the Manitoba Deparfment of Highways and Government Services.

The accident data analyzed in this research concerning Winnipeg streets was obtained from The City of
Winnipeg Public Works Department. Some of the data was received in ASCII format and then transferred into
Paradox, and some was received already in Paradox. For accidents occurring prior to 1999, the City used the
coding system that was in place since the 1970s for accident data storage. With this system, the accident

information stored by the City uses different codes than those in the police report form. The Province,
however, uses the same codes as those in the police accident report form. Appendix A shows the report form
and the coding system used by the Cify. As of 1999, a new database system-and coding system-was
implemented by the City. The new system, called "OnTrac", makes use of the same codes as the Province,
which are the same codes used in the police accident report form.

The Saskatchewan databases for accidents on provincial highways and in urban areas were obtained from
Saskatchewan Govemment Insurance (SGI). These databases are based on information from the Highway
Traffic Board's Motor Vehicle Accident Report Form that is filled out by the police after an accident occurs.

The Alberta databases for accidents on provincial highways and in urban areas were obtained from Alberta

8.2
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Infrastructure Driver Safety and Research Branch. These databases are based on information from the Alberta
collision report form that is ñlled out by the police after an accident occurs.

In additron to the four accident databases used in this report for analysis ofheavy truck accidents, a series of
geographic files were used to create a Geographic Information System (GIS) network for the three provinces.

Some ofthe geographic files were developed as the research progressed, and some had already been integrated

into the GiS network. The sources of the geographic files are: (1) UMTIG; (2) City of Regina;(3) City of
Saskatoon; (4) City of Winnipeg; (5) Manitoba Highways and Transportation; (6) Saskatchewan Highways

and Transportation; and (7) Alberta Infrastructure.

Truck exposure was obtained using truck traffic data. The truck traffic for Saskatchewan and Alberta was

obtained from each jurisdiction's Highways Department in the form of percent trucks. Annual average daily
traffic (AADT) and the percent trucks were available for each highway section in each jurisdiction. In the case

of Saskatchewan, AADTT was obtained by multiplying AADT by percent trucks for each link of highway.

In the case of Alberta, AADTT was obtained by multiplying AADT by the sum of percent single unit trucks

and percent truck tractors (this was done to be consistent with Manitoba and Saskatchewan estimates).

Manitoba's truck volumes were obtained from UMTIG.

TKT values were estimated for the three provinces by multiplfng estimates of AADTT by the length of each

highway link by 365 days.

8.3 Heavy Truck Accidents by Number of Trailers

Tables 2-5,2-6 and2-7 in Section 4.3.4 show the number of Hts in accidents by number of trailers. Although
the tables show the number of "unknown" and "other" trailers, the figures presented in this section are based

on the total number of single, double and triple trailers only.

In Manitoba, information about the trailer configuration (single, double or friple) was available for 1,035 of
1,213 heavy trucks involved in HTAs. Of the 1,035 heary trucks for which the trailer configuration was

available, 80 percent were single trailer combinations, 19 percent were double trailer combinations, and one

percent were triple trailer combinations. Three percent of single trailer combinations, and 5 percent of doubles

were involved in fatal accidents. For the same time period, 30 percent of singles, 27 percent of doubles, and

2lpercentoftripleswereinvolvedininjury-producingaccidents. Two-thirdsofsingles,63percentofdoubles,
and nearly all triples were involved in properhT damage accidents.

In Saskatchewan, information about the trailer configuration (single or double-there is not information for
tripletrailers)wasavailabbfor2,02Sof2,50gheavytrucksinvolvedinHTAs. Ofthe2,023heavytrucksfor
which the trailer conf,rguration was known to be either a single or a double, single trailer combinations

accounted for two-thirds of all heavytrucks involved in HTAs, and double hailers accounted for the remaining

one-third. Of the double trailer combinations in Saskatchewan, 43 percent (2981701) were A or C-trains and

5Tpercent(403/701)wereB-hains. ItisnotpossibletodeterminefromtheSaskatchewandatabasethenumber
of triple trailer combinations involved in accidents. Four percent of single trailer combinations, and 4 percent

of double trailer combinations were involved in fatal accìdents. For the same time period, one-third of singles

and2Spercentofdoubleswereinvolvedininjury-producingaccidents. Nearlytwo-thirdsofsinglesandfwo-
thirds of double trailer combinations were involved in properly damage accidents.

In Alberta, information about trailer configuration (single, double or triple) was available for 3,549 of 4,313

healy frucks involved in HTAs. Of the 3,549, 64 percent were single trailers, 35 percent were double trailers,

and one percent were triple frailers. The Alberta database also allows for the analysis of trailer body types.

Table B-2 illustrates the distribution of heavy trucks involved in HTAs by trailer body type for the period

between 1993 and 1998. As indicated in the table, of all the trucks for which the trailer configuration was

known (single, double and triple), van body types were the most cornmon involved in HTAs. They accounted
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for one-quarter of all HTs involved in HTAs. These were followed by platforms, which accounted for 22

percent; and tankers, which accounted for 18 percent. Of all HTAs involving tn¡cks with single trailers, vans

were the most common body type, accounting for 29 percent, followed by platforms, which accounted for 22

percent of all single trailers involved in HTAs. In the case of HTAs involving double trailer combinations,

tankers accounted for one-third, followed by platforms, which accounted for 22 percent.

In Alberta, for the period between 1993 and 1998, 5 percent of each single trailer combinations, double trailer

combinations, and triple trailer combinations were involved in fatal accidents. For the same time period, 30

percent of each singles and doubles were involved in injury-producing accidents. Triple trailer combinations

were involved in 20 percent of injury HTAs. Two{hirds of singles, two-thirds of double trailer combinations,

and three-quarters of triples were involved in properly damage accidents.

-\lberta

Van/box bodv 653 250 9 912
Lowbov 308 81 9 398

Hishbov 512 269 9 190
Tanker 246 402 8 6s6

Dump 97 150

Auto carrier 26 3

Livestock t34 3 I 138

Los carrier 165 54 219

Unknown 51 20 1 12

Other ^^ 95 185

Tntal ??,81 1229 39 3549

^^ "other" refers to code 98 ("other") in the police accident report form

8.4 Major Factors Contributing to Heavy Truck Accidents in Manitoba

In Manitoba, of the 54 reported HTAs where human condition was a major contributing factor,

elistraction/inattention was identified in 46 percent of the accidents, extremefatigue/fell asleep was identified

in 30 percent of the accidents, and other factors were identifiedin23 percent of the accidents. Of the 267

reported HTAs where human action was identified as a major contributing factor, drivirzg too fast for
conditions was identified in 16 percent of the cases, taking avoiding action was identified in 14 percent of the

cases, /osl control was identified in 14 percent of the cases, and turning improperly was identified in 12

percent of the cases. Of the 94 repofed HTAs where vehicle condition was a major contributing factor,load

shiftedwas identified in one-quarter of the cases, jack-knife/trailer swingwas identified in 23 percent of the

cases, andy're was identified in 14 percent of the cases. Of the 347 reported HTAs where environmental

condition was a major contributing factor, slippery road surface was identified in 39 percent of the accidents,

animal action was identified in one-third of the acciderts, weather was identified in 22 percent of the

accidents, view obstructedwas identified in 1l percent of the accidents, snow driftwas identif,red in 7 percent

ofthe accidents, and other factors were identified in 10 percent ofthe accidents.

52
29

89
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8.4.1 Human Condition

Over the six-year period, human condition was reported as a major contributing factor in 54 of the total 1,159

HTAs. See Table B-3.

Table B-3

8.4.2 Driver Action

Over the six-year period, driver action was reported as a major contributing factor in 267 of the total I ,159

HTAs. See Table B-4.

8.4.3 VehicleCondition

Over the six-year period, vehicle condition was reported as a major contributing factor in 94 of the total 1,159

HTAs. See Table B-5.

8.4.4 EnvironmentalCondition

Over the six-year period, environmental condition was reported as a major contributing factor in 347 of the

total 1,159 HTAs. See Table B-6.

Contributing Factor (code) 1993 r994 1995 1996 t997 1998 Total Percentage
(of 54 )

Loss of Consciousness 0 0 0 0 0 I I 2

Extreme fatigue/fell asleep (202) 2 5 z 2 0 16 30

Defective eyesight (203) I 0 0 0 0 0 I 2

Medical disability (205) 0 0 0 0 0 t 2

Sudden illness (209) 0 0 I 0 0 ¿ 4

Ability impaired by alcohol (210) 0 0 IL 0 0 J o

Had been drinking (212) 0 I 0 0 J o

Distraction/inattention (2 1 3) J 7 8 0 a
L 25 46

Exceeded hours ofservice (214) 0 0 0 0 0 2
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Table B-4

Contributing Factor (code) t993 1994 199s 1996 1997 1998 Total Percentage
(of 267)

Following too closely (101) 0 2 5 3 J 11 22 8

Turning improperly ( I 02) L l 3 /'l 9 30 11

Exceeding speed limit (103) 0 0 0 0 I I 2

Drivrng too fast for conditions (104) J 6 10 8 1 8 /11 I6

Unsafe operating speed (105) + I I 3 z T 15 6

Passing improperly (1 06) 2 A
I J J I lo 6

Changing lanes improperly (107) 0 0 4 6 18 't

Failed to yield right of way (108) I a
J 5 3 I 6 22 8

Disobeyed traffic control device (109) I 3 L 5 I AT 16 o

Driving \ilrong way on roadway (110) 0 0 I I I 0 J I

Backing unsafely (112) I L I 0 2 7 3

Parking improperly (1 1 3) 0 I 2 0 0 0 a
J I

Careless driving (11a) ¿ 4 2 I 5 1 15 o

Lost controVdrive offroad l1 15) 4 4 8 J t0 R )t t4

Leave stop sign before safe (l 17) ^ I 0 2 I + 12 4

Failed to signal (l 18) 0 0 0 1
I ¿ 0 J i

Taking avoiding action (119) aL 6 8 9 8 5 38 T4

Driver inexperience (1 20) 2 ¿ 0 0 2 0 6 2

Pedestrian error/confusion ( I 2 1 ) 0 0 0 0 0 I <l
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Table B-5

Contributing Factor (code) 1993 1994 1995 r996 1997 1998 Total Percentage
(of 9a)

Defective brakes (301) z 0 J 0 .¿. I R o

Defective headlights (303) 0 0 0 0 0 I

Defective lighting (305) 0 0 I 0 I 0 2 2

Defective engine controls (306) 0 0 0 0 0 I I I

Defective suspension/wheels (3 07) 2 2 1 I I 0 1 1

Defective tires (308) 0 1 2 2 2 ¿ 10 II

Tow hitchL/yoke defective (309) 0 0 0 ¿ I I 4 4

Hood/tailgate/door opened (3 I 1) 0 0 I 0 1 ¿ 4 /1

Vehicle modifications (3 1 3) 0 I 0 I 0 0 2 2

Fire (314) 2 I 3 L J 13 t4

Overloaded/oversized (3 1 5) 0 I I 0 0 a
J 3

Load shifted/spilled (3 16) 5 I I J 7 z+ ¿o

Jack-knife/trailer swing (3 I 7) 2 t̂ 3 6 21 22
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Table B-6

8.5 Major Factors Contributing to Heavy Truck Accidents in Saskatchervan

In Saskatchewan, of the 446 reported HTAs where human condition was a major contributing factor,

inattention was identified in 68 percent of the accidents,fell asleep was identified in l4 percent of the cases,

driver inexperience/confusion was reported in I 3 percent ofthe cases, distraction was identified in I 1 percent

of the accidents, and other factors were reported in 10 percent of the cases. Of the 500 reported HTAs where

human action was a major confributing factor, taking evasive action was identified in 30 percent of the cases,

passing or improper lane usage was identified in 19 percent of the accidenls, driving too fastfor road
conditions was identified in 14 percent of the cases, and other factors, includingfail to yield to theright of way,

fotlowing too closely, turning intproper, and careless driving, accounted for between 7 and 8 percent of the

accidents. Of the 264 reported HTAs where vehicle condition was a major contributing fachor, jack-
knife/trailer swing was reported in one-third of the accidents, load shiftedwas reported in one-quarter of the

accidents, defective tires was identified in 9 percent ofthe accidents, and other factors accounted for 45 percent

of the reported accidents. Of the 1,003 reported HTAs where environmental condition was identified as a

major contributing factor, animal action was identified in 38 percent of the accidents, weather conditions was

identified in27 percentof the cases, androacl condition was reported in27 percent of the cases.

Contributing Factor (code) 1993 1994 1995 t996 1997 1998 Total Percentage
(of 347)

Animal action-wild (401) 11 11 22 t6 20 19 99 29

Animal action-domes tic Ø02\ 5 2 z ð z 18 5

Slippery road surface (403) lo 12 27 30 21 28 134 )v

Snow drift (404) 0 8 o 4 2 25 7

Obstruction/debris on roadway (405) 0 0 0 0 a 0 3

View obstructed/l imited (406) A 9 10 8 6 38 t1

Glare/reflection (407) 0 2 0 I 0 0 I

Construction zone (408) ,)
2 0 0 0 2 6 L

Defective driving surface (409) 0 5 J 0 0 t 9 J

Shoulders defective (41 0) 0 I 0 I L 0 /1 1

Lane markings inadequate (411) 0 0 0 0 0 /1\l

Defective traffic control device (412) 0 0 0 0 0 <1

Weather (413) 1l 22 12 l5 ll t6 22

Uninvolved vehicle (415) 0 0 0 3

Presence ofprior accident (417) 0 0 2 0 0
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8.5.1 Human Condition

Over the six-year period, human condition was reported as a major conhibuting factor ín 446 of the total 2,378

HTAs. See Table B-7.

Table B-7

8.5.2 Human Action

Over the six-year period, human action was reported as a major contnbuting factor in 500 of the tota12,378.
See Table B-8.

8.5.3 VehicleCondition

Over the six-year period, vehicle condition was reported as a major contributing facbr in264 of the total 2,378

HTAs. See Table B-9.

8.5.4 EnvironmentalCondition

Over the six-year period, environmental condition was reported as a major contributing factor in 1,003 of the

total2,378 HTAs. See Table B-10.

Contributing Factor (code) t993 7994 1995 r996 1997 1998 Total Percentage

@r aa6)

Inattentive (01) 50 38 49 63 59 304 68

Distracted (02) Á
I

À4 1l 9 1l ll 50 t1

Had been drinking (03) 0 0 0 0 I ¿ <1

Impaired (04) I I 0 0 6 1

Extreme fatigue (05) a
L 4 4 z J L l1 /1

Fell Asleep (06) 6 9 t5 15 1 ll 63 I4

Driver inexperience (07) 15 6 5 9 o l4 58 13

Lost consciousness (08) I 0 0 0 0 I 2 <1

PhysicaVmedical disability (09) 0 0 0 0 0 <l

Drugs (10) 0 0 1 0 0 0 I <1

Other human conditions (12) I 0 2 7 L T1 4
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Table B-8

Contributing Factor (code) 1993 1994 1995 r996 r997 1998 Total Percentage
(of s00)

Failed to leld right of way (21) 4 9 5 l I 9 A.\ 8

Traff,rc control device disregarded (22) ¿ 6 5 1 7 30 o

Following too closely (23) 7 6 7 8 8 /1
I 40 8

Driving too fast for conditions (24) 7 7 t3 t9 t6 10 72 I4

Exceeding speed limit (25) ^ I I 0 I ó 2

Turning improperly (26) + J l1 3 10 J 54 7

Passing improperly (27) z) 11 '7 t4 I4 t9 94 l9

Backing unsafely (28) 0 ¿ I I 2 I l 1

Fail to signal (29) 0 I I 0 I /1 I

Driving wrong way on roadway (30) 0 0 I 0 0 0 <l

Taking evasive action (3 1) 10 1A 27 22 JZ JJ 148 30

Careless driving (32) 8 5 9 I ð 5 39 8

Pedestrian action contributed (33) 0 0 0 0 0 <l

Other human action (34) 1 10 8 t1 8 8 52 10
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Table B-9

Contributing Factor (code) 1993 1994 1995 r996 t997 1998 Total Percentage

@f 26a)

Defective brakes (40) J J /1 I 6 I 18 7

Defective lights (41) I z J a I 0 9 3

Load shifted/spilled (43 ) t2 10 9 t7 8 8 o+ 24

Vehicle overloaded (44) I A ,, n
I 3 t9 l

Defective steering (45) 0 0 J 2 I 7

Defective suspensiorVwheels (46) J 1 2 I 9 A

Defective tires (47) I
.,)

11 J 2 5 'tA 9

Defective engine/power hain (48) 0 I 0 0 J I

Jack-knife/trailer swing (49) 7 ll z1 20 t4 IJ 86 -lJ

View from vehicle obstructed (50) ¿ I I J 9 3

Other vehicle conditior/defect (5 I ) 5 8 7 t0 3 9 Á.)AL t6

Lights not on (52) 0 0 ¿ 0 0 0 L I
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Table B-10

Contributing Factor (code) 1993 r994 1995 r996 t997 1998 Total Percentage
(of 1003)

Animal action-wild (60) ðJ oó 56 AA
ll 41 a1

JI 329 JJ

Animal action-domestic (61) 7 6 10 1 T2 8 50

Road condition (62) 32 ).¿. 58 58 60 29 269 ¿/

Excessive loose gravel (63) 0 0 1 1 3 I 6

Snow drift (64) ,l 7 7 10 11 7 40

Obstruction/debris on roadway (66) 5 4 a
J 1 3 ¿J 2

View obstructed/limited (67) 11 t1 21 ¿5 19 11 108 11

Sun glare (68) a
1 z 0 A J IJ

Construction zone (69) L 0 2 4 4 5 t1 2

Soft or defective shoulders (71) 5 6 8 5 8 8 40 /1

Lane markings inadequate (72) I 0 I I 0 0 J <l

Traffic control device not working (73) 0 0 I 0 I 0 aL <l

Weather conditions 174) 30 ¿o 18 58 52 29 213 27

Uninvolved vehicle (75) ll 19
,'^ t2 l1 t6 99 10

Uninvolved pedestrian (76) 0 2 0 0 0 0 a
L <l

Other environmental condition (77) /1 a
J J ll 8 I 33 a
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8.6 Major Factors Contributing to Heavy Truck Accidents in Alberta

In Alberta, of the 163 reported HTAs where human condition was a major contributing factor,fatigue/asleep
was identified in 67 percent of the accidents, alcohol was identified in 27 percent of the cases, and other factors

were reported in 6 percent of the cases. Of the 1,234 rcported HTAs where driver action was a major
contrrbuting lactor, ran offroadwas identified in 45 percent of the cases, and other factors were identified in
57 percent of the cases. Of the 178 reported HTAs where vehicle condition was a major contributing factor,
irnproper load/shift was reported in one-quarter of the accidents, tires failed was reported il 22 percent of the

accidents, defective brakes was identified in 14 percent ofthe accidents, and other factors accounted for 40

percent of the reported accidents. Of the 1,892 reported HTAs where environmental condition was identified
as a major contributing factor, snow was identified in 39 percent of the accidents, animal actionwas identified
in one-third of the accidents. Other conditions were reported in 28 percent of the cases.

8.6.1 Human ("DriverÆedestrian") Condition

Over the six-yearperiod, human condition was reported as a contributing factor in 163 of the total 4,101 HTAs.
See Table B-11.

Table B-11

8.6.2 Driver Action

Overthesix-yearperiod, driveractionwasreportedas acontributingfactor in1,234 of thetotal 4,101HTAs.
See Table B-12.

8.6.3 VehicleCondition

Over the six-year period, vehicle condition was reported as a contributing factor in 178 of the total 4,101

HTAs. See Table B-13.

8.6.4 EnvironmentalCondition

Over the six-year period, environmental condition was reported as a contributing factor in 1,892 of the total
4,101 HTAs. See Table B-14.

Contributing Factor (code) 1993 1994 1995 1996 r997 r998 Total Percentage
(of 163 )

Had been drinking (02) 5 I A 3 3 t7 10

Impaired by alcohol (03) A
I 8 I 3 6 27 T1

Impaired by drugs (04) I 0 I 0 0 0 ¿ 1

Fatigues/asleep (05) T9 20 19 l1 18 22 109 67

Medical defect (06) I I ¿ 0 0 5 J

Other (98) 2 I 0 0 0 0 2
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Table B-12

Contributing Factor (code) 1993 r994 1995 1996 t997 1998 Total Percentage

@r1234)

Stop sign violation (02) ,1 9 5 8 74 A

Yield sign violation (03) 0 0 0 ¿ L aL 6

Failed to yteld right of way (04) 0 0 I I I 4 <1

Followed too closely (06) 21 15 20 IJ 18 20 r07 9

Parked vehicle (07) t7 19 t2 t2 15 20 95 8

Backed unsafely (08) 6 J 7 J 2 I 22 2

Left turn across path (09) 2 '7 J 1 6 8 JJ 3

Improper lane change (10) J T4 6 2l 11 t+ 69 ô

Disobeyed haffic signal (11) 1 ¿ 1 I 6 L 13

Ran off road (12) 93 100 86 86 99 91 555

Improper tum (13) 7 5 J 2 8 30 ¿

Left ofcentre (14) 7 l 7 l5 1 48 4

Improper passing (15) I2 il il _tJ l3 IJ I) ó

Other (98) 21 35 29 1/1 ¿J 20 1s2 12

Table B-13

Contributing Factor (code) 1993 t994 1995 r996 t997 1998 Total Percentage
(of 178 )

Defective brakes (02) 5 6 ¿ 5 2 25 14

Tires failed (03) J 6 T2 7 6 39 22

Improper load/shift (04) A 6 8 1 7 II +J .ALA

Lighting defect (05) a
J I J ¿ 5 t5 8

Other (98) 3 19 10 À
I 1,1 3 56 32
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Table B-14

Contributing Factor (code) 1993 1994 1995 r996 1997 1998 Total Percentage
(of 1892)

Raining (02) 31 30 a1
JI 28 38 18 116 o

HaiVsleet (03) 8 0 7 4 R 6 33 2

Snow (04) 70 t72 88 191 110 91 728 5v

Fog/smog/smoke/dust (05) LJ 35 28 22 z1 48 t7'l o

High wind (06) 9 t/ 5 t4 t9 10 74 4

Animal involvement (object lype 7) * l9 119 103 114
I IJ 87 126 627 33

Other (98) 9 lo 9 t6 l4 1a
IJ 77 4

* for consistency purposes with MB and SK, "animal involvement" was included under this category, even

though it is not part of the environmental condition category in the police report form. This animal
involvement was obtained from analyzing the "object type" field, for which "animal" was object type 7. There

were 619 accidents in which a healy truck hit an animal or was involved in a single vehicle accident because

of an animal and there were 8 accidents in which a truck was involved in a multiple-vehicle accident which
involved an animal and another vehicle.

8.7 Heavy Truck Accidents by Roadway Category

Table B- I 5 illustrates the number of heavy truck accidents for the three provinces by road category (divided

versus undivided) as reported by the police. The table shows that divided highways account for one-third of
all HTAs on provincial highways in the Prairie region, and only 6 percent of all highway mileage in the region.

Similarly, undivided highways account for two-thirds of HTAs on provincial highways in the Prairies , and94
percent of the regional provincial highway mileage.
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Table B-15: Heavv Truck Accidents by Road Catesorv
Road Category 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Total

Mønitoba

Undivided one wav 491010

Undivided two wav * 111I l)t19t2080

4398510044Divided ^

Unknown a-
JI

Other +

1 159r47131 218 LTJTotal

Søskøtchewøn

Undivided one vvay 91l5tl1015T4

Undivided two way * 249 262 290 279 285 231 r602

589105r14r0185Divided ^
I¿+l42lt611Unknown

Other + t4

Total 361 429 425 41.' 2378

Undivided one wav 10 10 t4

Undivided two way * 330 51 I 411 446 4r0 2501

Divided " 186 251 180 241 240 231 1329

Unknown 16 53 17945

Other + 10

Total 527 784 111 149 126 4101

* Undivided two-way includes: undivided 2-wayl2-lane and undivided 2-way multilane in MB (codes 2 and 3);

undivided 2-way in SK (code 2); and undivided 2-way in AB (code 02)

" Divided includes: divided with barrier median and divided with median but no barrier in MB (codes 4 and 5);

divided with raised median and divided with depressed or painted median in SK (codes 3 and 4); and divided
with barrier and divided with no barrier in AB (codes 03 and 04).
+ Other does not apply to MB. It includes "other" in SK (code 5); and "other" in AB (code 08).
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APPENDIX C
Geogrøphicøl Locution of HTAs on Frovincial trfighways
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c.1 Heavy Truck,A.ccidents not Possible to Geocode

There are cases in which it is not possible to geographically position a paficular HTA. There are three main
reasons for this: (1) data recording problems-the information recorded in the police report is incomplete for
positioning purposes; (2) linear-referencing problems-the linear referencing ofthe geographic files used is

sometimes inaccurate; and (3) database codingproblems-control sections ormileposts assigned in the accident

database during data entry are sometimes non-existent in the highway system. Tables C-l and C-2 show the

HTAs that were notpossible to geographicallyposition in Manitoba and Alberta. Because of the software used

to geocode the Saskatchewan HTAs, it is not possible to determine the individual case numbers that were not
seocoded.

Table C-1: HTAs not Geocoded in Manitoba

-,î,ûi""" DAIE SRV CASE
NUMBER

DATE CSECT ATKM SEVCSECT ATKM

6050 1993/02102 40t0270 28.80 D 535471 1996/01/03 5010310 32.80 r

439',76 t993/03/15 3001030 6.30 5367 | 1 1996/02/09 4010240 13.90

53525 1993t05/27 2002120 15.60 53 68s3 1996/06/04 2651010 0.50

6833 I t993/06/21 5010310 32.90 569082 1996/10/19 2007020 0.00

8r829 1993/06/29 1059050 12.90 1996/08/21 361 0020 2.90

103316 t993/09/r5 2007030 r7.60 1996/1t/28 2039020 17.50

1097 44 t993/09/11 s0062s0 42.00 6050 1 4 r996/11/20 3001120 22.50

r45579 t994/0r/03 3010070 8.30 6 l 030s 1996/12/28 2016140 20.00

i 5578 l t993/12/15 2432020 19.80 667 131 1996/l/20 2050020 8.00

1 83448 t994/02/23 1075050 13.70 614676 1997 /01/13 301 6090 1 5.00

202739 t994/04/26 1009010 1.30 658 I 89 1997/05/07 3016120

246045 t994/06/10 2007020 0.00 199't/01/30 3321010 7.80

247292 t994/t0/07 2330030 14.00 695648 1997 /08/11 5283020 17.90

296803 t994/11/14 1008030 10.00 7 I 6998 t997/t0/03 100060

34r939 t995/03/09 36t0010 7 1947 6 1997/10/01 3610020 0.20

3'72922 r99s/04/18 1075020 22.20 '732596 1997/r0/22 4006050 10.00

375582 1995/05/t9 t052020 13.70 '757333 t997/12/05 2016160

383649 1995/06/14 2003200 14.80 761015 1998/01/08 2646010 0.00

389292 t99sl06/07 2007020 16.50 765061 1997/12/30 3001920 6.80

40553 I t99s/09/06 3668010 0.00 '169'785 1998t01/27 36100i0 1.60

40891 5 1995/06/01 10s9040 19.60 780585 1998/02t13 2032010 22.70

412086 t995/09121 3610010 0.90 782664 I 998/03/03 5010310 32.90

4372t8 t995/09/21 3010070 s.00 '786461 1998/03/1 1 3678010

445t84 1995/08/15 3010070 4.80 833289 1998/07/14 2001201 2.00

448576 t995/10/20 3610010 1.40 83s886 1998t01/02 2245050 24.30

456645 1995/10/06 3610020 0.00 846r39 l 998/08/1 8 20021s0 20.90

456921 1995/1 1/18 1221030 6.80 85 I 445 1998/09/04 t023140 t2.30

499296 t995/11/01 4005200 14.80 861283 1998/10/05 4006040 1.50

46848 I t996101/08 3610020 0.20 861372 1998t09/29 2014030 16;70

498722 1996/03/27 4010930 3.90 8883s2 1998/12/04 5010940 I .10

50881 I t996/03/30 3010100 15.30 902284 1998/05/05 30i0025

525269 1996/06/18 1023140 2.00

240

944067 1998/12/03

5.30

512749 1996/04/10 t044070 25.50

5 I 5535 1996/03/23 4010220 21.60

519365 1996/04125 10150t 0 1.80



Table C-2: HTAs not Geocoded in Alberta

-f,ûìi" DArE CSECT ATKM SEV -,;,fii"". DArE CSECT ATKM SEV

t28745 2/24/97 228 3t.66 4t2512 '7 /29/98 4912 ) t.L3

t29674 8/1 0/98 3312 424839 3/9/97 I 508 4'l .10

r 35878 220 35.s6 425281 9/17/98 5;7 5

I 57984 t1123/94 2218 2'7.t9 425360 3A08 5.60

I 60890 2/23/95 t6A20 3.42 4'7405'7 t2/t8/96 8814 52.55

161018 9/14/96 r 6X40 26.10 511934 tt/27198 4304 51 .00

t61122 9/3/96 1 6X40 10.36 543791 3/4/98 252 39.51

t61126 r/5/95 1 6X40 16.67 55 I 654 4/7/98 4302 12.94

t63667 222 2'7.94 555750 7/26/98 4302 32.90

t74707 1/16/97 16X40 15.40 57813 3/20/96 l 608 3{J.¿4

t7 4735 412/96 16x40 t6-46 582853 9/22/98 106

9/1/9s I 6X40 18.16 58855 l t2/28/98 55.20

213692 11/t9/96 2008 26.58 602513 11/25/98 4912 JO.J /

237854 11/9/98 49t2 3.08 62216 5/23/95 226 45.1 8

24368 9/t2/96 16X40 16.48 67095 3/17 /95 16A20 0.01

247065 10/17 /98 t 618 7.35 7036 I 6 I 6X40 1.60

24952 2/10/94 16X42 0.00 71 1408 2/r0/94 2¡^54 21.41

2/t4/94 16X40 15.24 714281 t0/27/98 3312

2561 38 12/18/95 3516 70.55 739221 1 0/l 0/95 21i04 32-40

263380 5/6/96 I 6X40 74105 2/10/95 16X42 0.00

263421 8/17 /97 30.44 74300 16x40 11.57

263426 2/t/96 16X40 2l .30 74580 t612 51.42

289620 4125197 lx02 2.60 7 4685 r2/28t94 16X40 10.46

29s234 t/5/96 8.36 761528 7/28/93 16x40 14.84

295264 11/2t/96 16X40 8.73 764273 11/19/93 r 6x40 25.89

295269 8/6/96 16X42 0.00 764429 5/t2/93 16x40 23.90

297083 tl/6/95 16X40 2.19 764489 6/30/93 16X40 26.10

30302 3/24/95 I 604 49.54 9124/94 r 6x40 10.36

3043s t/4/94 I 604 49.53 767244 l lt 5/94 I 508 47.10

2220 33.51 772443 2/16/95 I 6X40 r 7.00

305214 8/29/97 2220 33.51 77 5568 r/4/94 16A20 l.68

306483 9/10/96 220 35.66 777322 Lt/4/93 3312

t1/20/96 3312 17.69 778172 11t4/93 161^20 1.64

313042 t1/13/96 220 35.61 1112/93 16A20 |,64

322866 4/27 /98 881 178 12/11196 122 47.54

325709 402 3 8.51 9028 1 9 8/26/93 1508 47.10

326305 6/29/96 16X40 14.48 903014 9/26/93 r06 20.42

332671 s/3/98 60.90 920469 8/8/94 16x42

332957 27.4'7 924067 t/24/94 t6x40 23-02

334670 7 /26/96 68.485804 tl24l94 t6x42 0.50

335405 2/12/97 14X02 1.83 997019 8128193 2A04 25.36

353273 L/st98 5t.50 9991 80 t1/6/96 16X40 18.12

357854 1t/29/98 4912 20.23 5/27/94 16A20 0.00

374056 9/4/98 4304 32.58 999834 I/31/94 16A20 0.02

378377 9/t8/96 2404 28.30 2158333 lr/15/96 35.66

3 883 6/28/94 16X40 t6.49 2180493 t2/11196 16X40 '/ .36

393290 12/23/96 1616

Severity: 3 =propertydamage;2 =injury; and 1=fatal

^À1Lql

2222664 4/9t91 1X02 2.09

10/1/93 351 6 70.67
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Figure C-l: Geographical Disnibution of HTAs in Manitoba (1993-1998)
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Figure C-2: Geographical Disribution of HTAs in Saskatchewan (1993-1998)
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APPEI{DIX Ð
Heavy Truck Accidents in Møjor {Jrbøn Centers
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HTAs non- Total HTAs non- Total HTAs
HTAs HTAs

1993
1994
199s 2s2 17341 17599

Table D-l: Heav

195 11872 18067

* This is a revised f,rgwe provided by SGI in January 2000

^ Source of"total accidents" is Alberta Infrastructure

16586 16777

Truck Accidents and non-Heav

80 5157
5391 5446* 106

5568

non-
IITAs

5386*

101

Truck Accidents

5643 5740 314 23920 24234 283 25839 26122

Total HTAs

l an
t1t

603s 6136 431 24592 2s029 289 23789 24078

t58
7)6

6853 6990*
7361 7519

non- Total HTAs non- Total
IITAs HTAs

,11.r
23662 24100
25025 25437

486

2347 168671 171018
32316 32820

29890

1,11



@codes3(fataldriverofpassenger)and5(pedestrianfatal)fromtheWinnipegaccidentcodeforms.
" The injury categoiy includes codes 1 (in¡ury), 2 (hospitalized), 4 (pedestrian injury), and 8 (pedestrian hospitalized) from Winnipeg's accident code forms.
* These are accidents for which there was no injury oi the injuiy wâs not stated (injury codes 0 or 7) and that resulted in a property damage of more than S 1 ,000 (codes

Table D-2a: Sin

05 to 09 from "propery damage" category in Winnipeg's accident code form).

Winnipeg singtl-vånicte acciãents for which there wai no injury and that resulted in a property damage of less than $ 1 ,000 or for which the severity or damage was not

stated are as follows for the six vears: 1 993 : 9, 1994 : 7, 1995 : 5, 1996 : 9, 1997 = 7' 1998 = 7

e-Vehicle H

RE Fatal

Truck Accidents b

@scodes3(fataldriverofpassenger)and5(pedestrianfata1)fromtheWinnipegaccìdentcodeforms'
^ The injury categoiy includes codes 1 (injury), 2 (hospitalized), 4 (pedestrian injury), and 8 (pedestrian hospitalized) from Winnipeg's accident code forms.
* These are accidents for which there wal no injury oi the injury was not stated (injury codes 0 or 7) and that resulted in a property damage of more than $ 1 ,000 (codes

05 to 09 from "propery damage" category in Winnipeg's accident code fonn).
Winnipeg multiple-ve-hicle aciidents for which there was no injury and that resulted in a property damage of less than S1,000 or for which the severity or damage was

notstaìeãur.uifollo*rforthesixyears: 1993:13,1994:21,1995:23,1996:19,1997 = 16, 1998= 18

Table

Severi

Multi

Fatal Injury Property

le-Vehicle Hea

RE Fatal

Fatal Injury Property CAL

Truck Accidents b

Property

Seve

fnjury Property EDM Fatal Injury Property CAL
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D.l Heavy Truck Accidents by Number of Trailers

In Regina, there were a total of 293 heavy trucks for which the trailer configuration (single or double) was

known. Of those, single trailer combinations accounted for 70 percent, and doubles accounted for the

remaining 30 percent. As previously indicated, in Saskatchewan, it is not possible to determine from the

accident database the number of triple trailers involved in accidents. Of the 88 double trailer combinations

involved in accidents, 60 percent were either A or C-trains, and 40 percent were B-trains' For the six-year

period, one single trailer and one double kailer were involved in fatalities. Of the 205 single trailers, 14

percent were involved in injury-producing accidents, and 85 percent were involved in HTAs resulting in

properfy damage only. Of the 88 double trailers, 17 percent were involved in injury accidents, and 82 percent

were involved in accidents resulting in properly damage only.

Trailer information was available for 344 accidents in Saskatoon. Three-quarters of those trucks had single

trailers, and one-quarter had double trailers. Of the 85 double trailer combinations involved in accidents, 56

percent were A or C-trains, and 44 percent were B-trains. For the six-year period, one single trailer was
-involved 

in a fatality. Of the 259 single trailers, 19 percent were involved in injury-producing accidents, and

81 percent were involved in HTAs resulting in properly damage only. Of the 85 double trailers, 26 percent

weie involved in injuryaccidents, andT4percent were involved in accidents resulting inproperfydamage only.

In Edmonton, there were l,646heavy trucks for which the trailer configuration (single, double or triple) was

known. Of those, 82 percent were single trailers, 16 percent were double trailers, and just over one percent

were triple trailers. Trailer configuration was available for 1,287 accidents in Calgary. Of those, 81 percent

were single trailers, 17 percent were doubles, and almost one percent were triples.

In Edmonton, three single trailer combinations and one double were involved in fatal accidents over the six-

year period. Nearly 20 percent of all single trailers, and one-quarter of all double trailers and triple trailers

involved in HTAs were involved in injury accidents. In Calgary, the figures are somewhat different. There

were six single trailer combinations, one double, and one kiple involved in fatal accidents over the six years.

Eleven percint of all single trailers, 13 percent of all double trailers, and one-quarter of all triple trailer

combinations involved in HTAs were involved in injury accidents'

The Alberta database also allows for the analysis of trailer involvement by body type. Tables D-3a and D-3b

illustrate the body types of single, double or triple trailers involved in HTAs in Edmonton and Calgary. This

analysis is also based only on the number of heavy trucks for which the trailer configuration (single' double

or trìple) is known. In both cities, vans, platforms, and lowboys were the most cornmon body types involved

inHTAs, accountingforapproximately40percent, one-quarter, and 13 percentrespectively, of allheavytrucks

involved in HTAs in each city. Also in both cities, vans were the most common body type observed in HTAs

involving single trailer combinations (41 percent of all single trailers in Edmonton and 45 percent of all single

trailers in Caþary¡. platforms were the most common body type observed in HTAs involving double trailer

combinations (30 percent of all double trailers in Edmonton and28 percent of all double trailers in Calgary).

D.2 Major Factors Contributing to Heavy Truck Accidents in Regina and Saskatoon

In Regina, of the 133 reported HTAs where human condition was a major contributing facfor, inattentive

drivírzgwas identified in 87 percent of the cases, distracted driverwas identified in 10 percent, and other

factors were identified in 1l percent of the cases. Of the 115 reported HTAs where human action was

identified as a major contributing factor, ìtnproper turning was identif,redin2l percent of the cases, backing

unsafely was identified in 16 percent of the cases, /a il to yield to right of way and passing improper were

identified in 13 percent and 1l percent of the cases respectively. Other factors were identified in 29 percent

of the 115 cases. Of the 51 reported HTAs were vehicle condition was a major contributing factor,

jachtife/trailer swingwasidentified in 27 percent ofthe accidents, v iew fromvehicle obstructedwasidentified

in24þercent of the accidents, and, load shiftecl was identified in 16 percent of the cases. Other vehicle
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condition factors were identified in 37 percent of fhe cases. Of the 62 reported HTAs where environmental

condition was a major contributing factor, road conditio¡?J were a factor in 48 percent of the accidents, an

uninvolved vehicle was identified in 19 percent of the HTAs, linited view outside the vehicle was identified

in 18 percent of the HTAs, and weather conditions were identified in 16 percent of the cases.

Table D-3a: Heavy Trucks Involved in HTAs
by Trailer Body Type 1993-1998 (Edmonton)

--------Si¡gle 

Douhle Trinle Total
Van/box bodv 562 49 1 618
Lowbov 183 38 225

Hishbov a- A
J t+ 459

Tanker 40 46

Dump 1/1

Auto carrier 12

Livestock 13

Los carrier 2 |
Unknown 48 10 0 58

Other ^^ 56 20 5 8l
Total 1353 268 25

unknown refers to code 97 and blank fields

^^ other refers to code 98 ("other") i¡r the database

Van/boxbodv 481 48 4 533

Lowbov 135 29 2 166

Hiehbov 264 63 3 33080

64268863

IJ56

t4

87 Tanker 40 40 0 80

Dumo JI

t2 Auto carrier 15 I 1 t7
Livestock 18 l8
Loscarrier 4 | 0

Unknown
Other ^^ 16

t646 Total 1050 225 12 1287

unknown refers to code 97 and blank fields

^^ other refers to code 98 l"other") in the database

In Saskatoon, of the 186 reported HTAs where human condition was a major contributing factor, inattentive

driving was identified in 90 percent of the cases, driver inexperience was identified in 6 percent of the case s,

and other factors were identified in 8 percent of the cases. Of the 214 reported HTAs where human action was

identifred as a major contributing factor, turning improperly was identified in 18 percent oîthe cases,fail to

yield to right of way was identified in 16 percent of the cases, trffic control device disregarded was identified
in l5 percent of the HTAs, passing improperly was identifred in 14 percent of the cases, and backing unsafely

was identified in 11 percent of the cases. Other factors were identifiedin2l percent of the cases. Of the i8
reported HTAs where vehicle condition was identified as a major contributing factor,jack-løife/trailer swing

wasidentifiedinsevenofthecases,anddefectivebrakeswereidentifiedinthreeofthel8cases. Othervehicle

conditions were identified in 1 1 of the 18 accidents. Of the 63 reported HTAs where environmental condition

was identified as a major contributing factor for the accident, road conditior was identified in 54 percent of
theHTAs, weatlterconditions wereidentifiedinZ4percentofthecases, andlintitedviewoutsidethevehicle
was identified in 11 percent of the HTAs.

D.2.1 Human Condition

Over the six-year period, human condition was reported as a major contributing factor in 133 of the 460 HTAs
in Regina, and 186 of the 126 accidents in Saskatoon. See Table D-4.

D.2.2 Human,A,ction

Over the six-year period, human action was reported as a major contributing factor in 115 of the 460 HTAs
in Regina, and214 of fbe126 HTAs in Saskatoon. See Table D-5.

Table D-3b: Heavy Trucks Involved in HTAs
Trailer Bod
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Table D-4

Contributing Factor (code) Regina Saskatoon

Inattentive (01) 116 r61

Distracted (02) 1a
IJ 7

Had been drinking (03) 0 a
L

Impaired (04) ¿ 0

Extreme fatigue (05) 0 I

Fell Asleep (06) 0 I

Driver inexperience (07) 6 T2

Lost consciousness (08) I 0

Other human conditions (12) 5

Table D-5

Contributing Factor (code) Regina Saskatoon

Failed to yield right of way (21) t5 3+

Traff,rc control device disregarded (22) ð J¿

Following too closely (23) l0 19

Driving too fast for conditions (24) J ll

Exceeding speed limit (25) I z

Turning improperly (26) 31 39

Passing improperly (27) 1a
IJ JI

Backing unsafely (28) 18 a/1
L-

Fail to signal (29) L I

Driving \rrong way on roadway (30) 0 I

Taking evasive action (31) 8 'l

Careless driving (32) I 0

Pedesfrian action contributed (3 3) 0 0

Other human action (34) t2 1'7
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D.2.3 VehicleCondition

Over the six-year period, vehicle condition was reported as a major contributing factor in 51 of the 460 HTAs

in Regina, and in 18 of the726 HTAs in Saskatoon. See Table D-6'

Table D-6

Contributing Factor (code) Regina Saskatoon

Defective brakes (40) I 5

Defective lights (41) I 0

Load shifted/spilled (43,¡ 8 2

Vehicle overloaded (44) ,4
I I

Defective tires (47) 0 I

Defective engine/power train (48) I 0

Jack-knife/trailer swing (49) t+ 1

View from vehicle obstmcted (50) l2 I

Other vehicle conditiorVdefect (5 1) t2 6

D.2.4 Environmental Condition

Over the six-yearperiod, environmental condition was reported as a major contributing factor tn62 of the 460

HTAs in Regina, and 63 of the 726 HTAs in saskatoon. see Table D-7.

Table D-7

Contributing Factor (code) Regina Saskatoon

Road condition (62) 30
aÀ
J.f

Snow drift (64) I 1

Obstruction/debris on roadway (66) J z

View obstructed/limited (67) l2 1

Sun glare (68)
a
J 5

Consfruction zone (69) 5
a
L

Weather conditions (74) 10 15

Uninvolved vehicle (75) t2 6

Uninvolved pedestrian (76) 1 0

Other environmental condition (77) 0
,)
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D.3 Major Factors contributing to Heavy Truck Accidents in Edmonton and calgary

In Edmonton, of the 28 reported HTAs where human condition was a major contnbuting factor, ìntpaíred by

alcoholwas identified in óne-quarter of the cases,fatiguewas identified in 11 percent of the cases, and other

factors were identified in mosi of the cases (two-thirds). The details about most of the HTAs (191 of 216)

involving human condition in Calgary were assigned to the "other" category in the database, and therefore, it

is not po-ssible to make similar obiervations for that city, as made for Edmonton regardrng human condition

of drivers involved in HTAs.

Of the 1,014 reported HTAs where human action was identified as a major contributing factor in Edmonton,

improper lane ihangewas identified in I 8 percent of the cases, backed unsafeþ was identified in 1 6 percent

of th" .as"r,¡o ttowed too closely, parketl vàhtcle, and improper turn weÍe each identified in 1 3 percent of the

HTAs. Other factors were identifie ð,in32percent of the cases. In Calgary, of the 1,283 reported HTAs where

humanactionwasidentif,redasamajorconhibuting factor,backedunsafelywasidentifiedin23percentofthe

cases, parkecl vehicle was identified in l5 percent of the cases, irnproper lane change was identified in 14

p"r."ni of the cases,/o lloweel too closely and improper turn weÍe each identifie d in 12 percent of the HTAs'

Other factors were identified in 30 percent of the cases.

of the 37 reported HTAs where vehicle condition was identified as a major contributrrg factor in Edmonton,

clefectivebràkurwereidentifiedinlTofthecases andloadshiftwasidentifiedinsevenofthe3Tcases' Other

vehicle conditions were identified in 13 of the 37 accidents. Calgary showed a similar distribution as

Edmonton. There were 42 cases were vehicle condition was identified as a contributing factor. Defective

brakes were identified in l6 of the cases, andload shift was identified in 10 of the 42 cases.

Of the 375 reported HTAs where environmental condition was identified as a major contributing factor for the

accidents in Èdmonton , snow was identified in one-half of the HTAs and rain was identified in 28 percent'

Other environmental conditions were identi{ied in 23 percent of the HTAs. In Calgary, of the 368 HTAs were

environmental conditions were identified as a contributing faclor, snow was identified in 54 percent of the

cases, and rain was identified in 3 I percent of the cases. Other factors were identified in 15 percent of the

cases.

D.3.1 Human("DriverÆedestrian")Condition

Over the six-year period, human condition was reported as a contributing factor in 28 of the 2,341 HTAs ttl

Edmonton, and2l6 of the2,341HTAs in Calgary. See Table D-8'

Table D-8

Contributing Factor (code) Edmonton Calgary

Had been drinking (02) 2 7

impaired by alcohol (03) 1 A

Impaired by drugs (04) 0 I

Fatigues/asleep (05) 5 J

Medical defect (06) I 4

Other (98) I) r97
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D.3.2 Driver Action

Over the six-year period, driver action was reported as a contributing factor in I ,0 14 of the 2,341 HTAs in

Edmonton, and in 1,283 of the2,347 HTAs in Calgary. See Table D-9'

Table D-9

Contributing Factor (code) Edmonton Calgary

Stop sign violation (02) t5 25

Yield sign violation (03) 7 8

Failed to yield right of way (04) q 10

Failed to yield right of way ped (05) 0 2

Followed too closely (06) TJZ 160

Parked vehicle (07) lzo 190

Backed unsafely (08) 161 291

Left turn across path (09) 54 52

Improper lane change (10) 185 178

Disobeyed traffic signal (11) +J 39

Ran offroad (12) 31 ^<

Improper tum (13) r21 158

Left ofcentre (14) 9 1<

Improper passing (15) lo lo

Other (98) 137 168

D.3.3 VehicleCondition

Over the six-year period, vehicle condition was reported as a contributing factor in 37 of the 2,341 HTAs in

Edmonton, and42 of the2,347 HTAs in Calgary. See Table D-10'

Table D-10

Contributing Factor (code) Edmonton Calgary

Defective brakes (02) t7 to

Improper load/shift (04) 7 l0

Lighting defect (05) J I

Other (98) 10 15

a<A
LJA



D.3.4 EnvironmentalCondition

Over the six-year period, environmental condition was reported as a contributing factor
HTAs in Edmonton, and 368 of the2,34l HTAs in Calgary. See Table D-11.

ín315 of the2,341

Table D-l1

Contributing Factor (code) Edmonton Calgary

Raining (02) 105 115

HaiVsleet (03) 1 18

Snow (04) 182 191

Fog/smog/smoke/dust (05) 10 t4

High wind (06) /1 I

Animal involvement (object fype 7) * 1 I

Other (98) 66 t9

* for consistency purposes with MB and SK, "animal involvement" was included under this category, even

though it is not part of the environmental condition category in the police report form. This animal

involvement was obtained from analyzing the "object type" field, for which "animal" was object type 7. There

were 619 accidents in which a heavy truck hit an animal or was involved in a single vehicle accident because

of an animal and there were 8 accidents in which a truck was involved in a multiple-vehicle accident which
involved an animal and another vehicle.
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Table E-1: One or More HTAs per Year Occurring at Intersections in Winnipeg (1993-1998)

INTERSECTION LOCATION Number of HTAs Number of SVAs Number of MVAs

KING EDWARD ST NOTRE DAME AV LJ t6

DUBLIN AV KING EDWARD ST l5 11

LAGIMODIEREBV SPRINGFIELD RD T2

KING EDWARD ST LOGAN AV I2 10

KING EDWARD ST WELLINGTON AV l1

OAKPOINTHW SELKIRKAV l1

EAGLE DR OAK POINT HW ll ll
DESMEURONSST GOULETST
JARVIS AV MCPHILLPS ST

LAGIMODIEREBV REGENTAV W

GRASSIE BV LAGIMODIEREBV
MCPHILLPS ST NOTRE DAME AV
CENTURY ST NAV
BROOKSIDEBV INK BV
KEEWATIN ST DAME AV
MAIN ST PORTAGEAV 7 O 7

INKSTERBV MANDALAY DR

LOGAN AV PRINCESS ST

LOGAN AV MCPHiLLPS ST

NAIRN AV STADACONA ST

CENTURY ST NESS AV
CHEVRIERBV WAVERLEY ST

CLARENCEAV WAVERLEY ST

DAWSON RD N MARION ST

ELLICE AV ST JAMES ST

NAIRN AV WATT ST

TOTAL 227 17453

Note: SVA:Single-vehicleaccidents
MVA:Multiole-vehicle accidents

Table E-2: One or More HTAs per Year Occurrinq on Street Links in Winnipee (1993-1998)

STREET LINKLOCATION Number of HTAs Number of SVAs Number of MVAs

MCPHILLPS ST JARVIS AV t6 IJ

BROOKSIDEBV JEFFERSONAV S

OAK POINT HW EGESZ ST

NORWOOD B* BELLAV
BROOKSiDE BV INKSTERBV S

KING EDWARD ST DUBLIN AV S 8

KENASTONBV TAYLORAV

TOTAL
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Table E-3: One or More HTAs per Year Occurring at Intersections in Regina (1993-1998)

LOCATION Number of HTAs Number of SVAs Number of MVAs
RING ROAD & VICTORIA AVENUE t4 10

FLEET STREET & VICTORIA AVENUE ll 11

MCDONALD STREET & RING ROAD 10 10

MCDONALD STREET & ROSS AVENUE
MCDONALD STREET & PARK STREET

ROSS AVENUE & WINNIPEG STREET

PRINCE OF WALES & VICTORIA AVENUE

TOTAL

Table E-4: One or More HTAs per Year Occurring on Street Links in Regina (1993-1998)

STREET NAME Number of HTAs Number of SVAs Number of MVAs

556T

MCDONALD STREET 699-361 11 l1
WINNIPEG STREET 1499 -I4OO

HiGHWAY 1O-O

TOTAL

Table E-5: One ot M
LOCATION Number of HTAs Number of SVAs Number of MVAs

1926

CIRCLE DR. & 22ND ST. 2929

MILLAR AVE. & CIRCLE DR. 21 2l
AVE. C & CIRCLEDR. t8 t7
COLLEGE DR & CIRCLE DR IEAST ll lo
IST AVE. & CIRCLE DR. 1a

IJ I2
FAITHFULL AVE. & 51ST ST. IJ IJ

FAITHFULL AVE. & CIRCLE DR. 1a
IJ

1a
IJ

CiRCLE DR. & TAYLOR ST. 11

CIRCLE DR. & 8TH ST. (WESTI 1l 0 l1

QUEBEC AVE. & CIRCLE DR. 10 1 9

IDYLWYLD DR. & 22ND ST.

CIRCLEDR. &AIRPORTDR.
CIRCLE DR. & ATTRIDGE DR.

AVE.P&22NDST.
IDYLWYLD DR & 2OTH ST

MILLAR AVE. & 5IST ST.

CIRCLE DR. & LAURIER DR.

AVE.C&45THST.
FAITHFULL AVE & 46TH ST

TOTAL 220 t9 201

Table E-6: One or More HTAs r Year Occurring on Street Links in Saskatoon (1993-1998

LOCATION Number of HTAs Number of SVAs Number of MVAs

CIRCLE DR.: 108TH ST - COLLE
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F.1

This section presents a series ofexplanatory notes regarding the analysis presented in Chapter 5. Due to

Notes Regarding Section 5.3.1 for Manitoba

In the Paradox database for 1995 and 1996, a truck-tractor is identified as follows:
''TRUCK/TRACTOR'',''TRUCK TRACTOR'"''TRUCK TRACTR'" "TRUCK/TRACTR'',
''TURCK TRACTOR'"''TRUCIITRACTRO'', "TRUCK TRACTRO''.

For 1995 and 1996 data, a truck was classified as a bobtail ifthe database included only data relating
to the truck-tractor and did not identify any trailer. A truck was classified as a tractor-semitrailer if
it was identified as having a truck-tractor as vehicle l, and a trailer as vehicle 2. A combination was
classified as an A-train if it was identified as having a truck-tractor as vehicle 1, a trailer as vehicle
2, a dolly as vehicle 3, and a trailer as vehicle 4. A truck was classified as a B-train if it was idenhfied
as having a truck-tractor as vehicle 1, a trailer as vehicle 2, and a trailer as vehicle 3. A truck was
classified as a biple if it was identified as having a truck-tractor as vehicle 1, a trailer as vehicle 2, a
trailer as vehicle 3, and a trailer as vehicle 4 (note that convertor dollies were not examined in the
triple trailer combinations). Certain trucks were classified with a configuration "not known" because

the database was unclear as to the truck's make-up. Examples include: vehicle 1 being a truck-fractor,
and vehicle 2 being a dolly convertor; vehicle 1 being a truck-tractor, vehicle Zbengnothing, and
vehicle 3 being a frailer.

In the Paradox database for 1995 and 1996, a dolly is identified as: "CONVERTOR",
''CONVERTER'" ''CONV DOLLY'" ''CONV. DOLLY'" ''CONVERTOR DOLLY'" ''DOLLY''.

In 1995, 1 combination was reported as a tractor-semitrailer towing a converter dolly. In 1996, 8

combinations were reported as a truck-tractor towing a converter dolly (2 from Manitoba, 6 from
other than Manitoba); 2 combinations were repofied as a truck-tractor as vehicle 1, a trailer as vehicle
2, nothing as vehicle 3, and a trailer as vehicle 4 (both from other than Manitoba); 1 combination was
reported as a truck-tractor as vehicle 1, nothing as vehicle 2, and a hailer as vehicle 3 (from
Manitoba).

Generation of Table 5-3b for Inspections in Saskatchewan

Table 5-3b contains information by truck configuration (i. e. , tractor semitrailer, tractor double trailer, or tractor
triple trailer) and by unit type (i.e., truck tractor, trailer or converter dolly) for the period from 1995 ro 1997.
Each year presents results on the number of trucks and the number of units by base jurisdiction (1.e.,

Saskatchewan or other than Saskatchewan). The database used to generate this table (.

projects\safet¡r98\cvsa\saskatchüts_9597.db) contains several fields of information. This database contains
only inspections conducted on hear,y trucks (i.e., code S/T--semi trailer unit and code T--4, B, or C-trail, or
triple). The fields used for this analysis were the followurg:

ß.2

Date
Veh_Configuration

Indicates the date when the inspection was conducted.
Indicates whether the vehicle is a code S/T (semi trailer unit) or code T (4, B, or
C-train, or triple) as defined by Saskatchewan Highways.

PU_Jurisdiction The base jurisdiction for the power unit in the combination.
TRl_Jurisdiction The base jurisdiction for the first trailer in the combination.
TR2_Jwisdiction The base jurisdiction for the second trailer in the combination.
TR3_Jurisdiction The base jurisdiction for the third trailer in the combination.

The method to determine the truck conf,rguration by year by base jurisdiction was slraight- forward. For each

year, the number of inspected S/T and T trucks based in Saskatchewan was determined, as well as the number
of S/T and T trucks based in jurisdictions other than Saskatchewan. The category "other" also includes trucks
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for which the database does not show a base jurisdiction (in 1995 : 67 trucks, in 1996 :29 tmcks, and in 1997
: 24 trucks).

The method to determine the number of trailers inspected, bybase jwisdiction, was more complicated. Using
the three frelds for base jurisdiction of trailers, the following was done: A count of the number of
Saskatchewan-based trailers in each field (TR1_Jurisdiction, TR2_Jurisdiction, and TR3_Jurisdiction) was
generated and the three totals were added to obtain the number of SK-based trailers. This was done for each

year separately. For example, in 1996, there are 914 trallers in the f,irst field for which the base jurisdiction
is SK. There are 213 trailers in the second f,reld for which the base jurisdiction is SK, and there are zero
trailers in the third f,reld for which the base jurisdiction is SK. This results in a total of 1,187 hailers for which
SK is the base jurisdiction in 1996. Similarly, to obtain the number of trailers based in jurisdictions other than
SK, the same approach is taken. This results ín 1,042 trailers for which the base jurisdiction is a place other
than SK.

Under ideal circumstances (no data-entry errors or any other problems with the database), the following
equation would hold for the maximum number of trailers inspected:

NTM: NS/T + NT*2 + NTT*3

Where NTm is the maximum possible number of trailers
NS/T is the number of tractor semi trailers
NT is the number of tractor doubles
NTT is the number of tractor triples

Therefore, from Table 5-3b, in 7996, it would be expected that the maximum number of Saskatchewan-based
trailers and the maximum number of non Saskatchewan-based trailers insnected were:

Instead, the number of trailers shown in the table is 1,187 for SK-based and 1,042 for non SK-based. The
discrepancy between the figures for SK-based trailers is explained by the fact that in many cases, the base
jurisdiction for the trailers was not entered in the database. However, there is a different explanation for the

case of non SK-based trailers. The number of trailers obtained from the analysis by individual field (1,042

lrailers total) is greater than the maximum possible number of trailers based on truck configuration. The
explanation for this discrepancy is as follows: In the database provided by Saskatchewan Highways, there are

cases where a truck code S/T (semitrailer unit) had base jurisdiction information for trailers in two of the fields
(i.e.,ithadtwotrailersassociatedwithit). Therefore,eventhoughtheconfigurationisenteredasatractor
semitrailer, the number of trailers is two as opposed to one. This creates balancing errors in the table since
when the count per field is generated, all trailers are counted. However, when the truck configuration is
determined, it is done solely on the basis of its code (either S/T or T). The following is an example for 1996.

There are 20 SK-based and 15 non SK-based hailers in the second field (TR2_Jurisdiction) for which the truck
configuration is a code S/T (semi trailer unit). Further inspection of the data indicates that the 35 S/T trucks
should have been recorded in the database as doubles. There are also three single trailer combinations that
were recorded as doubles. When these errors are accounted for in the above eouation. the followins is

obtaired:

NT(SK) :876 + 224 (2) + 0
NT (nSK) : 596 + 204 (2) + 2 (3)

NT(SK) : 856 + 244 (2) + 0
NT (nSK) : 584 + 216 (2) + 2 (3)

NT(SK) :1,324
NT(nSK): 1,010

NT(SK) :1,344
NT(nSK) --1,022

Even though the counted number of trailers is still greater than the maximum possible, it should be noted that
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there are other problens associated with the database. In 76 of the cases (for 1996) involving a fuck
configuration S/T (semi trailer unit), there is no base jurisdiction information for the trailer. Also, in 31 of the

cases involving a truck configuration T (double or triple), there is no base jwisdiction associated with the

second trailer in the combination. This helps explain any inconsistencies found in Table 5-3b since the same

situation holds for 1995 and 1991 .
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APPENDIX G
Truck ConJígurøtions
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5-axle Tractor-Semitrailer (3-S2)

6-axle Tractor-Semitrailer (3-S3)

8-axle B-Train (3-S3-S2)

7 -axle A/C-train (3-52-2)

Figure G-l: Truck Configurations Discussed in this Thesis
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Class 1: Motorcycles

Class 2: Passenger Cars (With l- or 2-Axle Trailers)
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Class 3: 2 Axles, 4-Tire Single Units, Pickup or Van (With
1- or 2-Axle Trailers)

Class 4: Buses

Class 5: 2D - 2 Axles, 6-Tire Single Units (Includes
Handicap-Equipped Bus and Mini School Bus)

Class 6: 3 Axles, Single Unit

Class 7: 4 or More Axles, Single Unit

Class 8: 3 to 4 Axles, Single Trailer

[:iv. $ri'l
(i/rqafqt (-) (e

Class 9: 5 Axles, Single Trailer

Class 10: 6 or More Axles, Single Trailer

Class I l: 5 or Less Axles. Multi-Trailers

Class 12: 6 Axles, Multi-Trailers

Class 13: 7 or More Axles, Multi-Trailers

Figure G-2: FHWA Vehicle ClassifÏcation
Source: http://manuals.dot.state.tx.us/dynaweb/coltrsys/tda/@Generic_BookTextView/20168
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